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I. INTRODUCTION 
Abu Rayḥān Muḥammad b. Aḥmad Bīrūnī, as required by the Choresmian pronunciation 
Bērūnī, or Bayrūnī in Arabic and sometimes called by the nisba al-Khwārizmī by certain 
Arab authors, stands out among scientists of the Golden Age of Islam not only for the 
number of his contributions but for his attentive modern scientific approach as well. He 
was an astronomer, astrologer, mathematician, physicist, geographer, chronologist, 
historian, linguist and an observer of traditions and creeds of other people. Contrariwise 
other Arab authors, like Avicenna and Averroes, so relevant for their influence on 
European culture, his writings did not spread in the Spanish al-Andalus, so that none of 
them was translated into Latin1 and consequently started circulating in the Middle Ages 
Europe.  
«Alors que Presque tous les ouvrages des grands savants arabes furent traduits en latin entre le XIe et le 
XIIIe siècle, comme nous le verrons en particulier plus loin, il est bien étrange qu’aucune attention n’ait 
été portée à ceux du grand al-Bîrûnî, qui pourtant était bien connu et hautement appreccié dans l’islâm 
oriental. Ca fait depend, peut-être, de ce qu’il était moins connu dans la peninsula ibérique où s’accomplit 
la plus grande partie du traivail de transmission»2. 
Carlo Alfonso Nallino defined the Canon Masudicus as “the best among all the 
systematic treatises on Muslim Astronomy” and indicated Abū Rayḥān Muḥammad ibn 
Aḥmad al-Bīrūnī as “one of the most brilliant minds ever appeared in Islam”3. 
He left deep marks through the originality of his mind in many of his works 
related to different fields of studies as Mathematics, Astronomy and Physics. The 
exceptionality of al-Bīrūnī is impressing for what concerns the number of fields that he 
investigated  though it is quite common for Medieval scholars  as much as his scientific 
                                                     
1 For the supposed Latin name of Bīrūnī see Littré 1882 p. 10 and its Supplément p. 6-7. 
2 Mieli 1938, p. 102. 
3 Nallino 1944, p. 55. 
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method and his open mind, that can allow us to define him as one of the forerunners of 
the “modern” scientific approach. He was a clever observer and was able to determine 
with great accuracy the geographical coordinates of many cities in India and Persia. 
Unfortunately his masterpiece of astronomical nature, the al-Qānūn al-Masʿūdī fī al-Hayʾa 
wa al-Nujūm, is unpublished in European languages.  
The name of al-Bīrūnī does not revoke some particular clue in the minds of many 
among learned men, as this could happen for other names adapted in Latin, like for 
example Avicenna, Averroes, al-Gazel or Abentofail. 
It must be mentioned however that in the French language it does exist a 
mention to Aliboron4, which could be a deformation of al-Bīrūnī, but “Maître Aliboron”5 is, 
in nowadays spoken French, a nickname to indicate an ass or an ignorant man (!). This 
suggestion comes from the Dictionnaire de la Langue Française by Emile Littré and, as far as 
we are not in possess of direct evidences in the original sources related to the 
deformation of the name of al-Bīrūnī, this is only a speculation without any foundation. 
The only mention to al-Bīrūnī that I could find is in Joseph Justus Scaliger’s Opus 
De Emendatione Temporum, where he mentions the name Elbiruni6: 
«Quia vero fastidiose, atque superstitiose diem, et tempus aequinoctii investigant, 
propter panegyrim, quam ex antiquissimo Persarum instituto in ipso momento, in quo 
aequinoctii sidus conficitur, celebrari opus est, ut abunde docuimus libro III. in illa autem forma 
vaga anni Iezdegirdici difficile est id assequi, tam propter neglectum in anno Persico 
quadrantem, quam propter praegressionem aequinoctiorum: ob eam rem, Imperator Corasan, 
                                                     
4 Carra De Vaux 1921, p. 76. 
5 “ALIBORON (a-li-bo-ron), s. m. ‖ 1° Maître Aliboron, l’âne. Arrive un troisième larron Qui saisit 
maître aliboron, LA FONT. Fab. I, 13 ‖ 2° Homme ignorant et stupide. C’est un maître aliboron”. 
Littré 1882, p. 106. 
6 Scaliger 1629, p. 304. 
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sive Mesopotamiae, convocatis peritissimis astrologiae viris curam novi anni instituendi 
delegavit. Imperatoris, qui id edixit, et sanxit, nomen est, Albu Arsalan Elselegeuki Elhavvaraz, 
Muschahi Sultan Corasan. Convenerunt ad edictum Regium octo praestantissimi viri, Omara 
Elhaiamu, Abu Hali, Hasen filius Haitham, Elbiruni, Abu Elvvapha Elbuzgiani, Ellukari, Iudex 
iurisdictionis Elphakati, et Aben Sina, quem vulgo Avisenam vocant.» 
The reason of his absence among the translated Muslim scholars, anyway, lays in 
the fact that al-Bīrūnī did not have the fortune of becoming well known in the 
Andalusian Muslim Spain, which was the main channel for the passage of “Arabic 
science” towards Europe. Thus, none of his works have been translated in Latin, and 
consequently spread in the Medieval Europe. It must be noted that, during the XII 
century movement of translations in Andalusia from Arabic to Latin, the common 
practice for organizing the large number of material at disposal in Arabic scientific and 
literary production was to try to cover topics in a systematic way; so that if the gap 
about a branch of knowledge had been covered already by another comprehensive 
treatise, there was no need to keep translating about the same matter, especially for 
what concerns literary works that were perceived as similar. Al-Qifṭī himself in his Tārīkh 
al-ḥukamā’, one of the foundamental Arabic sources for the knowledge about 
astronomers and their work7, spends great words about the man and his work: he 
compares him to Ptolemy and places the Canon on the top of every book about 
Astronomy and Arithmetic ever written before. 
It must be underlined that, as common for the period of high competition about 
the development of science between the XI and the XIII century8, al-Bīrūnī added new 
material and proposed new methods for what concerns the observations. He criticize the 
                                                     
7 Together with the Fihrist of al-Nadīm, ʿUyūn al-anbā’ of Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿa and the Kitāb kashf al-
ẓunūn of Ḥajji Khalīfa. See Nallino 1944, p. 124. 
8 Saliba 2007. 
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physical absurdities of the Ptolemaic system, even if he accepts and adopts the 
cosmology proposed by him, like the notion that the Earth is motionless at the centre of 
the Universe, the circular motions on so on. Though, as pointed out by Bausani already9, 
it appears that he is adopting it empirically and overall on a pragmatic fashion to “save 
the phenomena”. In more than one passage he states that the revolution of the Earth (on 
his axes) should well explain the phenomena in the same way, and he spends words of 
admiration for the mathematician al-Sijzī10 who accepted this hypothesis and went 
further proposing even a small movent towards East of the equations for a falling body 
with respect to the Earth11. He has to say something even about the shape of the 
Heavens, and here we can see the kind of a true scientific approach applied to ideas that 
are given for granted and come from suppositions without foundation, as he states that 
it could be a spherical shape as a cylindrical, conical or even polyhedral12, and this idea is 
still applied in now a day theories about Physical Cosmology. 
Thus, if it is true that he adopts the Ptolemaic system, as he does on the X Treatise 
of the Canon about the Planets13, on the other hand what differs him from his 
contemporaries and posterity is that he is more concerned with the mathematical 
observational part of Astronomy than with proposing a cosmological system which he 
probably was aware he could not demonstrate.  
                                                     
9 Bausani 1984. 
10 X century. 
11 Al-Bīrūnī 1956, pp. 50-51. 
12 Ivi pp. 29-30. 
13 And for any reason I would expect from him a Copernican revolution, as the revolution around 
the Sun, on the shape of Aristarchus of Samos, has never been contemplated even as an 
hypothesis by none of the Astronomers or Philosophers in the Islamic milieu. 
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«Like the Almagest, the Qānūn contains theoretical derivations of astronomical parameters, as 
well as tabular functions to facilitate the computation of planetary positions. For these reasons it 
differs from the works of most of al-Bīrūnī’s predecessors and contemporaries who were 
concerned only with constructing astronomical tables (zīj), suitable for computation of planetary 
positions, usually without any discussion of the derivation of the parameters upon which the 
tables were based.»14 
Moreover, he makes observations himself, without relying only to observational 
data he found in other astronomical treatises, like the one of Ptolemy, which allows him 
to move critics towards the theoretical concepts adopted by him. 
«In his Ibṭāl al-buhtān bi-īrād al-burhān (Disqualifying Falsehood by Expounding Proof), which 
seems to have been lost but which was quoted by the astronomer Quṭb al-Dīn al-Shīrāzī (d. 1311), 
Bīrūnī had this to say about the Ptolemaic description of the latitudinal motion of the planets: 
“As for the motions of the five epicyclic apogees in inclination, as it is commonly known, and is 
mentioned in the Almagest, those would require motions that were appropriate for the 
mechanical devices of Banū Mūsā, and they do not belong to the principles of Astronomy.”15 That 
was al-Bīrūnī’s polite way of saying that Ptolemy’s discussion of the planetary latitudes was not 
astronomy proper, and that it amounted to nothing.»16 
The knowledge of his writings in Europe dates back to a century and a half ago, 
thanks to the orientalist Joseph Toussaint Reinaud (1795-1867) and the geographer 
Alexander Von Humboldt (1769-1859), who were the first to notice the originality and 
excellence of his contributions17. 
 
                                                     
14 Saliba 1990. 
15 Saliba 1994, p. 279. 
16 Saliba 2007, p. 96. 
17 Bausani 1974. 
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II. AL-BĪRŪNĪ: HIS WORK AND TIME IN THE ORIENTAL MILIEU 
Al-Bīrūnī was born in Kāth in the year 973 A. D. (362 A. H.) in the Choresmian region 
southern of the Aral Sea, in the independent principality of Khwārizm. For the first part 
of his life he was under the protection of the Maʾmūnid Khwārizmshāhs, who were 
originally Samanid vassals who reached independency during the X century. Next he 
went to the south of the Caspian Sea to the court of the Ziyārid sultan Abu Ḥasan Qābūs 
b. Woshmjīr Shams al-Maʿālī, another Iranian prince to which is dedicated Āthār al-bāqiya 
ʿan al-qurūn al-khāliya (literally “Remnants of the Past Centuries”), composed around the 
year 1000. Al-Bīrūnī returned to his country in the year 1009 where he gave his services 
to the Maʾmūnids until the 1017, year of the Khwārizmshāh murder by the Ghaznavid 
ruler Maḥmūd b. Subuktakīn. Al-Bīrūnī was held in captivity at the Ghazna court, in the 
role of official astrologer, by the way this detention was functional for his researches 
about India: he had the possibility to follow Maḥmūd of Ghazna in his expeditions to the 
north-west of the country where he learned Sanskrit and several Indian dialects18, in 
order to compound his writing Tārīkh al-Hind (literally “History of India”) in the year 
1030. During the same period, only one year before, he wrote the Kitāb al-Tafhīm li-Awāʾil 
Ṣināʿat al-Tanjīm (literally “Book on the Principles of Astrology”) dedicated to Rayḥana. 
We have not certain and direct information about the dedicatee Rayḥāna but seems 
plausible that she was part of Maḥmūd’s court in Ghazna, and that the dedication is 
directed to the Khwārizmian daughter of al-Ḥasan19. 
                                                     
18 The question about his knowledge of Sanskrit is a matter of debate: there is the possibility that 
he gained access to Indian sources in Sanskrit thank to Indian scholars who were translating and 
intermediating the texts of interest to him. Carra de Vaux 1921, pp. 197-199 and Bosworth 1990. 
19 Al-Bīrūnī 1934, p.VII and p. 1. 
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After that he was under the protection of the sultan Masʿūd b. Maḥmūn to which 
is dedicated his masterly Kitāb al-Qanūn al-Masʿūdī fī al-Hayʾa wa al-Nujūm (literally “The 
Masudic Canon on Stars and Astronomy”) in the year 1030. 
These are his main writings but beside them he wrote more than 100 other works 
about various matters such as geodecy and mineralogy, pharmacology and natural 
philosophy; the only field that probably he did not touch was the juridical one. He died 
in the year 105020 A. D. (442 A. H.) probably in Ghazna21. 
II.1 The Canon Masudicus 
As mentioned before, the Canon Masudicus has been composed in the year 1030 A. D., 
probably as a response22 to the Canon of Medicine of Avicenna, which was composed 
only few years before23. 
The Birunian Canon is the masterpiece and the last scientific and comprehensive 
effort of the Author. It gathers all his studies about astronomy, astrology mathematics, 
chronology, geography and more. 
It differs from his other works not only because it is the most up-to-date account 
of his studies but even for his thorough and attentive approach to a scientific method 
which recalls the modern application to the present day sciences. This was the main 
reason for the recent attention given to him during the last century: as Bausani24 
reported seems that his works has not been translated in Latin, so that they never shared 
                                                     
20 Following other sources the proposed date of death is 1048 A. D. / 438 A. H. See Boilot 1960 and 
Bosworth 1989. 
21 Kennedy 1981. 
22 Corbin 1964. 
23 1025 A. D. 
24 Bausani 1984, p. 5. 
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that fortune which is reserved to other Arab philosophers and scientists like the well 
known Avicenna and Averroes. 
 At present his works seem to follow the same fate, as the only translation we 
possess at the present state of research of his last outstanding effort is in Russian. It has 
to be pointed out the many difficulties that the Canon presents both for providing a 
translation and a critical study of its content: on account of the philological problems 
related to the transmission of the text which I tried to attest here, together with what 
concerns the circulation and copy of the manuscripts during a wide span of time 
between different manuscript’s traditions related to several regions of the Middle East in 
Arabic, the editing of the body of the text is complex, although the huge number of 
complete manuscripts sets us in advantage. Furthermore it has to be underlined that the 
present state of research in order to compound a critical edition — which takes in 
account Linguistics, Semitic Philology, History of Astronomy in the Middle Ages and and 
History of Science in his broader sense — is unfortunately inadequate. The works of 
many scholars like Nallino, Bausani, Bickerman, Ginzel, Sezgin and Neugebauer among 
others are solid foundations for a development that such a matter deserves. It certainly 
requires complementary efforts from different and various fields of research which were 
brought together two centuries ago — I refer for example to the works of Suter, Sachau, 
Ideler — to then reach a point of interest from the 50’s until the 80’s with attentive 
scientific productions, but isolated and not uniform.  
This work does not pretend to fill the mentioned lacks but wants to shed light 
and gather attention at least on an abridged portion of the Birunian studies about 
chronology, through a transversal analysis of the Persian intercalation’s issue in al-
Bīrūnī’s main works which precede the Canon: the Tafhim and the Chronology of Ancient 
Nations, the latter being at the present time re-edited by Professor François De Blois who 
16 
 
is providing a translation of the text and a critical commentary and on whose I rely for 
what concerns every aspect of Āthār al-bāqiya ʿan al-qurūn al-khāliya.  
It has to be noticed that difficulties were encountered regarding the translation, 
both for identification of specific terms and probable typographical errors as well as 
textual errors. Due to these indicated difficulties I decided, where possible, to keep the 
literal translation as in the second to the last paragraph of the Fourth Chapter, II maqāla, 
leaving a more agile description in the commentary section. 
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III. THE PRESENT STATE OF RESEARCH ABOUT ISLAMIC ASTRONOMY OF 
THE MIDDLE AGES 
As the matter is rather complex, it is worth to mention here the recent contributions to 
the status questionis for the History of Astronomical Science belonging to the Muslim 
tradion, written in Arabic, and its milieu in order to explain the place and contribution of 
al-Bīrūnī in it. 
 The most recent contribution is the one by George Saliba25 “Islamic Science and 
the Making of the European Renaissance”, where he takes distances from many of the 
works which belong to the classical tradition of Oriental Studies, and through an open 
minded method he presents a valid list of alternative literature about the History of 
Science in the Muslim world, taking History of Astronomy as the leading branch of 
studies within an epistemological approach. I want to point out that I do not agree 
completely with all the thesis proposed by him; although, on the other hand, I consider 
his proposals about the classification of Arabic Astronomy of the Middle Ages and its 
epistemological perception — together with the possible reasons which probably led to 
the development of a definitely vibrant scientific community who did not limit itself to 
translate and improve the Greek texts, but contributed in producing original approaches 
to Astronomy of the Middle Ages26 — extremely valid, especially for what concerns the 
                                                     
25 Saliba 2011. 
26 It must be mentioned the philosophical — and in the case of Islam even theological —  
approach towards the “Creation” (khalq), so important in the Weltanschauung of the Islamic 
tradition. Contrary to the Catholic conception, the natural intellect does not directly imply the 
knowledge of God. The Revelation urges the man to reflect about the “signs” (āyāt) of the 
Universe and to deduct from them the existence of God; thus it is more like a legal regulation. 
“Questa insistenza sull’importanza dei segni di Dio, che ritorna con regolarità nei versetti 
coranici, è tuttavia indirizzata solo a ‘coloro che comprendono’, ‘coloro che sono dotati di 
intelligenza’, cioè quanti saranno guidati da Dio. «È lui che ha fatto per voi le stelle, perché con 
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role of the translation movement of scientific texts from Greek and Persian into Arabic. 
Among other thesis which are proposed in this historical essay, I am particularly 
interested in the movement of the starting point of scientific (or pseudo-scientific) 
translations from the Abbasid Era to the Omayyad Era27 and to the central place which is 
given to the Fihrist of al-Nadīm in the methodological approach to the historical analysis 
concerned with the role and contribution of the “Islamic Science”28. 
 To recall his theories about what he defines classical narrative, I report here 
some passages: 
«The main outline of this narrative goes back to Medieval and Renaissance times and has been 
repeated over and over again. 
The narrative seems to start with the assumption that Islamic civilization was a desert 
civilization, far removed from urban life, that had little chance to develop on its own any science 
that could be of interest to other cultures. This civilization began to develop scientific thought 
only when it came into contact with other more ancient civilizations, which are assumed to have 
been more advanced, but with a particular nuance to “advanced”. The ancient civilizations in 
question are the Greco-Hellenistic civilization on the western edge of, and overlapping with, the 
geographical domain of the Islamic civilization, and the Sasanian (and by extention the Indian) 
civilizations to the East and the Southeast. [...].  
                                                                                                                                                                
loro possiate guidarvi nelle tenebre della terra e del mare. Noi precisiamo i nostri segni per gente 
capace di conoscere» (6, 97; cfr. 2, 164). Come precisa Daniel Carl Peterson, l’impiego coranico del 
medesimo termine āyāt per indicare anche le realtà naturali e gli stessi versetti che compongono 
il Libro trasforma la creazione in un Libro rivelato sull’esempio del Corano; di qui, la necessità di 
guardare alla natura per ricordarlo” (Amir-Moezzi 2007, pp. 182-185). See also Corbin 1964, 
Bausani 1999 and Saliba 2011.  
27 For everything that concerns the debate about the starting point of translations from Greek 
and Persian into Arabic see Saliba 2011, Gutas 2002, Bacchi-Martelli 2009. 
28 It would be better to define it as the scientific production written in Arabic. 
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This same narrative never fails to recount an enterprise  that was indeed carried out during 
Islamic times: the active appropriation of the sciences of those ancient civilizations through the 
willful process of translation. And this translation movement is said to have encompassed nearly 
all the scientific and philosophical texts that those ancient civilizations had ever produced.  
The classical narrative then goes on to recount how those translations took place during the 
early period of the Abbasid times (circa 750-900 A.D.) and how they quickly generated a veritable 
golden age of Islamic science and philosophy. 
In this context, very few authors would go beyond the characterization of this Islamic golden age 
as anything more than a re-enactment of the glories of ancient Greece, and less so the glories of 
ancient Indian or Sasanian Iran. Some would at times venture to say that Islamic scientific 
production did indeed add to the accumulated body of Greek science a few features, but this 
addition is usually not depicted as anything the Greeks could not have done on their own had 
they been given enough time. Nobody would, for example, dare to suggest that the scientists 
who worked in Islamic times could have produced a new kind of science (in contrast to the 
science that was practiced in classical Greek times), or to imply that those scientists may have 
come to realize, from their later Islamic vantage point, that the very same Greek science, which 
became available to them through the long process of translation, was in itself deficient and 
fraught with contraddictions»29. 
Then Saliba goes on proposing an alternative literature which takes in account 
even Islamic sources and analyses the critical innovations proposed by the “Islamic” 
sciences, after the encounter with the Greek tradition. 
The contribution of al-Bīrūnī has to be inserted in this widespread analysis, in 
order to understand the originality of his propositions and critical innovations, which 
are indebted to the Greco-Hellenistic and Sasanian traditions, together with the Indian 
one, until a certain point. 
                                                     
29 Saliba 2011, pp. 1-2. 
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It must be noted that in the X treatise on the Canon Masudicus “On the Planets”, 
al-Bīrūnī adopts the Ptolemaic system of the five Planets, and I see no reason for he 
would not adopt Ptolemy’s cosmology, as I would by no chance expect from him a 
Copernican revolution. It must be taken in account that, considering the historical 
period taken in analysis, al-Bīrūnī manages to provide precise data, without the 
employment of telescopes, applying a scientific method that we could define as modern: 
he does not limit himself in reporting observational data from other scientists (even 
Ptolemy), though he performs them himself, providing results with a great accuracy. 
Before getting to premature conclusions, as the Birunian field is still 
understudied, it is necessary to approach the Canon Masudicus as a whole and to make the 
effort of translating it, providing a critical edition of the text, keeping conclusions, 
which at this stage are premature by their nature, for a second step of analysis of the 
work and its place in the History of Science, that, in any case, has been pointed out as a 
remarkable piece of work even by the classical literature30. 
Probably the only extensive research about Birunian studies is the one dedicated 
to Indology and to the position of the author as one of the first Indologists31. 
III.1 The Italian School: Nallino and Bausani 
I shall spend few lines on the work that has been provided in the field of Arabic 
Astronomy by two Italian scholars: Alessandro Bausani (1921-1988) and Carlo Alfonso 
Nallino (1872-1938). A remarkable piece of work is Al-Battānī sive Albatenii Opus 
Astronomicum, a collection of three volumes dedicated to the magnum opus of al-Battānī32, 
which provides a thorough analysis of this Encyclopedia of Astronomy; together with 
the V Volume of Raccolta di scritti editi e inediti, about Astrology, Astronomy and 
                                                     
30 See Introduction. 
31 See Sachau 1910 and Kennedy, Eagle and Wamstad 1965. 
32 c. 858 – 929 A. D. 
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Geography, represented a valuable piece of work for the edition of the present text. For 
what concerns Bausani a useful source of information has been Appunti di Astronomia e 
Astrologia arabo-islamiche, an unedited work gathering the annotations of some students 
of the University of Venice, Ca’ Foscari, which has been kindly passed to me by Professor 
Panaino. In these annotations Bausani provides an analysis of some among the Birunian 
works, which are not always correct, though they have the merit of providing a first 
approach to the mathematical issues of the Canon Masudicus.  
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IV. THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION OF THE CANON: AN EDITORIAL SUCCESS 
OF THE MIDDLE AGES 
The following chapter will provide a philological description of the Canon Masudicus 
manuscript tradition, with an updated list of the available manuscripts. This represents 
the preliminary stage of the philological analysis, where it is necessary to collect every 
direct source of the manuscript tradition, to then provide an ecdotic study of the text in 
order to present a document which is as near as possible to the original passages 
proposed by the Author. I do not provide here a stemma codicum of the witnesses’ 
tradition because of the limited number of manuscripts I had at disposal, which does not 
allow to trace it in the proper way; I will nevertheless propose an analysis of the 
common branches among the consulted manuscripts, which seem to be related, though 
through the provided survey it is clear that several manuscripts are missing between 
one witness and another belonging to the same branch. It must be underlined however 
that the conspectus siglorum that I present here is the most up to date ever compiled, 
though still missing few catalogue’s entries, especially from the Iranian and Turkish 
libraries. 
For what concerns the method of the philological analysis I will take as a point of 
reference the work of Lemay 1995. The only difference applied is that I consciously 
follow a chronological order which corresponds to the initials in the list, instead of the 
alphabetical one, because it is useful for the purpouse of research and the sake of 
chronological order of the 29 manuscripts. 
IV.1 Conspectus siglorum 
[A] Mešhed (Iran), Mešhed Raḍawī 12292. 4th century H. / 10th century C. E. 
[B] Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodl. Or. 516. 475 A. H. / 1082 A. D. (II, 370)33; incomplete. 
[C] Paris, Bibliothéque Nationale de France, Arabe 6840. 501 A. H. / 1108 A. D. 
                                                     
33 Boilot 1955, p. 211 and Suter 1900, p. 99. 
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[D] Istanbul, Army Museum, Askeri Müze 87. Copied before 532 A. H. / 1137 A. D. 
[E] Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Jāhrullah 1498. 531 A. H. / 1136-1137 A. D. 
[F] Istanbul, Bayāzīd Kütüphanesi, Veliyüddin 2277. 536 A. H. / 1141 A. D.34; incomplete. 
[G] Berlin, Staatsbibliothek35, Or. Quart. 1613. 562 A. H. / 1166 A. D.; incomplete. 
[H] London, British Library, Or. 1997 (Br. Mus. Suppl., 756)36. Rabī‘ I 570 A. H. / October 
1174 A. D. 
[I] Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Yusuf Ağa 1797. VI century H. / XII century C. E. 
[J] Cairo, Dār al-Kutub, Ṭalʿat mīqāt DM 866. 673 A. H. / 1274 A. D. 
[K] Cairo, Dār al-Kutub, Ṭalʿat mīqāt DM 874. c. 700 A. H. / c. 1300 A. D.; fragment. 
[L] Frankfurt, University Library of Frankfurt, Ms No. 213, Acc. Ms. Or. 1927. 818 A. H. / 
1415  A. D. 
[M] Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Aya Sofya 2940. 847 A. H. / 1443 A. D. 
[N] Aligarh (India), Muslim University Library, Aligarh Ms. 1035 A. H. / 1625-6 A. D. 
[O] Rampur (India), Raza (Riḍā) Library, Rampur 3700, Acc. No. 646. 1035 A. H. / 1625-6 A. 
D. 
[P] Mešhed (Iran), Mešhed 5588. 1098 A. H. / 1686-7 A. D.; apparently an incomplete 
manuscript. 
[Q] Mumbai (India), Cama Oriental Isntitute, Mullā Fīrūz37. 11th century of the Hijra / 
XVII century C. E. 
[R] Baghdad (Iraq), Maktabat al-Awqāf, Majamiʿ 6527/3. 1157 A. H. / 1744 A. D. 
[S] Istanbul, Cengelköy, Kandilli Rasathanesi 65. 1147 A. H. / 1734-5 A. D. 
[T] Berlin 5667 Or. oct. 27538. 1250 A. H. / 1834 A. D.39. 
                                                     
34 See Krause 1936, pp. 479-480. 
35 See description. 
36 See Boilot 1955, p. 211. 
37 Rehatsek 1873, pp. 35-36. 
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[U] London, British Library, Or. 1740/?. 1266 A. H. / 1850 A. D.; miscellaneous. 
[V] London, British Library, Or. 1750/?. 1266 A. H. / 1850 A. D.; miscellaneous. 
[W] London, British Library, Or. 1941/4. 1266 A. H. / 1850 A. D.; miscellaneous. 
[X] Unidentified Pergamon Museum40. 
[Y] Hyderabad41 (India), Āṣafīya Library, Āṣafīya Riyāḍa 37442. 
[Z] Yazd (Iran). 
[AA] Isfahan (Iran). 
[AB] Tehran (Iran), Minami, Mujtaba ms. 339. 
[AC] Tehran (Iran), Majlis Library, 5499/15. 
IV.2 Printed editions in Arabic 
There are two available printed editions in Arabic of the Canon Masudicus.  
1) Al-Bīrūnī (1954), Al-Qānūnu’l-Masʻūdī (Canon Masudicus) vol. I-II-III (an encyclopaedia of 
astronomical sciences) edited by the Bureau from the oldest extant Mss. Under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Education, Government of India, Hyderabad. 
   ن	
ا ا ا ا خرا ا فا  يدا ن 	!ا
 "#$ ّ&ا  وا (ا٤٤٠ ه/١٠٤٨  . ةد0ا "
!ا 1#ا 2 34 م
 "#$ "
#ا "	ا "ا فر	 ةرازو " 	2ا 78 ةا 98	ا١٣٧٤ ه/١٩٥٤ 
م. 
                                                                                                                                                                
38 Ahlwardt catalogue number 5667. 
39 Sezgin 1978, p. 265 dates it for the year 1250 A. H. / 1843 A. D., but he does not tell us why. 
Looking at the document’s marginalia and annotations the date of copying is unknown. 
40 http://www.jphogendijk.nl/biruni.html. 
41 Bawa 1966-67, pp. 20-24. 
42 Jan Hogendijk reports 372, see http://www.jphogendijk.nl/biruni.html#Masudic. 
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2) Al-Bīrūnī (2002), al-qānūn al-masʿūdī, tālīf abī al-rayḥān muḥammad bin aḥmad al-
bīrūnī, dār al-kitāb al-ʿalamiyya, Beirut, sana 440 H. 
 ،"ا ب	&ا راد ، وا (ا   ن	
ا ا @A8 ،يدا ن 	!ا
تو. 
IV.3 Translations 
Apparently there is even an Uzbek translation in two volumes which I could not find and 
consequently I cannot cite it in the proper way in the bibliography. However I will 
provide the reference of Prof. Jan Hogendijk43: 
1) Russian translation: Al-Bīrūnī (1957), Abu Rejchan Biruni (973-1048), Izbrannye 
proizvedenija I: pamjatniki minuvšich pokolenij. Perevod i primečanija M. A. Sal’e, Akademija 
Nauk Uzbekskoj SSR, Institut Vostokovedenija, Taškent. 
2) Uzbek translation in two volumes: Abu Raihon Beruniy (1973), Qonuni Masʿudiy (1-5 
maqolalar). Tarjimon A. Rasulov, izohlarni A. Ahmedov va A. Rasulov tuzgan. Tanlangan 
asarlar. 5, 1-k. Toshkent. 
Abu Raihon Beruniy (1976), Qonuni Mas'udiy (6-11 maqolalar). Tarjimon A. Rasulov, 
mahsus muharrir, suz va kursatgichlar muallifi A. Ahmedov, izohlarni A. Ahmedov va 
B.A.Rozenfel'd tuzgan. Tanlangan asarlar. 5, 2-k. Toshkent. 
IV.4 The recensio of Max Krause 
The manuscripts employed by Max Krause for his preliminary work on the Canon 
Masudicus are: 
[B] Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodl. Or. 516. 475 A. H. / 1082 A. D. (II, 370)44; incomplete. 
                                                     
43 http://www.jphogendijk.nl/biruni.html#Masudic. 
44 See Boilot 1955, p. 211 and Suter 1900, p. 99. 
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[E] Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Jāhrullah 1498. 531 A. H. / 1136-1137 A. D. 
[G] Berlin, Staatsbibliothek45, Or. Quart. 1613. 562 A. H. / 1166 A. D.; incomplete. 
[H] London, British Library, Or. 1997 (Br. Mus. Suppl., 756)46. Rabī‘ I 570 A. H. / October 
1174 A. D. 
[J] Cairo, Dār al-Kutub, Ṭalʿat mīqāt DM 866. 673 A. H. / 1274 A. D. 
IV.5 The recensio of the present work 
The witnesses I had the occasion to consult through digital copies are C, F, I and T47, 
while I had the possibility to consult the original copies of H and the B. 
[B] Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodl. Or. 516. 475 A. H. / 1082 A. D. (II, 370)48; incomplete. 
[C] Paris, Bibliothéque Nationale de France, Arabe 6840. 501 A. H. / 1108 A. D. 
[F] Istanbul, Bayāzīd Kütüphanesi, Veliyüddin 2277. 536 A. H. / 1141 A. D.49; incomplete. 
[H] London, British Library, Or. 1997 (Br. Mus. Suppl., 756)50. Rabī‘ I 570 A. H. / October 
1174 A. D. 
[I] Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Yusuf Ağa 1797. VI century H. / XII century C. E. 
[T] Berlin 5667 Or. oct. 27551. 1250 A. H. / 1834 A. D.52. 
                                                     
45 See description. 
46 See Boilot 1955, p. 211. 
47 Ahlwardt catalogue number 5667. I shall thank Professor Benno Van Dalen of the Bayerische 
Akademie der Wissenschaften of Munich for showing me some further digital copy of the Canon 
and especially Dr Hüseyin Sen for having provided me his personal photographs of F and I. 
48 Boilot 1955, p. 211 and Suter 1900, p. 99. 
49 See Krause 1936, pp. 479-480. 
50 See Boilot 1955, p. 211. 
51 Ahlwardt catalogue number 5667. 
52 Sezgin 1978, p. 265 dates it for the year 1250 A. H. / 1843 A. D., but he does not tell us why. 
Looking at the document’s marginalia and annotations the date of copying is unknown. 
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IV.6 Description of the witnesses and philological note 
The list of the manuscripts in chronological order has been gathered from GAS53, the 
Canon Masudicus edition from Hyderabad54, Professor Jan P. Hogendijk’s list55, Stambuler 
Handschriften islamischer Mathematiker by Max Krause, Hellmut Ritter Orientalia I, Bīrūnī’s 
Picture of the World by Zeki Velidi Togan, Mathematicians, Astronomers and other Scholars of 
Islamic Civilization by Boris A. Rosenfeld and Ekmeleddin Ihsanoğlu, L’oeuvre d’al-Beruni by 
Boilot and Brockelmann GAL. 
Manuscript A 
Mešhed (Iran), Mešhed Raḍawī 12292. 4th century H. / 10th century C. E. 237 folios. 
Manuscript B 
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodl. Or. 516. 475 A. H. / 1082 A. D. (II, 370)56; Bombycinus; 21 ½ 
x 19 cm; 161 folios57; 24/25 lines per page58; it contains only the Canon Masudicus; 
European binding with carton covers. The manuscript is incomplete and could be in 
better conditions as it needs restoration. The د bears a diacritical mark, as common 
during the 5th century A. H. / 11th century A. D. script. The last folio presents a 
marginalia where it is reported that the manuscript was collated with the original, 
which seems to come from the copyist’s hand, who in turn is not mentioned. The 
manuscript in question is not complete, as the text starts in the middle of the 3rd bāb of 
                                                     
53 Sezgin 1978, pp. 265-266. 
54 Al-Bīrūnī 1954, Introduction and front matter, Volumes 1, 2, 3. 
55 http://www.jphogendijk.nl/biruni.html#Masudic. 
56 Boilot 1955, p. 211 and Suter 1900, p. 99. 
57 160-1, but the numeration at folio 63 is doubled. 
58 Nicoll 1835, pp. 360-363; Brockelmann 1898, p. 476 and Suppl. I, p. 873. 
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the I maqāla and it ends with the VI maqāla. The title page is missing. It is a silk codex, 
whose binding is European and which belonged to Edward Bernard59, Savilian Professor 
of Astronomy at the University of Oxford during the 17th century. Besides its 
incompleteness, it bears an accurate calligraphy though not enough well defined, nor 
the most excellent of his kind. It has been written in small cursive Naskh in Maghribi 
script, and then collated, as reported in the last folio: 
7C !ا	 َ" E4F	 8 (9  
د	&0Fا . 1
رA&ا ا ﱢرخ   
ﷲو  ّ.اI Jاب  
The collation derived from the original60 
Completed in accordance with the historian’s effort in writing History 
And God is the one who guides towards that which is correct. 
The root E4ا designates another codex, not necessarily autograph, from which the copy 
has been made. It must be noted that the usual practice for the collation of a manuscript 
is not to compare it with its own archetype, but to compare it with a different and if 
possible superior copy. Though in this case it cannot be excluded that it has been 
collated with the original autograph, as the Canon Masudicus was composed in the year 
421 A. H. / 1030 A. D., and this manuscript has not been copied that much later, still 
there is no direct evidence of the collation. 
Description: 
Each of the six maqālas have a colophon with a date, except the second where the date is 
missing. The first colophon is at f. 11r and it reports: 
                                                     
59 1638-1697. 
60 The root E4ا does not necessary indicates the autograph. See Nicoll, 1835, p. 347, n. “b”. 
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K 2و ﷲ  يدا ن 	!ا  Lا "	!ا 78 
E4ِو ه
A8و  L2 ﷲ  Nو 8و)؟ (P 	$ - ن( ت 
$و QR "#$ 4 S  PوRTا ةUا  
The first treatise of the Canon Masudicus is completed with the grace of God and His 
help, 
and the connection is confirmed --- from 
the month of Ṣafar of the year 475 of the Ḥijra. 
On f. 55v we have the end of the second maqāla: 
 Kاو  L2 ﷲ E4و ه(و ﷲ ن يد لا ن 	!ا  " 	Wا "	!ا 78 --- 
 
The second Treatise of the Canon Masudicus is completed with the help of God and His 
grace,  peace upon His Prophet Muhammad 
On f. 62v on a marginalia we find: 
 -- "	!ا  -- E4F --  
Collated with the original 
And again on f. 65v we find: 
 "	!ا 7C --- 
The collation derived 
On f. 79r we find: 
 K 2و ﷲ  "W	Wا "	!ا 78 Kاو  L2 ﷲ E4و ---  لوFا P ! ثYW
ةUا "Z	 Pراو $ و QR "#$ 
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The third Treatise is complete with the grace of God and His help etc. on the third of (?) 
the month Rabīʿ I of the year 475 of the Ḥijra. 
On f. 117v we find: 
K 2و ﷲ  يدا ن 	!ا  Pاا "	!ا 78  
 Q Kاو  L2 ﷲ E4و)؟ (ر  ن( "#$  	Wا PQR  
ةU "Z	 Pراو $و  
The fourth Treatise of the Canon Masudicus is completed with the grace of God and His 
help 
Peace upon His Prophet Muhammad, (completed?) on Rabīʿ II of the year  
574 A. H. 
On f. 121r we find a marginalia reporting: 
E4F	 "	!ا 7C 
The witness has been collated with the original 
On f. 124v the colophon similarly reports: 
ه
A8و K 2و ﷲ  ن 	!ا  "	[ا "	!ا 78  
 Kاو  L2 ﷲ E4و ---  Pر  7R 2 "WW ---   
 Pراو $و QR "#$ةU "Z	  
  
"	!ا 7C  
 3J. E4F	)؟ (د	&(Fا 9(  
On f. 141v we find a marginalia reporting: 
لا \ --- E4F	 
On f. 160v we have the last colophon: 
لوFا Uا 78 		&و ن 	!ا  "$د	ا "	!ا 78  
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8 $و Kاو  L2 ﷲ E4و K 2و ﷲ ه	  
ةU "Z	 Pراو $و QR "#$  	Wا Pر  !    
ه
 ]ذ . "	ا "	!ا لوا  	Wا Uا لوا .  
 !ا ت	]("
	(و ءارFا . ة ي&ا @&[او ﷲ ء	S نا  
  
Beeston, in his handwritten note, let us know that probably it was the first of two 
volumes, being the Canon divided in two parts: the first from Treatise I to VI, and the 
second from Treatise VII to XI, but we do not have information about the second volume. 
In any case it is stated clearly on the colophon of f. 160v that this was intended to 
be the first of two volumes; Professor Benno Van Dalen during our personal e-mail 
exchanges suggested that the second volume could be A as it comes from the same 
period and, like the present one, is mutilated. 
F. 1r: seal of the Bodleian Library 
F. 1r: Incipit 
ن	&`!ا ن	Z	4 8و "#Uا 	# 
F. 160v: seal of the Bodleian Library 
F. 160v: Excipit 
 !ا ت	]("
	(و ءارFا . ة ي&ا @&[او ﷲ ء	S نا  
The text of this manuscript roughly corresponds to that of the Veliyüddin manuscript; 
«The text of this Ms. corresponds materially with the Veliyüddin Ms. used as a base for 
this edition and enhances incidentally the value and authenticity of both the Mss. as the 
variants are negligible»61. 
                                                     
61 Al-Bīrūnī 1954, pp. 14-15. 
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Manuscript C 
Paris, Bibliothéque Nationale de France, Arabe 6840. 501 A. H. / 1108 A. D.; paper of 
Oriental manufacturing; 38 ½ x 27 cm; 206 folios; 36 lines per page; main text in cursive 
Naskh script; titles in Kufic. It contains only the Canon Masudicus. It seems to be the most 
complete one. «The chief feature of this Ms. is that it closely resembles with the oldest 
copied and probably belongs to the same family»62. It is written in cursive Naskh script, 
with black ink for the main text, while titles and some ciphers, together with the 
punctuation of groups of three dots, are red. The titles of the treatises and the table of 
contents are written in gold Kufic characters. The decorated title page has been formerly 
restored: the title is written in gold Kufic characters, where the alifs and lāms shape a 
cruciform motif and where the upper part ends with a lozenge63; three of these motifs 
are merely decorative as they do not correspond to any letter. The Author’s name is 
written in gold Kufic characters, smaller that the title, on a broadside band, decorated 
with thin blue lines with flowery shapes. On a rectangle, framed by blue lines and filled 
with a blue dots pattern, we find other twelve flowery shapes, maybe indicating the 
number of the Treatises64, disposed on three rows underlined by three tracery gold 
bands crossed by a motif of blue dots. The lower horizontal line of the frame is damaged, 
but it can be seen that was crossing the vertical blue line. The upper side of the blue 
frame holds two circular motifs divided by an eight-branches star. Under the rectangular 
frame we find two eight-branches stars, placed on a blue line where we can distinguish a 
                                                     
62 Al-Bīrūnī 1954, p. 15. 
63 The present description has been made following the Bibliothèque Nationale de France 
information, available at http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84061572. 
64 We will see this matter further in detail, but it seems that the Treatises were esperte of being 
twelve instead of eleven. It could be possible to count even the eleven Treatises plus the 
introduction with the table of contents. 
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band crossed by a motif of blue dots. On ff. 4r-7r we find the table of contents. Ff. 66-67 
and 114-115 has been newly made. We have two notes, one on f. 3 and the other in 
Persian on f. 206r, indicating that the manuscript held 204 folios. 
 
Thus 2 folios have been added to the foliation for protecting the main original 
text.  
Restored cover with a mıklep, or bookflap, in red leather. On it we find a polylobate 
central motif, composed by the intersection of a cruciform motif and a squared one, 
accompanied by two pendants. The leather cover presents an engraved line on the axes, 
while the border presents a double line. 
On the back, we find a dotted circular medallion. At folio 1r we find a restorer’s 
note specifying that “les contreplats de peau noire proviennent de la reliure primitive du 
volume. Ils se trouvaient sous la reliure actuelle, et en ont été décollés en 1955”. The two 
inner jackets present the mark of the red leather binding’s motif. The rear inner-jacket is 
empty, while the front is decorated by an almond-shaped medallion without pendants 
and filled with a tracery motif.  
Description:  
F. 3v: Incipit 
 L2 ةYJاو K2 	#Wاو L	8 ﷲ (  	أ  وا (أ   ن	
ر ا ل	b
 ﱢ8و N	 $  دا Kآو  K 
ا ه
A& د	2 ه  ِFا ِFاو ل	Sه	S ]ه	&SFِا[ 
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Abū Rayḥān Muḥammad bin Aḥmad al-Bīrūnī said that thank to God the Highest, upon 
His praise, blessing upon the Prophet Muḥammad and His family, made fortune with the 
fortune of God, it is unique by virtue of His support (in avoiding) obscurity and doubt.  
Line 18: 
 ُا . K2e رb اذا ْ K	&&Rا نآ !. ب	&ا  Peا اgھ 7C اذاو K0وو L`
N 	... 
The subject matter is confimed in the dedication and in the cover of the book and since 
this subject has been perfected from the book, then now there is its conclusion with the 
praise of God that... 
Line 23: 
 ... ن	Cا ھ ﷲ بi(وb	او" !&  
and the ones on the side of God are the victorious, and success for those who are God 
fearing! 
F. 205v:  
Line 24: Excipit 
9&]و ا 9	j ا ا 2 "#
 ن	4ا . Rاوا S ن	kر "#$ ى(ا "Rو 
"Z	 "
Uھ  
Written by Abū Ġālib ibn Abī ʿAlī in Iṣfahān at the end of the month of Ramaḍān 501 A. H. 
/ May 1108. 
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F. 1r: Ex libris of the library of Saʿd ibn al-Mālik Ḥujjat al-Islām and al-Dīn ʿAbd Allāh ibn 
Amīr al-Muʿminīn al-Manṣūr ʿAlī ibn al-Muʿmin al-Mahdī, dated 4th of Muḥarram 1226 
A. H.65 / 28th of January 1811 A. D.; later owner’s mark by Muḥammad Ṣāliḥ al-Samādī. 
 
F. 2r: Owner’s mark by Muḥammad ibn Ḥasan Šāh al-Ṭabīb; oval seal; rubbed mark with 
the date Jumādā II 1234 A. H. / 181966 A. D. 
 
 
                                                     
65 I read 1326 A. H., thus 6th of February 1908. 
66 I read 1233 A. H. / 1818 A. D. 
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F. 3r: handwritten note by Ḫusraw ibn al-Asʿad Ḫusraw dated 639 A. H. / 1241 A. D. 
indicating that the manuscript contains 204 folios. 
 
 Signature dated Šawwāl 1239 A. H. / 1824 A. D. 
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On the upper part we find other three rubbed signatures, of which only one is almost 
readable, indicating the date 724 A. H. / 1324 A. D.:  
 
 
Around the rectangular motif, on the left side and on part of the lower side we find a 
note mentioning a purchase on 1193 A. H. / 1779 A. D. with the names of ʿAlī ibn Ṣāliḥ al-
ʿImārī and Ismāʿīl Ṣāḥib Ḥamā. 
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F. 4r: Rectangular stamp in black ink by ʿAlī ibn Ṣāliḥ al-ʿImārī with a signature dated 
1194 A. H. / 1780 A. D.  
 
Other three differently shaped stamps on black ink, of which one is rectangular, while 
the other two are oval and octagonal. 
 
 
 
Stamp of the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, in red ink. 
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F. 102r: notes from a different hand. 
 
F. 205v: signature of ownership by Muḥammad ibn ʿAlī, known as Munajjimak (“the Little 
Astronomer”), Royal astronomer of Bābu’l-ʿAlī67 (?), dated 28 Jumādā I 1244 A. H. / 5th of 
December 1828 A. D. 
 
                                                     
67 Al-Bīrūnī 1954, p. 15. 
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Almond shaped seal of the Sultan Bāyazīd II68. 
 
Manuscript D 
Istanbul, Army Museum, Askeri Müze 87. Copied before 532 A. H. / 1137 A. D.; 40 x 26 ½ 
cm; 394 folios; 25 lines per page; Naskh script. The owner’s signature holds two dates: 532 
A. H. and 536 A. H. The name of the copyist is Omar bin Abī Tāhir who completed the 
copy on the year 532 A. H. / 1137 A. D. It is in a very good state of preservation. It has 
been collated, and presents a partial vocalization69.  
The owner’s signature of Ṣalāḥ al-dīn bin Abī Manṣūr Yūsuf bin Sulaymān al-
Kihhal bin Muḥammad reports the year 581 A. H. / 1185-1186 A. D. 
There are also the seals of the Sultan Bāyazīd II70 on the last folios, the Fātiḥ Sultan 
Meḥmed71 and the one of Sultan Selīm III72 dated 1216 A. H. / 1801 A. D. 
Jan Hogendijk informs us that there is a “Bound copy in the library of 
Encyclopaedia Islamica Foundation, Tehran”73. 
                                                     
68 1147-1512, Sultan of the Ottoman Empire from 1481 to 1512. 
69 See Askeri Müze Yazma Eserler Kataloğu 1998, p. 20 with a picture of the manuscript’s 
cardboards and the beginning of bāb al-khāmis. 
70 1481-1512. 
71 1432-1481. 
72 1761-1808. 
73 See http://www.jphogendijk.nl/biruni.html#Masudic. 
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Manuscript E 
 Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Jāhrullah 1498. 531 A. H. / 1136-1137 A. D.; 29 ½ x 18 
½ cm; 402 folios74; 20 lines per page; round cursive bold Eastern Naskh script, almost 
without diacritical points. Helmut Ritter describes it as a beautiful copy75, without giving 
further details. On the other hand he provides the Ex Libris and the colophon. 
Ex Libris: 
For the personal library of our Lord, the 
departed righteous Scholar, and guarantor 
" اi[ 9&] 	 F E0Fا 	ا لد	ا ا 

ا U مY$Fا  &وا ا L2 
(ا ا E2	$ا ل	َطا ﷲ ه	!  ْ]و 
                                                     
74 Ritter 1933, p. 76 reports 400 ff. 
75 Ivi. 
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of religion in the glory of Islām, Makīn al-
Dawlataīn Abī ʿAlī Aḥmad b. Ismāʿīl, may 
God prolong his survival and may he defeat 
his enemies. 
ها2ا 
Colophon 
The eleventh Maqāla has been completed 
and and with it the books have been 
completed too, and the book is the Canon 
Masudicus, in the end of Rabīʿ I of the year 
531 A. H. / December 1136 - January 1137 
78 "	!ا "
د	ا 2 8و 		& 9&ا 
ھو ن 	!ا ىدا . Rاوا Pر 
لوFا "#$ ى(ا nYnو QRو "Z	 
"
وUھ 
«It was especially prepared for the library of a noble or ruler entitled Makinu’d-Dawlataīn 
Abī ʿAlī Aḥmad b. Ismāʿīl whose native place is not recorded»76. 
This is one of the three copies that Max Krause employed for the collation of the 
text, which in turn was employed as a source itself for the Hyderabad edition in Arabic. 
In the Hyderabad edition we find that it bears many signatures and seals and that 
it “has been the prized possession of several astronomers and bibliophiles in the past 
ages, one of them being Abu’l-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. Muḥammad ash-Shahrābādī in 639 A. H.”77. 
Manuscript F 
Istanbul, Bayāzīd Kütüphanesi, Veliyüddin 2277. 536 A. H. / 1141 A. D.78; 25 ½ x 19 cm; 313 
folios; 23 lines per page; Naskh script. It is incomplete as it ends with the tenth maqāla, 
                                                     
76 Al-Bīrūnī 1954, p. 16. 
77 Ibidem. 
78 See Krause 1936, pp. 479-480. 
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second bāb (folio 311v). The owner’s signature79 dates back to 536 A. H. / 1141 A. D., but 
the manuscript is older. 
The Hyderabad edition of the Canon Masudicus of the year 1956 has been based on 
the present manuscript, of which the editors verified the diagrams and collated the text 
with other two manuscripts.  
Description: 
F. 1r: Colophon 
 
                                                     
79 Ritter 1933, p. 76 and Togan 1941, p. iii. 
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The title is in a black ink script similar to Kufic, with a smaller name of the author 
written below in red ink in Naskh script; from the same hand on the lower left side we 
find another cut annotation. 
 
It holds a cut signature of Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad Khaṭīb [...] may God have mercy of 
both of them. 
 
Annotation: 
	 راد 9`R (ا   K8	] ل	b  ب	&ا١٢ 0ا "	!د 
. اgھ  ُا ﱠU8 ًY	] هS	ا Pkو P 
. 1$	#ا 9&]و  نا k&!
 	 هRاK 	. K&
  Kﱢ 78 ل	b  َ( تF	!ا ْ 	 0و 	 9
 8َ اgھو َُھْھ	r ِه s ُت]ّذ 	 
] ن	.K ﱢ&
  ن	 .	يg هُW]ا K# !  ٌم	(ا F  ُ8 َا ّ	F ْذا 	ا "0  I!&ا #2 ع0
	ا )؟( آW] 	&] َ0ََو 	2 nا بر N 	. ًة   
The scribe Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad Khaṭīb said that in we wanted the book composed by 
12 treatises 
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(but) In this witness the ninth Treatise is complete, and a portion of the tenth; the 
copyist wrote at the end of it that this would imply that the author did not complete it. 
For he said that he completed the Treatises according to what we found, and this is what 
you can guess from the outside, which I mentioned to you already. 
As if he did not complete it then what is left of it is executed precisely so that actually 
there is no need to send it back. 
(?) And he preferred to find more books, praise to God Lord of the worlds. 
Signature by Muḥammad al-Gharbī al-Thahīr, with a rubbed date and then other 
three lines dated 774 A. H. / 1372 A. D. 
 
A cut signature by Muḥammad al-Ḥas* banū bi-al-a** 
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A rubbed signature 
 
A cutted note: 
 
"(ر 
ا لY0 1ا ھو  Fاو ﷲ (...)
 نود K&$. . 
 	] "	!ا&0	 )؟( 
 ب	&ا 
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And he is Shaykh Jalāl al-Dīn Raḥmatullah and unless […] and the treatise (is reported) as 
indicated in its Index […], the number gives the book (as a result). 
Another signature li-Muḥammad ʿabd al-? al-Naṣarī ʿafā Allah ʿanhā dated 823 A. 
H. / 1420 A. D. 
 
Cut note with signature: 
 
)? ( I يY P	U	 7bا #
i&ا  ؟ ما "#$#2 ﷲ 	2 @`و 	
	  
Muḥammad al-Tayzīnī, the timekeeper at the Omayyad Mosque of Damascus, the 
Protected by God, year (?), may the amnesty and benevolence of God be upon him. 
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Another signature: 
 
 ERد	ا jا s   "``C	 	Uا 
ا س2    
Acquired by Malik Aghfar (?) al-ʿalamīn Muḥammad bin ʿurs al-Dīn al-Jālī bi-l-Ghaṭīṭīa 
F. 41r, 77r, 117r, 163r, 205r, 239r, 254r, 284r, 314r: oval seal of the waqf of the Shaykh Walī 
al-Dīn ibn Fand ibn al-Marḥūm al-Ḥājj Muṣṭafā ʿagha ibn al-Marḥūm al-Ḥājj Ḥīn Aghā. 
 
Folios 103v-104r: empty frames which are absent from the other consulted manuscripts. 
Fourth Maqāla, end of Bāb three. 
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F. 107r: notes from a different hand about the arc (qaws), thus added after 1141 A. D. It 
looks like that in recent (?) times the folios had been resized as many marginalia, like the 
present one, are cut on the borders together with the numbers of folios. There are three 
graphic signs within the text used like asterisks at lines 19, 20 and 21: a cross, three 
dotted circles disposed as petals, and a bracket. 
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F. 126r, 163r: marginalia by the same hand of the f. 107r. 
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126r a 
 
126r b 
 
163r 
F. 259r: The table of the seventh Maqāla, Bāb four, Faṣl two is indicated as absent. It 
corresponds to folio 139r of H, folio 114r of C, folio 159r of I, and folio 272v of T. 
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F. 307r: upper left corner different hand annotation. 
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F. 314r: red ink last lines almost completely fading. Number on the right margin: 318 and 
23, possibly the former number of folios and the number of lines per page respectively. 
 
The binding is more recent compared to the paper. The cover is decorated with marbled 
paper and it holds a mıklep, or a bookflap. 
F. i-v, Incipit: 
&  Kو (ا (ا ﷲ    
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 2 ه	
ا ِه
A& دّ8و E0و iّ2 N	 $  دا  Peاو Y. ه	SFا و ل	SFا
 	ر	Cو ةرا ضرxا قر	 مY$zا sُ \
 ن	] L او P# 	 0او Fو P.ر
	ر	bأ  	ھ2	أ Lإ هR Lھ	&#
و  
In the name of God, the Merciful and compassionate, we witness Him 
Good fortune for Masʿūd, the one who has been made felicitous with the felicity of God 
glorious and exalted is He, he who is unique in receiving His aid (in avoiding) mistakes 
and misunderstandings. There is no one to debase him whom He has raised, and there is 
no one who can discover anything that God has prevented of being discovered;  
and how could the dominion of Islam have been ever reached the Eastern and Western 
inhabited lands and how could its news ever have reached far and wide. 
F. 314v, Excipit:  
 	 9( يدا ن 	!ا  تYb	ا 78 K$ر L2 ةJاو K#و N  	 0و
E]ا   ﷲ 	#( 
ھ	`ا 0ا Kا L2   
 Pاا ء	رFا م
  	S	!ا s8	.  ا L
 ا   ه
8  غ.و
 K  L2 ً	Jو L	8 N ً	( ه0ا ﷲ ّr2 ن	kر كر	ا ﷲ S  نواو
ا 
ھ	`ا Kا L2و K2 ﷲ تا	4 L`J 
Here the treatises of the Qānūn Masʿūdī ended, following what we found for the grace of 
God and praise upon His Prophet Muḥammad on all His pure progeny, our trust is in God, 
what a great protector. 
The writing was completed by Muḥammad bin Abū Yaʿalā al-Ḥusayn ibn Fātik al-Qāshānī 
on Wednesday the 24th ofthe blessed month of Ramaḍān, may God magnify his reward, 
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praising of God the Highest and invoking blessing upon His Prophet Muḥammad, may 
the blessing of God be upon His chosen Prophet and his pure progeny. 
Manuscript G 
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek80, Or. Quart. 1613 (nr. 213). 562 A. H. / 1166 A. D.; 18 x 27 ½ cm; 
239 folios; 33 lines per page; Naskh script; folios 91-98 and 121-130 are an addition, and it 
is incomplete. Syed Hasan Barani81 reports that this manuscript was once held at the 
Lytton Library of M.A.O. College, in Aligarh and that it was there stolen by an Indian 
student and then sold to the State Library of Berlin for a considerable amount of money. 
He refers that they have another more recent copy, once belonged to Syed Maḥmūd, son 
of Sir Syed Aḥmad Khān and now82 belonging to the Muslim University in Aligarh. 
Krenkow83 tells us that this copy is the one that was at Aligarh and that “I may be 
disinformed, but as far as I could ascertain, the manuscript in question was at that time 
private property and was sold lawfully by the owner to the State Library of Berlin”. In 
the introduction84 of the Hyderabad edition it is reported that in 1956 the manuscript 
was preserved in the University Library of Tubingen85. Formerly in the Preussische 
                                                     
80 See description. 
81 Barani 1951, pp. 19 and 45. 
82 In 1951. 
83 Krenkow 1932, p. 528. 
84 Al-Bīrūnī 1954, no page number listed. It is the section dedicated to “Manuscripts of al-Qānūn al-
Masʿūdī of al-Bīrūnī arranged in chronological order and utilised for a standard edition of the text” before 
the General Introduction. 
85 probably confusing it with L? 
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Staatsbibliothek. In the Hyderabad edition86 it is stated that it comes from Calcutta, 
whence it was acquired in 1927. Not mentioned in GAS VI. 
Manuscript H 
London, British Library, Or. 1997 (Br. Mus. Suppl., 756)87. Rabī‘ I 570 A. H. / October 1174 
A. D.; paper leaves; 33 ½ x 21 ½ cm; 262 folios; 31 lines per page; fine large Naskh script in 
black ink, partially bearing diacritical points. The headings, overlinings, figures and 
diagrams are written in red ink. The copy was completed in Baghdad by an anonymous 
scribe. The binding in red leather is European, both the covers present gilt tooled 
features in Islamic style, running along in a double line frame and crossing in the 
corners forming four squares. The inner part of the frame reproduces a semi-triangular 
shape on the four corners, decorated with a flowery gold pattern with the longer side 
designed with a wavy line. It bears an almond shaped medallion with wavy borders in 
the center, decorated with a flowery gold pattern too. It is called the “Elliot-MS” because 
it has been purchased from the son of Sir Henry M. Elliot on the 13th April 1878. 
Description: 
F. 1v: Incipit 
 
ن 	!ا يدا 
                                                     
86 Biruni 1954, p. 18. 
87 Boilot 1955, p. 211. 
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E2 أ ن	
ا   (أ  وا "(ر ﷲ 
دا  $ N	 د8و ه
	& ه	
ا 2 ل	Sxا ه	Sxاو Y. Peاو  P.ر و F 
0او 	 P# L او ن	] \
 s 
مY$zا قر	 ضرxا ةرا 	ر	Cو Lھ	&#
و هR Lإ 	ھ2	أ  	ر	bأ  F 
هر	ظأ L	8 ةiا K$ #و 
Al-Qānūn al-Masʿūdī 
Work of Abū Rayḥān Muḥmmad bin Aḥmad al-Bīrūnī, may the mercy of God be upon him 
Good fortune for Masʿūd, the one who has been made felicitous with the felicity of God 
glorious and exalted is He, he who is unique in receiving His aid (in avoiding) mistakes 
and misunderstandings. There is no one to debase him whom He has raised, and there is 
no one who can discover anything that God has prevented of being discovered;  
and how could the dominion of Islam have been ever reached the Eastern and Western 
inhabited lands and how could its news ever have reached far and wide where it not for 
(the fact that) the most exalted made manifest the glory to His Prophet and the 
believers. 
F. 262v: Excipit 
 
...نإو E]8 K]& K2 اا	( R	. K( و K 3& و K اًد2 اًدا2أو  
وi#	.ل Kإ ي
 . #0ه 	و J#ا xا #2 ﷲ . هJ  ﷲ Y. 9	j K i(وب 
ﷲ 
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 ن	Cا "b	او !& 
It was commissioned by imra hajan (?) 
and we introduce you to a number of signs. According to them it is sold privately (or in 
its city?) and the believer support is among God and comes from Him and there is no 
victory if not in God, and the ones who are on His side are the victorious, the success is 
for the pious ones. 
F. 262v: Colophon 
 
78 "	!ا "
د	ا 2 
8و 		& ن 	!ا يدا @#J8 
أ ن	
ا  وا Nو ا "#او 
"#
 ا داC . S Pر 
Lوxا  "#$ $ QRو "Z	 "
Uھ 
او N بر 	ا 
(Here) ended the eleventh Treatise and with its end the Qānūn Masʿūdī is complete: it is 
the work of Abū Rayḥān al-Bīrūnī, praised be the Lord by His grace, (completed) in the 
city of Peace, Baghdād, in the month Rabīʿ al-Ūlā in the year 570 A. H., and God is the 
Lord of the worlds. 
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Collation note next to colophon: 
 
. K# 7!  	#& 	 Eb 
$و ى(إ "#$ م 
 "2 "
Uھ "Z	 QRو)؟ (	او..... 
They (maqālāt) have been collated with their text in the month of Muḥarram of the year 
571 A. H. 
F. 1r: seals. 
On the upper left-hand corner we find a semi-legible seal, accompanying an 
inscription dated Dhū al-Qa‘dah 1064 A. H. /September-October 1654 A. D. 
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On the middle left-hand margin we find a semi-legible seal, undated. 
 
British Museum seal 
 
Another semi-legible seal, undated, with inscription of ‘Ināyat Mawlānā Nīyār Aḥmad 
Ṣāḥib. 
 
 
7
	#2 	 F ر	  (أ 9(	4 
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On the lower left-hand margin we have the seal of Muḥammad Ghāzī (  يز	j ), chief 
architect ( ر ن	R ), dated 1125 A. H. / 1713-14 A. D. 
 
Inscription dated 1 Dhū al-Qa‘dah 1126 A. H. / 8 November 1714 A. D.  
Tārīkh Farū(kh)shiyar darra qaʿd sana 6 (?) naẓar (?) sana 546 (?). 
F. iii-v: “On the first page there are several ʿArz Dīdahs, with seals bearing the 
names of the Indian emperors, ʿĀlamgīr and Ferrukhsiyar”.88 (?) 
 
F. 262v: Semi-legible seal, undated. 
                                                     
88 Rieu 1894, p. 519. 
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Manuscript I 
Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Yusuf Ağa 1797. VI century H. / XII century C. E.; 20 
½ x 32 cm; 320 folios; variable number of lines per page, about 32; Naskh script, back ink 
for the main text and red ink for the headings; copied in Shiraz89. The recent description 
on the title page dates 430 A. H. / 1038 A. D. The title page is written in black ink, in 
Naskh script too, reporting the title of the book with a smaller name of the author below. 
On the title page are reported the details of the manuscript on a recent handwritten 
note. 
The front and rear covers in brown leather are engraved in the center with an 
almond shaped medallion with wavy edges, filled with a flowery pattern, and ending 
with two pendants at the opposite sides. On the mıklep, or bookflap, is engraved a smaller 
circular flowery shaped medallion, repeating the wavy edges, filled with a symmetrical 
flowery pattern. 
 Helmut Ritter reports90 that he did not see this manuscript but that it is very 
ancient and that comes from the Çadreddīn Qonjawī Library, while Togan adds that dates 
at least back to the 5th or first half of the 6th century of the Hijra. Jan Hogendijk informs 
us that “This is the same as Konya Karatay Yusufaga Kütüphanesi, 42 Yu 6695”.  
On the recent handwritten annotation from the Konya Library on the colophon, 
the date reported is 430 A. H. / 1038 A. D.  On the manuscript description of the Turkish 
Manuscript recovery it is reported that it comes from the collection of Sheikh Sadruddin 
Konevi in Shiraz from the year 1793 A. D. 
                                                     
89 http://yazmalar.gov.tr/detay_goster.php?k=206083. 
90 Ritter 1933, p. 76. 
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This manuscript does not follow the common foliation, for this reason I will 
follow the number of pages as reported on the manuscript. 
Description: 
P. 2: stamp of the Konya Library 
 
Seal of the Konya Library 
 
P. 641: title page. 
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Signature 
 
 "  .اﷲ L2 $
   ق	$ا  L	8 ﷲ Lا ...  
Annotation 
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Quite recent handwritten details. 
 
Manuscript J 
Cairo, Dār al-Kutub, Ṭalʿat mīqāt DM 866. 673 A. H. / 1274 A. D.; 278 folios. This witness is 
in an excellent state of preservation and has been employed by Max Krause, thus in the 
Hyderabad edition91. 
In the Hyderabad introduction92 it is reported that this manuscript was 
transferred from the Ṭalʿat Pāsha Collection to the Egyptian National Library of Cairo. 
                                                     
91 See King 1986, p. 48. 
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The following picture has been taken from Kennedy’s Survey93. Here the 
colophon and a folio with the Bāb fourteen (On the determination of the altitude from the 
Azimuth) of the fourth maqāla (On spherical astronomy) are reproduced. 
 
Manuscript K 
Cairo, Dār al-Kutub, Ṭalʿat mīqāt DM 874. c. 700 A. H. / c. 1300 A. D; 121 folios94. It is a 
fragment. 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                
92 Al-Bīrūnī 1954, no page listed. It is the “Manuscripts of al-Qānūn al-Masʿūdī of al-Bīrūnī arranged 
in chronological order and utilised for a standard edition of the text”’s section before the General 
Introduction. 
93 Kennedy 1956.  
94 King 1986, p. 48. 
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Manuscript L 
Frankfurt, University Library of Frankfurt, Ms No. 213, Acc. Ms. Or. 1927. 818 A. H. / 1415  
A. D. This manuscript was among the new acquisitions of the Preussische 
Staatsbibliothek in the year 1927. 
Manuscript M 
Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Aya Sofya 2940. 847 A. H. / 1443 A. D. In Ritter’s 
opinion this manuscript is worthless. The last ninth folio of this manuscript, written in 
Qazvin, reports: 
"	$ا "	Uا دو 	bFا "ا  ب	&] ن 	!ا ىدا ر	J&R	 دYا L&ا 
ءارو R  ِFا ِ&$ءا 
Comprehensive epistle for the borders of regions from the Book of the Qānūn Masʿūdī 
with a summary of the countries that are above the equator. 
Manuscript N 
Aligarh (India), Muslim University Library, Aligarh Ms. 1035 A. H. / 1625-6 A. D. Seyd 
Hasan Barani did not directly see it95, but he let us know that it is “full of blunders, and is 
a very inaccurate copy of the book indeed”. He informs us that Mr. Arshi, the Librarian 
of the Rampur State Library, copied himself by hand the chapter on Geodesy of the 
Canon, “for the sake of accuracy” and that this material was used by Seyd Hasan Barani in 
order to compound his article. As a result we have even a XX century handwritten copy 
of a chapter about Geodesy from the Canon Masudicus! 
                                                     
95 Barani 1951, pp. 19 and 45. 
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Krenkow96 tells us: “Unfortunately the copy made from the ancient manuscript, 
once at Aligarh, is far from satisfactory and marred by an Urdu translation being written 
in many cases between the lines”. 
Manuscript O 
Rampur (India), Raza (Riḍā) Library, Rampur 3700, Acc. No. 646. 1035 A. H. / 1625-6 A. D.; 
paper leaves; 29 ½ x 19 cm; 282 folios; 29 lines per page; Naskh script. It is complete and 
in good conditions. The tables are decorated with a gold and coloured ink97. 
Incipit  2 ه	
ا هZ	& د8و N	 $  دا
هآ ه	SFاو ل	SFا  
Manuscript P 
Mešhed (Iran), Mešhed 5588. 1098 A. H. / 1686-7 A. D.; 331 folios. It is apparently an 
incomplete manuscript. 
Manuscript Q 
Mumbai (India), Cama Oriental Isntitute, Mullā Fīrūz98. 11th century of the Hijra / XVII 
century C. E.; 25 ½ x 19 cm; 332 folios. It is in a good state of preservation with good hard 
leather covers. It presents a distinct writing. The colophon has been composed by a 
different hand. There are some lacunas (see f. 42v) where the Hindus Eras are computed. 
Rehatsek reports that on the colophon the indicated date of composition is 1309 
of the Alexandrian Era (corresponding to 997 A. D. / 387 A. H. / 366 A. Y.) that is hard to 
                                                     
96 Krenkow 1932, p. 528. 
97 ʿArshī 1975, p. 46. GAS reports: “Kat. I, 428, 64. Rampur catalogue: Asaf. 3/336”. 
98 Rehatsek 1873, pp. 35-36. 
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believe, as the work was composed for the first time in 1030 A. D. Moreover he reports 
the wrong A. Y. (344). Following Hogendijk and Sezgin99 indications, it seems that the 
manuscript was compiled in the 11th century of the Hijra / XVII century C. E. 
Manuscript R 
Baghdad (Iraq), Maktabat al-Awqāf, Majamiʿ 6527/3. 1157 A. H. / 1744 A. D. 
Manuscript S 
Istanbul, Cengelköy, Kandilli Rasathanesi 65. 1147 A. H. / 1734-5 A. D. It does not hold 
signatures. 
Manuscript T 
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Berlin 5667 Or. oct. 275100. 1250 A. H. / 1834 A. D.101; paper 
leaves; 25.5 x 16.5 cm; 318 folios (plus flyleaves); 27 lines per page; main text in Nastaʿlīq 
script, while the titles of the bābs are in Naskh script. The title page is missing, and has 
been replaced with a handwritten note indicating the name of the author, the title of the 
book and the number of folios; the annotation has been added after a restoration of the 
folio 1r by a different hand, as the writing is continuous and passes over the paper’s 
bands. The binding in black leather is European, with the inner jackets covered by 
marbled paper. It must be noted that this manuscript is bounded incorrectly; the correct 
order is: 1-105, 113-143, 106-112, 144-165a:11, 268-271, 272b, 272a, 273, 245-249b:8, 
222a:16-244, 165a:12-222a:15, 249b:9-267, 274-301, 303, 302, 305, 304, 306-318a. Also the 
                                                     
99 Sezgin 1978, p. 266. 
100 Ahlwardt catalogue number 5667. 
101 Sezgin 1978, p. 265 dates it for the year 1250 A. H. / 1843 A. D., but he does not tell us why. 
Looking at the document’s marginalia and annotations the date of copying is unknown. 
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last folio (318b) has the same text of folio 310b. For the correct order see the comparison 
table at the end of this chapter. 
 
It holds some marginalia and many diagrams are incomplete or missing (ff. 83r, 87r, 88r, 
88v, 94r, 99r, 99v, 100v, 104v, 107v, 116r, 119v, 120r, 120v, 121v, 122r, 122v, 123r, 124r, 
138v, 139r, 139v, 140r, 171v, 230v, 232r, 251r, 251v, 311v); furthermore the quality of the 
diagrams themselves is not satisfying, as the lines of drawings are not precise. For the 
incomplete tables see the list of contents. 
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Folio 104v 
Folio 318v has the same text of folio 310b, probably by a different hand and in a different 
script style. According to the paper bands, it appears that this last folio has been 
attached from a different manuscript. 
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F. 1r: stamp of the Bibliotheca Regia Berolinensis. 
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Fol. 1v: Incipit   
دا  $ N	 د او ه
	& ه	
ا 2 ل	SFا ه	&SFاو Y. Peاو  P.ر Fو 
(و 	 P# ناو ن	 \
  ُs مY$Fا قر	 ضرFا ةرا 	ر	Cو ھ	#
و هR 
ا  ِ2	ا ِ	ھ  	ر	bا F هر	ظا 	8  ِاةi $K #و  نا ه0و 	&
 .و	ها 
 ًY
	2و j	.ه	# &( حS هر4 P.رو K هذ ظ	. K K#
د 
(May) God set good fortune upon Masʿūd, it is unique by virtue of His support (in 
avoiding) mistakes and misunderstandings. The compiler is not the one to whom (the 
book) has been dedicated, and not only because it has been forbidden/denied/protected 
as it reached the rule of the Eastern Islām of the inhabited lands, and its Western part 
where it ? (spread its message?) to its farthest (points) after the nearest (ones), (and this 
happened because of) his manifest highness of glory, to his Prophet and to the believers, 
after that the finding of a unique (?) and a family (?) and a more valuable (?) until it 
opened his heart and raised his thought and revealed his faith. 
Fol. 318r: Excipit 
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 . K2e رّb اذا KW Kّوا  K2 @[
  مّ!8 	 ط	(ا وL`ا  اذاو K0وو
 ل`او ا يذ لا (اا N 	 K	&&Rا نآ !. ب	&ا  Peا اgھ 7C
 ِا  I[ا P0  يا ِاو "
ا قز لAا...  
&ا K
از	وKّ& Eّ
 ناو 
&او I.  
 "b	او ن	Cا ھ ﷲ بi(و K 9	j Y. N	 J  . ﷲ #2 Fا J#ا 	ّاو
!ّ& ."	$ا 7ّ8 
And from the acquaintance with what belonged to an earlier time, it does not relieve it 
from its first copy, when its content was established in the general presentation and 
manner; and when I collated (?) this copy from the Book then at the point of its end, with 
the grace of God, (it all looked) in accordance with its appearance and with the 
composition length among the totality of its own constitution, following the guidance 
and the expected provision...  
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And in front of its adjustment and consolidation its witness relies on [....]. 
And as long as the assistance comes from God only, and the victory is only upon Him and 
upon those who are on His side; the positive outcome is for the pious ones.  
Manuscript U 
London, British Library, Or. 1740/?. 1266 A. H. / 1850 A. D.; 23 x 14 cm; 172 folios. 
Miscellaneous extracts from various manuscripts. “Foll. 53-97; 11 lines; 3 ¼ in. long; 
written in rude and incorrect Neskhi. Extracts from a MS. of the Ḳānūn Masʿūdī, which is 
described at the end as consisting of 313 leaves, with 21 lines per page. They include the 
preface and table of chapters, short passages from Maḳālah I., and the tables of longitude 
and latitude from Maḳālah V., Bāb 10”102. Acquired by Sir Henry H. Elliot. 
Manuscript V 
London, British Library, Or. 1750/?. 1266 A. H. / 1850 A. D.; 21 x 13 cm; 162 folios; fair 
Nastāliq script. Miscellaneous extracts. “Foll. 77-106: the tables of longitude and latitude, 
from Ḳānūn Masʿūdī, Maḳālah V., Bāb 10; in two drafts. On the first page there is the 
following pencilled note by Sir H. Elliot: ‘Taken from Maharaja Rutun Sing’s copy. The 
names marked + have been entered on my map constructed from al-Biruni’ [Or. 2046]”103. 
Acquired by Sir Henry H. Elliot. 
Manuscript W 
London, British Library, Or. 1941/4. 1266 A. H. / 1850 A. D.; 24 x 18 cm; 47 folios. 
Miscellaneous extracts. “Foll. 27-29: Longitude and latitudes of Indian towns, extracted 
                                                     
102 Rieu 1894, p. 519. 
103 Ibidem. 
 from the Ḳānūn Masʿūdī, with this note in Sir H. Elliot’s handwriting: ‘Copied from the 
Lucknow MSS:’”104. 
Manuscript X 
Unidentified Pergamon Museum
Masudicus in Berlin in the Pergamon
of bāb two (On the method Ptolemy came upon for determining the conditions, apogees, epicycles 
and motions of the two inferior Planets
and the verification of the anomaly by it
Ptolemy arrived at for the superior planets like that he came upon for the inferior one
tenth maqāla (On the Planets
 
                                                     
104 Ivi, p. 520. 
105 http://www.jphogendijk.nl/
77 
. Photo of an unidentified manuscript of the 
 Museum105 from the year 2007. Here we find the end 
), third Faṣl (On the determination of the epicycle radius 
), and the beginning of bāb three (
). 
biruni.html 
Canon 
On the method 
s) of the 
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Manuscript Y 
Hyderabad106 (India), Āṣafīya Library, Āṣafīya Riyāḍa 374107. 
Manuscript Z 
Yazd (Iran)108. According to F. Ghassemlou and F. Payervand Sabet, in “A comprehensive 
catalogue of astronomical manuscripts in the libraries in Iran”, this is Ms. 64/15 of 
Majmuʿa Ḥaj Šayḵ ʿAli ʿUlūmī, and it contains only a fragment of Book 9 of the Canon. 
This manuscript is now in Tehran. 
Manuscript AA 
Isfahan (Iran)109. Not mentioned in GAS VI. 
Manuscript AB 
Tehran (Iran), Minami, Mujtaba ms. 339. 85 folios. 
Manuscript AC 
Tehran (Iran), Majlis Library, 5499/15. It contains only the second Treatise of the Canon 
Masudicus. 
In Brockelmann110 there is another entry of the Fātiḥ 3286 Canon Masudicus 
manuscript and probably we are in front of a mistake: “vom Verf. selbst 416/1025 in 
                                                     
106 Bawa 1966-67, pp. 20-24. GAS reports: “Sezgin: Kat. III, 336”. 
107 Jan Hogendijk reports 372, see http://www.jphogendijk.nl/biruni.html#Masudic. 
108 See GAS pag. 306 e 383 and http://www.jphogendijk.nl/biruni.html#Masudic. 
109 See Hyderabad ed., vol. 1, p. 15 
110 Brockelmann 1937, p. 873 and Brockelmann 1898, p. 476. 
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Ghazna geschrieben”111. It must be underlined that we have another manuscript No. 3386 
from the same collection (Rajab 416 A. H. / September 1025 A. D.; 18 x 21 cm; 171 folios; 
13 lines per page; Naskh script; written in Ghazna) which is still from al-Bīrūnī but from 
another of his works about geodesy: Kitāb taḥdīd nihāyāt al-amākin li-l-taṣḥīḥ masāfāt al-
masākin (Book of the determination of the coordinates for the correction of the localities’ 
distances). 
“Unterschrift des Schreibers oder Besitzers ist unter dem datumangabe 
weggeschnitten, wahrscheinlich von einem Autogrammräuber. Hier könnte es sich um 
das Autograph Biruni’s Handeln”112. 
Still, Brockelmann113 in the list of manuscript of the Kitāb taḥdīd nihāyāt al-amākin 
li-l-taṣḥīḥ masāfāt al-masākin reports the catalogue number 3386, while for the Canon 
Masudicus he gives the reference of 3286. 
Looking at the Defter114 the catalogue number 3386 refers to the Canon Masudicus, 
while the number 3286 refers to a work of Sayyid al Jurjānī. 
Ritter115 tells us that Fātiḥ 3386 is an autograph from 1025 A. D. of the Kitāb taḥdīd 
nihāyāt al-amākin li-l-taṣḥīḥ masāfāt al-masākin. 
Ritter gives us more information116 about the Fātiḥ 3386, which are slightly 
different from that of Krause, especially for what concerns the number of folios and the 
calligraphic style: 17 ½ x 21 cm, 119 folios, 13 lines per page, script similar to Kufic. 
Incipit: 
                                                     
111 Ibidem. 
112 Krause 1936, p. 481. 
113 Brockelmann 1937, p. 874. 
114 Defter 1742, p. 193. 
115 Ritter 1933, p. 77. 
116 Ritter 1931, p. 54. 
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ل	b ا 
ر   (ا  وا . 
8 ت	
	  ]	Fا 3J& ت	.	 
]	ا 	 7 	] ل!ا "0	& Lا دا&$Fا...!و 7#] 	ز	2 	. k L2 P[ا 
 L!
ط س` . ب	&] 	.اjو	0  	Uاو هjو  9&] s	ا 	0 
ق ﱢ&   
Abū Rayḥān Muḥammad bin Aḥmad al-Bīrūnī in the Book of the determination of the 
coordinates for the correction of the localities’ distances says that the intellects were in 
need of support...and it has been determined already during the past that it is a 
collection between Ptolemy’s Book of Geography and al-Jīhānī’s117 and others among the 
books of al-masālik put together because scattered118. 
Excipit: 
8 ب	&] 
8 ت	
	  ]	Fا 3J& ت	.	 ]	ا 7j.و K# K iC 
P !  90ر "#$ 7$ 2 "Z	راو 
The Book of the determination of the coordinates for the correction of the localities’ 
distances has been completed and concluded in Ghazna on the 7th of Rajab of 416 A. H. / 
8th of September 1025 A. D.119 
Ritter adds: “Danach könnte es sich um das Autograph der Verfassers handeln. 
Die schrift ist jedenfalls die seiner Epoch”120. 
Krenkow121 let us know that the manuscript of the Kitāb taḥdīd nihāyāt al-amākin li-
l-taṣḥīḥ masāfāt al-masākin at the Library of the Sultan Fātiḥ mosque in Istanbul, is an 
                                                     
117 Abū ʿabd Allah Muḥammad bin Aḥmad Ibn Naṣr. 
118 Ritter 1931, p. 54. 
119 See Ritter 1931, p. 54. 
120 Ibidem. 
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autograph written in Ghazna in 416 A. H. / 1025 A. D. in an excellent state of 
preservation, but he does not mention the catalogue number. However he provides two 
pictures of folios 1, 2 and 3 where on the colophon we can find the catalogue number 
3386. 
I did not have the occasion of consulting the original manuscript in Istanbul, and 
I believe that it is necessary to have a thorough look on the collection itself to find out if 
we are in front of a mistake or not. Besides this, it must be noted that the Fātiḥ 3386 
manuscript is the basis of the edition of the work by Bulgakov and Ahmad122 of the year 
1962, where several folios from the manuscript are reproduced. If it is true that 
Krenkow123 thought it was an autograph, on the other hand the editors of the printed 
edition argue that we are not in front of an autograph but a mere old copy. 
For what concerns the matter of al-Bīrūnī’s autograph Johann Fück124, in his 
Documenta Islamica Inedita, mentions a “von al-Bīrūnī’s eigener Hand beschriebene Hs, 
welche sein Kitāb at-tafhīm enthält”, but this is perhaps a mistake. With the exception of 
the mentioned Fātiḥ 3386, which probably it is not an autograph, I was not able to find it 
among the manuscripts listed in the section about Canon tradition. I believe that B is not 
an autograph, as it is clearly stated on the marginalia of folio 160v that it has only been 
collated with the original, which in turn does not mean necessarly that it has been 
collated with the autograph, but maybe with an obviously old copy. On the other hand it 
must not be excluded that it was collated with the very autograph but, as we are not in 
possess of direct evidences which allow us to state this, we cannot assume that the 
marginalia is referring to the autograph. 
                                                                                                                                                                
121 Krenkow 1932, pp. 528-534. 
122 Bulgakov and Ahmad, 1962. 
123 Krenkow 1951, pp.195-208 and 1932, pp. 528-534. 
124 Fück 1952, p. 70. 
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Under a more general point of view it must be noted that we have a huge number 
of manuscripts of the Canon and I believe that the list of manuscript here provided does 
not gather every available manuscript and that there are many more, wrongly 
catalogued or even uncatalogued, so that a further research is needed. For the moment it 
turned out that there are much more than what is expected and in any case the large 
number of manuscripts, and even the fragments themselves, sets us in advantage for 
what concerns the number of sources available in order to compound a critical edition of 
the whole text of the Canon.  
As I had the occasion to consult only a small portion, compared to the whole 
manuscript tradition, of the available witnesses listed before, I do not provide here a 
stemma codicum, for we would need a consistent number of manuscripts in order to trace 
a proper one. Lets say for the moment that, comparing the texts on a general fashion, 
especially going through the table of contents to then look at the disposition of the 
maqālas, bābs and faṣls in composition along the body of the text itself — together with 
the tables gathering data, for which a different kind of discourse is needed and that I am 
going to set out further — it turns out that H and C appear to come from the same 
branch, or at least are related to a common branch and in any case appear to be near, 
while F and T come from a different scriptoria tradition themselves but it looks like also 
that they are related to the same branch though are not near one to each other. 
For what concerns B it appears that the text of this manuscript roughly 
corresponds to that of F, as the variants are negligible. Further I will provide a table 
where I gather and compare the right order of maqālas, bābs and faṣls with some 
annotation about the differences between the mentioned witnesses plus I. The details 
about the tables contained in my recensio will be discussed in the comparison table 
dedicated to the order of the maqālas. 
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Given the period of composition of the Canon, the state of the manuscripts and 
the completeness of the text, I believe that one of the best witnesses among the listed 
ones is C. Even though it does not come from the very oldest tradition, it is complete and 
bears accurate diagrams, while B contains unfortunately less than the half of the text, 
with a script that is not one of the best kind.  
«The chief feature of this Ms. is that it closely resembles with the oldest copied and probably 
belongs to the same family»125. 
Furthermore it must be underlined that it was a common practice in the 
scriptoria tradition to entrust the composition of diagrams and tables gathering data to a 
different scribe, who usually was the same who was in charge of compounding the main 
title page and sometimes even the title of the maqālas along the body of the main text. 
This is clear for example in T126, where it is evident that the body of the main text was 
compounded first, leaving blank spaces where a diagram was expected to be found, to 
then pass the witness to the second scribe who had to fill the spaces with the diagrams; 
we find even blank spaces where the title of the maqāla is expected to be found. 
For what concerns B, it must be mentioned again that it does not bear the title 
page nor the table of contents, which could be very useful to find out if the maqālas are 
                                                     
125 Al-Bīrūnī 1954, p. 15. 
126 In this manuscript a large number of diagrams is missing and many tables are not filled with 
the data of observation.  It must be noted that the quality of the drawing for the diagrams is bad 
and that, even when they are drawn in the places where they are expected to be found, they do 
not often provide the alphabetical letters referring to the marks useful for the explanation which 
usually follows the diagram itself. This, together with the fact that many diagrams are missing, 
leads me to suppose that the scribe in charge of compounding the text, or someone for him, 
tried, for some reason, to provide the drawing of the diagrams even if he was not cleary 
accustomed to this and that as an afterthough many diagrams were not compounded at all. 
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eleven or twelve. In any case, I believe that there are only eleven Treatises available and 
that probably the introduction, together with the table of contents, was considered as a 
maqāla itself by the copyists. 
IV.7 The maqālas of the Canon Masudicus in the manuscript tradition 
The following list reproduces the maqālas in the correct order with reference to the 
manuscript tradition. For what concerns T, which has been bounded incorrectly, see 
Ahlwardt’s analysis127, which here is updated and corrected. The I manuscript does not 
follow the common foliation, for this reason the number of pages will be followed. The 
titles in brackets are tables. For what concerns F the roman numerals are mine and do 
not corresponds to endpapers. 
Or. 1997: 1r 
Arabe 6840: 2r 
Veliyüddin 2277: i-r 
Berlin 5667: absent, handwritten note 
Sachau. 
Yusuf Agha 1797: absent 
Seals 
Or. 1997: absent 
Arabe 6840: 3r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 1r 
Berlin 5667: absent, replaced with a more 
Title page 
                                                     
127 Ahlwardt 1980. 
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recent inscription of the number of folios, 
the name of the author and the name of 
the book 
Yusuf Agha 1797: absent 
Or. 1997: 1v 
Arabe 6840: 3v 
Veliyüddin 2277: i 
Berlin 5667: 1v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 1 
Incipit page 
Or. 1997: 2r-5r 
Arabe 6840: 4r 
Veliyüddin 2277: ii-v 
Berlin 5667: 2v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 3 
Table of contents 
7$. تF	! ن 	!ا 
Or. 1997: 5r 
Arabe 6840: 7v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 1v 
Berlin 5667: 4v 
 - 1 "	! ١  
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Yusuf Agha 1797: 11 
Or. 1997: 5r 
Arabe 6840: 7v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 1v 
Berlin 5667: 4v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 11 
 - 1.1ب	 ١  :. ر	RFا 2 "ھ تاد0ا "ا . 
	ا ل	0	 ز	U
او "ط& 
Or. 1997: 5v 
Arabe 6840: 8r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 2r 
Berlin 5667: 5v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 12 
 - 1.2ب	 ٢  :. ]ذ E
Fا L2 يد	 "2	#Jا 
ر	J&R	 ز	U
او 
Or. 1997: 11r 
Arabe 6840: 12r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 11v 
Berlin 5667: 12r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 26 
Bodleian Or. 516: last part of the third bāb 
at f. 1r 
 - 1.3ب	 ٣  :. ص	J&bا 
اوا "Z	ا "4و 		!ا 
@
& . ل	&$Fا 
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Or. 1997: 12v 
Arabe 6840: 13r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 14v 
Berlin 5667: 14v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 30 
Bodleian Or. 516: 1r 
 - 1.4ب	 ٤  :. 
8 م	
Fا ر	#او 
Or. 1997: 13r 
Arabe 6840: 14r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 15v 
Berlin 5667: 15v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 32 
Bodleian Or. 516: 2v 
 - 1.5ب	 ٥  :. ] را "#او `ا 
eاو 
Or. 1997: 13v 
Arabe 6840: 14r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 16r 
Berlin 5667: 15v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 33 
Bodleian Or. 516: 3r 
 - 1.6ب	 ٦  :. ]ذ #$ Fا ھرSو "$ 
"و 
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Or. 1997: 14r 
Arabe 6840: 14v-15r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 16v-17r 
Berlin 5667: 16r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 34-35 
Bodleian Or. 516: 3v-4r 
)لو0 ء	$ا را ب	!او 		
ا( 
Or. 1997: 14v 
Arabe 6840: 16r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 18v 
Berlin 5667: 17r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 37 
Bodleian Or. 516: 5v 
 - 1.7ب	 ٧  :. عا ا م	
Fا 	و E
 ما Kا 	eو 
Or. 1997: 15r 
Arabe 6840: 16r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 19v 
Berlin 5667: 18r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 39 
Bodleian Or. 516: 6v 
 - 1.8ب	 ٨  :. E
8 هgھ ءاi0Fا  Q#0 Lا Rا 
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Or. 1997: 16r 
Arabe 6840: 17r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 21r 
Berlin 5667: 19r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 41 
Bodleian Or. 516: 8r 
 - 1.9ب	 ٩  :. "2	0 #ا "`ا &ا 9 
ةWا 	ھjو 
Or. 1997: 16v 
Arabe 6840: 17v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 21v 
Berlin 5667: 19v  
Yusuf Agha 1797: 42 
Bodleian Or. 516: 9r 
 - 1.10ب	 ١٠  :. ت	2	Uا &ا 9 Q] #ا 
Or. 1997: 17r 
Arabe 6840: 18r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 22v 
Berlin 5667: 20v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 44 
Bodleian Or. 516: 10v 
 - 1.11ب	 ١١  :. ت	2	Uا &ا Q #ا "
!ا 
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Or. 1997: 18r 
Arabe 6840: 18r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 23v 
Berlin 5667: 21r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 46 
Bodleian Or. 516: 11v 
 - 2"	! ٢ 
Or. 1997: 18r 
Arabe 6840: 18r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 23v 
Berlin 5667: 21r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 46 
Bodleian Or. 516: 11v 
 - 2.1ب	 ١  :. E!  1
را&ا "WWا 	k Lا  
Or. 1997: 18v 
Arabe 6840: 18v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 24r 
Berlin 5667: 21v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 47 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
)لود لاوا رو	 برا( 
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Or. 1997: 18v 
Arabe 6840: 19r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 24v 
Berlin 5667: 22r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 48 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
)لود لاوا رو	 سرا(  
Or. 1997: 19r 
Arabe 6840: 19r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 25r 
Berlin 5667: 22v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 49 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
)لود لاوا رو	 نرا موراو(  
Or. 1997: 21v 
Arabe 6840: 21r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 28v 
Berlin 5667: 25r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 54 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
)لو0 1
ر	8 " "طو(  
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Or. 1997: 21v 
Arabe 6840: 21v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 29r 
Berlin 5667: 25v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 55 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
)لو0 را(  
Or. 1997: 22v 
Arabe 6840: 22r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 30v 
Berlin 5667: 26v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 57 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
 - 2.2ب	 ٢  :. i8 	 ض8  1
را&ا  
ءاi0Fا 
Or. 1997: 23v 
Arabe 6840: 23r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 32v; slip absent in other 
manuscripts. 
Berlin 5667: 28r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 60 
 - 2.3ب	 ٣ :. ]ذ 	[8 . 1
را&ا "WWا "&ا 
E#8 	# Kا "eر	ا 	. 
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Bodleian Or. 516: 12r 
Or. 1997: 24v 
Arabe 6840: 23v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 34r 
Berlin 5667: 29v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 63 
Bodleian Or. 516: 14r 
 - 2.4ب	 ٤  :. 1
را8 Rا j "WWا "& . هgھ 
"2	#Jا 
Or. 1997: 27r 
Arabe 6840: 25r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 38r 
Berlin 5667: 32r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 69 
Bodleian Or. 516: 18r 
 - 2.5ب	 ٥  :. 
	$ 1
را&ا را 
Or. 1997: 27v-32r;  
Arabe 6840: 26r-31r; the latter part of the 
table is missing. 
Veliyüddin 2277: 38v-44v; incomplete 
table. 
Berlin 5667: 33r-38v; the only extant 
)لود ا ن ند مدا ا كوا ندا م لا 
را(  
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almost complete table. 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 70-81 
Bodleian Or. 516: 19r-24v 
Or. 1997: 33r 
Arabe 6840: 31v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 46r 
Berlin 5667: 39v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 82 
Bodleian Or. 516: 26r 
 - 2.6ب	 ٦  :. 1
را8 #ا 	0ا[&$او  1
را&ا 
"WWا "WWاو 	#  
Or. 1997: 34v 
Arabe 6840: 33r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 48v 
Berlin 5667: 41r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 86 
Bodleian Or. 516: 29r 
 - 2.7ب	 ٧  :. #$ دا ھرSو ھد	2او 
	0ا[&$او 1
را&او "WWا 	k   
Or. 1997: 35r, 35v, 36r-36v 
Arabe 6840: 33v, 34r, 34v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 49v, 50v-51v; here the 
)لَو0 دY #ا . م	
ا ع$Fا( 
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text between the tables is incorporated in 
the tables themselves. 
Berlin 5667: 42r, 43r-44r; here the text 
between the tables is incorporated in the 
tables themselves. 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 87, 89-91 
Bodleian Or. 516: 30v-32r, 32v, 33r 
Or. 1997: 37v 
Arabe 6840: 35v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 52v 
Berlin 5667: 45r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 93 
Bodleian Or. 516: 34v-35r 
)لو0 د	2ا دا(  
Or. 1997: 43r 
Arabe 6840: 39v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 61v 
Berlin 5667: 51v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 107 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
 - 2.8ب	 ٨  :. جا[&$ا م4 ير	J#ا  
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Or. 1997: 43r, 44r 
Arabe 6840: 39v, 40v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 62r, 64r 
Berlin 5667: 52r, 53v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 108, 111 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
)لو0 م4 ير	J#ا( 
Or. 1997: 44v 
Arabe 6840: 40v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 65r 
Berlin 5667: 54r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 112 
Bodleian Or. 516: 46r 
 - 2.9ب	 ٩  :. م	4 ير	J#ا ھد	2او  
Or. 1997: 45r-47r, 47v 
Arabe 6840: 41r-42r, 42v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 65v-67r, 68r 
Berlin 5667: 54v-57r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 113-116, 117-118 
Bodleian Or. 516: 46v-48r, 48v, 49r 
)د	2ا ير	J#ا 	4و #
ر	]ذو( 
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Or. 1997: 48r 
Arabe 6840: 43r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 69r 
Berlin 5667: 58r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 121 
Bodleian Or. 516: 51r 
 - 2.10ب	 ١٠  :. م	
Fا "rا . مY$Fا  رS 
با  
Or. 1997: 48r - 48v 
Arabe 6840: 43v-44r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 69v-70r 
Berlin 5667: 58v-59r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 121-122 
Bodleian Or. 516: 51r-51v 
)م	
Fا "rا . مY$Fا  رS با( 
Or. 1997: 49r 
Arabe 6840: 44r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 70r 
Berlin 5667: 59v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 123 
Bodleian Or. 516: 52r 
 - 2.11ب	 ١١  :. د	2ا سا 	
او ةرا . 
&$U  
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Or. 1997: 49r 
Arabe 6840: 44v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 70v-71r 
Berlin 5667: 59v-60r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 123-124 
Bodleian Or. 516: 52r-52v 
)د	2ا سا 	
او "rا( 
Or. 1997: 50v 
Arabe 6840: 45v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 73r 
Berlin 5667: 61v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 127 
Bodleian Or. 516: 54v 
 - 2.12ب	 ١٢  :	. ھjا  K	Wا ناو I!
 I!8 
K	Sا  
Or. 1997: 51r 
Arabe 6840: 46r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 74r 
Berlin 5667: 62v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 129 
Bodleian Or. 516: 55v 
)م	
Fا ةرا . رS  	
ا( 
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Or. 1997: 52r 
Arabe 6840: 46r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 74v 
Berlin 5667: 63r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 130 
Bodleian Or. 516: 56r 
 - 3"	! ٣  
Or. 1997: 52r 
Arabe 6840: 46r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 74v 
Berlin 5667: 63r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 130 
Bodleian Or. 516: 56r 
 - 3.1ب	 ١  :. ت	ا ر	8وFا 	0ا[&$او 
Or. 1997: 53v 
Arabe 6840: 47r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 77r 
Berlin 5667: 65r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 133 
Bodleian Or. 516: 58v 
 - 3.2ب	 ٢  :. Pا8 ت	ا ر	8وFا 
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Or. 1997: 54v 
Arabe 6840: 48r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 79r 
Berlin 5667: 66v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 136 
Bodleian Or. 516: 60v 
 - 3.3ب	 ٣  :. E&ا جا[&$F 8و P&ا 
Or. 1997: 55v 
Arabe 6840: 48v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 80r 
Berlin 5667: 67v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 139 
Bodleian Or. 516: 61v 
 - 3.4ب	 ٤  :. E&ا جا[&$F 8و ءiUا (اا 
 "Z	Wn &$و 
Or. 1997: 57v 
Arabe 6840: 50r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 83r 
Berlin 5667: 70r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 143 
Bodleian Or. 516: 64r 
 - 3.5ب	 ٥  :. "#ا &ا  `!ا رواو 
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Or. 1997: 58r 
Arabe 6840: 50r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 83v 
Berlin 5667: 70v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 144 
Bodleian Or. 516: 64v 
 - 3.6ب	 ٦  :. ر	&Rا د2 `!ا ن
 P`!8 ر	8وا 
K 
Or. 1997: 58v-61r 
Arabe 6840: 50v-53r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 85r-87v 
Berlin 5667: 71v-74r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 146-151 
Bodleian Or. 516: 66r-68v 
)لو0 لوا 9ُUا( 
Or. 1997: 61v 
Arabe 6840: 53v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 88r 
Berlin 5667: 74v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 152 
Bodleian Or. 516: 69r 
 - 3.7ب	 ٧  :. 9U&ا Q
!&او  
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Or. 1997: 62v 
Arabe 6840: 54r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 89v 
Berlin 5667: 75v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 154 
Bodleian Or. 516: 71r 
 - 3.8ب	 ٨  :. لYظا ص	[SFا . ء	kا @
8و 
عا ا Erا K	&$او 
Or. 1997: absent tables 
Arabe 6840: 55r-55v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 92v-93r 
Berlin 5667: 77v-78r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 158-159 
Bodleian Or. 516: 73v-74v; the title of this 
table reports jadwal al-aẓlāl 
)لو0 Erا( 
 
Or. 1997: 64v 
Arabe 6840: 56v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 95v 
Berlin 5667: 80r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 162 
 - 3.9ب	 ٩  :. Eا ع	`!ا يا 9#او Pbاا  
K0  
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Bodleian Or. 516: 77r 
Or. 1997: 65r 
Arabe 6840: 57r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 96v 
Berlin 5667: 81r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 164 
Bodleian Or. 516: 78v 
 - 3.10ب	 ١٠  :. 9#ا Pbاا . ع	`!ا  بUا 
لYظFاو 
Or. 1997: 66r 
Arabe 6840: 57v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 97v 
Berlin 5667: 81v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 165 
Bodleian Or. 516: 79v 
 - 4"	! ٤ 
Or. 1997: 66r 
Arabe 6840: 57v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 97v 
Berlin 5667: 81v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 165 
 - 4.1ب	 ١  :. را! "
واز Pط	!8 ل ر	#ا P 
"!`# جوا ھو Eا r2Fا 
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Bodleian Or. 516: 79v 
Or. 1997: 67r 
Arabe 6840: 58v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 99v 
Berlin 5667: 83r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 167 
Bodleian Or. 516: 81v 
 - 4.2ب	 ٢  :. Pط	!8 Eا r2Fا ".و ت	0رد 
جوا K# 
Or. 1997: 68r-68v 
Arabe 6840: 59r-59v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 101r-101v 
Berlin 5667: 84r-84v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 169-170 
Bodleian Or. 516: 83r-84r 
)لو0 لُ ت	0را 	eو2و( 
Or. 1997: 69r 
Arabe 6840: 60r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 102r 
Berlin 5667: 85r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 171 
 - 4.3ب	 ٣  :. P	` R ءا&$Fا P s. جوا 
	2و ب		 . لواUا  
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Bodleian Or. 516: 84v 
Or. 1997: 69v-70r; incomplete, it does not 
report even the blank frame 
Arabe 6840: 60r-61r; incomplete, it does not 
report even the blank frame 
Veliyüddin 2277: 102r-104r. Incomplete, it 
reports the empty frame 
Berlin 5667: 85v-86v incomplete, it does 
not report even the blank frame 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 172-174; incomplete, it 
does not report even the blank frame 
Bodleian Or. 516: 85r-86r; incomplete 
)P	`ا جوا . R ءا&$Fا( 
Or. 1997: 71r 
Arabe 6840: 61v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 105r 
Berlin 5667: 87v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 176 
Bodleian Or. 516: 87r 
 - 4.4ب	 ٤  :. جا[&$ا  9]اا تاوذ ضا 
2 ل ر	#ا  
Or. 1997: 71v  - 4.5ب	 ٥  :. ". "0را &ا 8 P 9]ا يذ 
ضا L2 R $و ء	ا 
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Arabe 6840: 62r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 106r 
Berlin 5667: 88r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 177 
Bodleian Or. 516: 88r 
Or. 1997: 72r 
Arabe 6840: 62v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 107r 
Berlin 5667: 89r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 179 
Bodleian Or. 516: 89r 
 - 4.6ب	 ٦  :. ". "0رد 9]ا Ke2و  Eb 
ه 2 ل ر	#ا "0ردو ه اذا ف2 4	 
Or. 1997: 72v 
Arabe 6840: 63r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 107v 
Berlin 5667: 89v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 180 
Bodleian Or. 516: 90r 
 - 4.7ب	 ٧  :. ". ضو2 ناا فY&R	 
ص	[SFا "	`ا "ر	Cا L2 s. @J  ر	#ا 
Or. 1997: 73r  - 4.8ب	 ٨  :. ". ضو2 ناا ت	2	8ر	 
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Arabe 6840: 63r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 108v 
Berlin 5667: 90r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 181 
Bodleian Or. 516: 91r 
ص	[SFا "
Fا رrا 	. L2 s. @J  ر	#ا 
Or. 1997: 74r 
Arabe 6840: 63v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 110r 
Berlin 5667: 91v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 183 
Bodleian Or. 516: 92v 
 - 4.9ب	 ٩  :. ". ضو2 ناا  ت	2	8را 
ص	[SFا . كY.ا @J  	ھر	  s.و @J  ر	   
Rا م ضا 
Or. 1997: 74v 
Arabe 6840: 64r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 110v 
Berlin 5667: 92r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 184 
Bodleian Or. 516: 93v 
 - 4.10ب	 ١٠ . ". ع	8رFا . s. @J  ر	#ا 
Or. 1997: 75r-76r )ض " ij( 
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Arabe 6840: 64v-65v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 11v-112v 
Berlin 5667: 92v-93v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 185-187 
Bodleian Or. 516: 94r-95r 
Or. 1997: 77v 
Arabe 6840: 66r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 113r 
Berlin 5667: 94r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 188 
Bodleian Or. 516: 95v 
 - 4.11ب	 ١١  :. ". Eظ @J  ر	#ا  
Or. 1997: 77r-78r 
Arabe 6840: 66v-67v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 113v-114v 
Berlin 5667: 94v-95v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 189-191 
Bodleian Or. 516: 96v-97v 
)Eظ فJ  ر	#ا ض " ij( 
Or. 1997: 78v  - 4.12ب	 ١٢  :. "$ قر	ا بر	Cاو 
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Arabe 6840: 68r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 115r 
Berlin 5667: 96r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 192; missing title but the 
text of the Bāb corresponds. 
Bodleian Or. 516: 98r 
	0ا[&$او ".و ض2 ا 	#  
Or. 1997: 78v 
Arabe 6840: 68r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 115v 
Berlin 5667: 96v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 192 
Bodleian Or. 516: 98v 
 - 4.13ب	 ١٣  :. ". 7ا  Eb ع	8رFا 
Or. 1997: 79v 
Arabe 6840: 68v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 116v 
Berlin 5667: 97v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 194 
Bodleian Or. 516: 99v 
 - 4.14ب	 ١٤  :. ". ع	8رFا  Eb 7ا 
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Or. 1997: 80r 
Arabe 6840: 69r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 117v 
Berlin 5667: 98r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 195 
Bodleian Or. 516: 100v 
 - 4.15ب	 ١٥  :. ". R @J  ر	#ا ة قط 
KJ8و 
Or. 1997: 81v 
Arabe 6840: 70r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 119v 
Berlin 5667: 99v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 199 
Bodleian Or. 516: 103r 
 - 4.16ب	 ١٦  :. ". ضو2 ناا Eو Qا 
 Eb 2	8را 	 ا& P 	&$ 
Or. 1997: 82r 
Arabe 6840: 70r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 120v 
Berlin 5667: 100v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 200 
Bodleian Or. 516: 104r 
 - 4.17ب	 ١٧  :. E
8 ر	#ا سbو ر	#ا Eاو 
".و ض2 ا K# 
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Or. 1997: 83r 
Arabe 6840: 70v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 121v 
Berlin 5667: 101v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 202 
Bodleian Or. 516: 105r 
 - 4.18ب	 ١٨  :. P	` جوا 	ر	Cو . دYا 
Or. 1997: 83v-84r 
Arabe 6840: 71r-71v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 122v-123r 
Berlin 5667: 102r-102v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 203-204 
Bodleian Or. 516: 105v-106v 
)P	` جوا . ض2 K i2 ھو 3 K( 
Or. 1997: 85r 
Arabe 6840: 72r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 124r 
Berlin 5667: 103v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 206 
Bodleian Or. 516: 107v 
 - 4.19ب	 ١٩  :. "0رد عط 9]ا 	وjو  
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Or. 1997: 85v 
Arabe 6840: 72v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 125v 
Berlin 5667: 104v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 208 
Bodleian Or. 516: 109r 
 - 4.20ب	 ٢٠  :. ". e	ا  ر	#ا  Eb 
ع	8را Qا Q2و sذ 
Or. 1997: 86v 
Arabe 6840: 73r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 126v 
Berlin 5667: 105v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 210 
Bodleian Or. 516: 110v 
 - 4.21ب	 ٢١  :. ". e	ا  ر	#ا  Eb 
7$ ساا K2و 
Or. 1997: 87v 
Arabe 6840: 74r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 128r 
Berlin 5667: 114r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 212; missing title but the 
text of the Bāb corresponds. 
 - 4.22ب	 ٢٢  :. ". 7bا  Eا س	! 
9]اا "&	Wا 
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Bodleian Or. 516: 112r 
Or. 1997: 88v 
Arabe 6840: 74v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 129r 
Berlin 5667: 114v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 214 
Bodleian Or. 516: 113r 
 - 4.23ب	 ٢٣  :. جا[&$ا د	8وFا128 "رFا 7b 
ما P	`	 
Or. 1997: 89r 
Arabe 6840: 74v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 130r 
Berlin 5667: 115r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 215 
Bodleian Or. 516: 114r 
 - 4.24ب	 ٢٤  :. جا[&$ا د	8وFا ض bا "
ؤا 
اذا 72 P	` ا 
Or. 1997: 89v 
Arabe 6840: 75r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 131r 
 - 4.25ب	 ٢٥  :. E
8 7bا P	`او  I.ا Lا 
Rا 
                                                     
128 In the table of contents and in Bodleian Library Or. 516 we find ر	8وأ. See Rieu 1894, p. 516, n. 
“a”. 
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Berlin 5667: 116r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 217 
Bodleian Or. 516: 115r 
Or. 1997: 90v 
Arabe 6840: 75v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 132v 
Berlin 5667: 117r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 220 
Bodleian Or. 516: 116v 
 - 4.26ب	 ٢٦  :. "4 "b ضرFا جا[&$او 		ط 
Or. 1997: 91v 
Arabe 6840: 76r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 133v 
Berlin 5667: 118v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 223 
Bodleian Or. 516: 118r 
 - 5"	! ٥ 
Or. 1997: 91v 
Arabe 6840: 76r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 133v 
 - 5.1ب	 ١  :. 3J8 لاطا ناا ت	.	 
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Berlin 5667: 118v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 223 
Bodleian Or. 516: 118r 
Or. 1997: 92v 
Arabe 6840: 77r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 135r 
Berlin 5667: 119v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 225; missing title but the 
text of the Bāb corresponds. 
Bodleian Or. 516: 119v 
 - 5.2ب	 ٢  :. 3J8 لاطا 
ا 	 	#  
ت	.	ا 
Or. 1997: 93r 
Arabe 6840: 77v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 136v 
Berlin 5667: 120v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 226 
Bodleian Or. 516: 120v 
 - 5.3ب	 ٣  :. جا[&$ا ".	ا  
  
ل`ا ضاو 
Or. 1997: 93r 
Arabe 6840: 77v 
 - 5.4ب	 ٤  :. ". لط  Ke2و  Eb 
".	ا K# 
Rا  ل`ا ضاو 
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Veliyüddin 2277: 136v 
Berlin 5667: 120v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 227; it misses a consistent 
portion of the end of Bāb four and the 
diagram. 
Bodleian Or. 516: 121r, missing three 
diagrams. Different text. 
Or. 1997: 94r 
Arabe 6840: 78r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 138r 
Berlin 5667: 122r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 244 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing. 
 - 5.5ب	 ٥  :. ". ت$ دYا 	k   
Or. 1997: 95r 
Arabe 6840: 78v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 139r 
Berlin 5667: 123r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 230 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
 - 5.6ب	 ٦  :. I
`ا 2	#Jا ". 7$ "!ا 
	ھjو 
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Or. 1997: 95r 
Arabe 6840: 78v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 140r 
Berlin 5667: 123v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 231 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
 - 5.7ب	 ٧  :. ". رود ضرFا ءاi0F	 
"(Y`4Fا 
Or. 1997: 96r 
Arabe 6840: 79r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 141r 
Berlin 5667: 124v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 233 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
 - 5.8ب	 ٨  :. ]ذ صاR تاراا "
زاا [ 
ءا&$Fا 
Or. 1997: 97r 
Arabe 6840: 80r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 142v 
Berlin 5667: 125v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 235 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
 - 5.9ب	 ٩  :. "4 ةرا ل	0	 
8و 		bا 
Fط 	e2و 
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Or. 1997: 98r 
Arabe 6840: 80v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 144v 
Berlin 5667: 127r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 239 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
)لو0 	 ض
 . دو2 	.Fا فY&Rا لا(Fا( 
Or. 1997: 98v 
Arabe 6840: 81r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 145r 
Berlin 5667: 127v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 240 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
)لاو0 
د	! 	bFا Fط 	e2و EF	 1$ِااو(  
Or. 1997: 99r 
Arabe 6840: 81r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 145v 
Berlin 5667: 128r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 241 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
 - 5.10ب	 ١٠  :. ت	nا لاطا ناا 	eو2و . 
لوا0  
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Or. 1997: 99r-105r 
Arabe 6840: 81v-87v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 145v-153v 
Berlin 5667: 128r-134r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 241-245; 228-229; 246-251. 
Incorrectly bounded. 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
)لو0 لو	طا ناُا  E(	$ &ا ا Cا 
	eو2و  R ءا&$Fا( 
Or. 1997: 105v 
Arabe 6840: 88r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 154r 
Berlin 5667: 134v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 252 
Bodleian Or. 516: missing 
 - 5.11ب	 ١١  :. EZ	 "(ر	`ا 9
ر& 
Or. 1997: 109v 
Arabe 6840: 91r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 161v; here the copyist 
repeats the title of the first bāb twice, 
inserting it in the wrong place at the 
introduction of the maqāla, but the text 
 - 6"	! ٦ 
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coincides. 
Berlin 5667: 134v 
Berlin 5667: 140v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 264 
Bodleian Or. 516: 125r 
Or. 1997: 109v 
Arabe 6840: 91r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 161v 
Berlin 5667: 140v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 264 
Bodleian Or. 516: 125r 
 - 6.1ب	 ١  :. E
8 1
ر	&ا   Lا Rا 
Or. 1997: 110r 
Arabe 6840: 91v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 162v 
Berlin 5667: 141r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 265 
Bodleian Or. 516: 126r 
 - 6.2ب	 ٢  :. 3J8 لط " ij "
ر#$Fاو 
Or. 1997: 111r  - 6.3ب	 ٣  :. "] 7bا L2 ت	bوا تFا&2Fا 
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Arabe 6840: 92r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 165r 
Berlin 5667: 143r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 269 
Bodleian Or. 516: 128v 
ت	Y! Fاو Z	$و Peاا "eوا . s. جوا 
Or. 1997: 112v 
Arabe 6840: 93r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 167r 
Berlin 5667: 106v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 272 
Bodleian Or. 516: 130v 
 - 6.4ب	 ٤  :. "0	ا Lا كY.Fا "0ر	[ا i]اا 
"]و 	ھرJ8 . ة] Qا 
Or. 1997: 114r 
Arabe 6840: 94r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 169v 
Berlin 5667: 108v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 276 
Bodleian Or. 516: 133v 
 - 6.5ب	 ٥  :. رJ8 "]ا . كY.Fا &ا r  
	. 	 ا "ط	!& 
Or. 1997: 115r, the title of the bāb is  - 6.6ب	 ٦  :. "]( Qا `$ا I
`	 يgا 
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missing, together with the beginning of the 
chapter129. 
Arabe 6840: 94v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 170v 
Berlin 5667: 109v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 277 
Bodleian Or. 516: 134v 
	0[&$ا K س` 
Or. 1997: table missing 
Arabe 6840: 95v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 172r 
Berlin 5667: 110v, incomplete table 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 279 
Bodleian Or. 516: 134r-134v 
)لو0 E&8 L2 را د	4رFا ا"
[( 
Or. 1997: 116v 
Arabe 6840: 97r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 175r 
Berlin 5667: 144r 
 - 6.7ب	 ٧  :. نا جوا !ا ك& 
                                                     
129 See Rieu, 1894, p. 517, n. “a”. 
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Yusuf Agha 1797: 283 
Bodleian Or. 516: 140r; the title reports al-
bāb al-tāsiʿ with an annotation on the 
margin with the correct number of 
chapter. 
Or. 1997: 118v 
Arabe 6840: 98v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 178v 
Berlin 5667: 146v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 288 
Bodleian Or. 516: 143v 
 - 6.8ب	 ٨  :. را! "]( جوFا 
Or. 1997: 123v 
Arabe 6840: 101v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 186r 
Berlin 5667: 152v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 298 
Bodleian Or. 516: 151v 
 - 6.9ب	 ٩  :. 3J8 $و Qا جا[&$او K4ا 
Or. 1997: 125r-126v 
Arabe 6840: 102v-104r 
)جا[&$ا ت	]( 9]اا `$ا Z	$و ت	]ا 
"Z&ا  	وا0 (  
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Veliyüddin 2277: 188v-190r 
Berlin 5667: 154r-155v; incomplete tables 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 301-304 
Bodleian Or. 516: 153v-155r 
Or. 1997: 127r 
Arabe 6840: 104v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 190v 
Berlin 5667: 156r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 306; missing title but the 
text of the Bāb corresponds. 
Bodleian Or. 516: 155v 
 - 6.10ب	 ١٠  :. P`!8 E
&ا 
!8و Qا 
Or. 1997: 128v-130r 
Arabe 6840: 105v-107r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 192v-194r 
Berlin 5667: 157v-159v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 308-311 
Bodleian Or. 516: 157v-159r 
) م! Qا  لوا ج Eا( 
Or. 1997: 130v  - 6.11ب	 ١١  :. E
8 ن	iا E! و م	
Fا "&[ا 
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Arabe 6840: 107v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 194v 
Berlin 5667: 160r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 312 
Bodleian Or. 516: 159v. The text of this 
witness terminates at the end of this 
Treatise on f. 160v. 
Lا "
&ا `$ا 
Or. 1997: 131v 
Arabe 6840: 108r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 196r 
Berlin 5667: 161r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 315 
 - 7"	! ٧ 
Or. 1997: 131v 
Arabe 6840: 108r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 196r 
Berlin 5667: 161r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 315 
 - 7.1ب	 ١  :. ]ذ ت	]( !ا "
	(و ءارFا . 
ة ي&ا @&[او 
Or. 1997: 132r  - 7.2ب	 ٢  :. 9
!8 &]( !ا ق		 	 I 
Qا K 
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Arabe 6840: 108v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 197r 
Berlin 5667: 162r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 316 
Or. 1997: 132v 
Arabe 6840: 109r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 198r 
Berlin 5667: 162v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 317 
 - 7.3ب	 ٣  :. 3J8 &]( !ا 
Or. 1997: 136r-136v 
Arabe 6840: 111r-111v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 203v-204r 
Berlin 5667: 244r-245r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 325-326 
)لو0 L2 ل	W 	 م8 . Qا  نا 	#J!   
$و !ا QR جرد و "&4	R "R 2 اوi0( 
Or. 1997: 137r 
Arabe 6840: 112r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 204v 
Berlin 5667: 268r 
 - 7.4ب	 ٤  :. "]( !ا . ضا 
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Yusuf Agha 1797: 327 
Or. 1997: 137r 
Arabe 6840: 112r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 204v 
Berlin 5667: 268r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 327 
 - 7.4.1EJ. ١  :. ]ذ هgھ "]ا 	J8و 
Or. 1997: 138r 
Arabe 6840: 113r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 207v 
Berlin 5667: 270v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 331 
 - 7.4.2EJ. ٢  :. Pe ساا 3J8و ه 
Or. 1997: 139r 
Arabe 6840: 114r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 209r; missing 
Berlin 5667: 272v; incomplete table 
Yusuf Agha: 334 
)"]( ساا . رS "$ا( 
Or. 1997: 139v 
Arabe 6840: 114r 
 - 7.5ب	 ٥  :. ض2 !ا 
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Veliyüddin 2277: 210r 
Berlin 5667: 272r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 335 
Or. 1997: 140v 
Arabe 6840: 115r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 211v 
Berlin 5667: 245r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 338 
Table 
Or. 1997: 141r 
Arabe 6840: 115v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 212r 
Berlin 5667: 245v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 339 
 - 7.6ب	 ٦  :. gR	 تادا "!&ا 
Or. 1997: 142r 
Arabe 6840: 116r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 213v 
Berlin 5667:246v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 341 
 - 7.7ب	 ٧  :. فY&Rا !ا 
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Or. 1997: 142r 
Arabe 6840: 116r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 213v 
Berlin 5667: 246v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 341 
 - 7.7.1EJ. ١  :. 9ا 90ا ! s. جوFا 
".و 	  هi] i]و 	ا 
Or. 1997: 143r 
Arabe 6840: 116v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 215v 
Berlin 5667: 248r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 344 
 - 7.7.2EJ. ٢  :. فا ا `b 
و&ا "`! و 
K8اذ	 
Or. 1997: 144v 
Arabe 6840: 117v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 217v 
Berlin 5667: 222r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 347 
 - 7.8ب	 ٨  :. لا(ا E
د	8 !ا 
Or. 1997: 144v 
Arabe 6840: 117v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 217v 
 - 7.8.1EJ. ١  :. " 	Fا 	2 . E] لو0 	# 
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Berlin 5667: 222r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 347 
Or. 1997: 145v 
Arabe 6840: 118r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 219v 
Berlin 5667: 223v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 350 
 - 7.8.2EJ. ٢  :. E2 
!8 !ا 	#واU 
Or. 1997: 147v-150r 
Arabe 6840: 119r-121v 
Veliyüddin 2277:  221r-223v 
Berlin 5667: 224v-227r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 352, 355-357 
)E
8 !ا( 
Yusuf Agha 1797: unknown folios   
Or. 1997: 150v 
Arabe 6840: 122r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 224r 
Berlin 5667: 227v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 358 
 - 7.9ب	 ٩  :. "] رJ8 ت	]ا ةر]gا . 
كY.ا !ا &ا . K
] 
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Or. 1997: 151r 
Arabe 6840: 122r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 224v 
Berlin 5667: 228r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 359 
 - 7.10ب	 ١٠  :. فY&Rا r# !ا Fط 	e2و 
 Ke با Zاو 
Or. 1997: 155r 
Arabe 6840: 124v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 230v 
Berlin 5667: 233r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 366 
 - 7.11ب	 ١١  :. فY&Rا r# Qا 
Or. 1997: 155r 
Arabe 6840: 124v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 230v 
Berlin 5667: 233r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 367 
 - 7.11.1EJ. ١  :. ". ي`b !ا Eظو ضرFا 
Or. 1997: 157v 
Arabe 6840: 126r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 234v 
 - 7.11.2EJ. ٢  :.  Qا  ضرFا 
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Berlin 5667: 236v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 371 
Or. 1997: 158v 
Arabe 6840: 126v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 236r 
Berlin 5667: 237v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 373 
 - 8"	! ٨ 
Or. 1997: 158v 
Arabe 6840: 126v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 236r 
Berlin 5667: 237v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 373 
 - 8.1ب	 ١  :. 7 Qا !او ".و Iا 
P0ا&او 
Or. 1997: 159r-160r 
Arabe 6840: 127r-128r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 237r-238r 
Berlin 5667: 238r-239r; incomplete table 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 375-377 
Table 
Or. 1997: 160v  - 8.2ب	 ٢  :. ع	&0ا Qا !او 		!&$او 
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Arabe 6840: 128r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 238v 
Berlin 5667: 239v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 378 
Z	$و ع	eوFا "4	ا   	 	# 
Or. 1997: 161v 
Arabe 6840: 129r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 240v 
Berlin 5667: 241r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 381 
 - 8.3ب	 ٣  :. "4 .ا 	ھرJ8و قاو 
	# و ل	Sا ر  !ا Eb ل	!&$Fا هو 
Or. 1997: 162v 
Arabe 6840: 129v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 241v 
Berlin 5667: 242r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 383 
 - 8.4ب	 ٤  :. Eظ !ا 
8و K2ا ا 
Or. 1997: 162v 
Arabe 6840: 129v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 242r 
Berlin 5667: 165r 
 - 8.5ب	 ٥  :. دوا &ا P#8 فا 	. 	ھا2 
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Yusuf Agha 1797: 383 
Or. 1997: 166v 
Arabe 6840: 132r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 248r 
Berlin 5667: 169v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 391 
 - 8.6ب	 ٦  :. جا[&$ا ي`b 
#ا . r#ا 
`bو Erا 
Or. 1997: 166v 
Arabe 6840: 132r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 248v 
Berlin 5667: 170r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 392 
 - 8.7ب	 ٧  :. ب	( ف] !ا 
Or. 1997: 166v 
Arabe 6840: 132r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 248v 
Berlin 5667: 170r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 392 
 - 8.7.1EJ. ١  :. را! @#ا ه8و 
Or. 1997: 168r 
Arabe 6840: 133r 
 - 8.7.2EJ. ٢  :. فY&Rا ناا ف] !ا 
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Veliyüddin 2277: 250v 
Berlin 5667: 171v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 395 
Or. 1997: 168v 
Arabe 6840: 133v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 251v 
Berlin 5667: 172v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 397 
 - 8.7.3EJ. ٣  :. فا ا ف] !ا K8ر4و 
Or. 1997: 169r 
Arabe 6840: 134r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 252v 
Berlin 5667: 173r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 398 
 - 8.8ب	 ٨  :. ت	bوا فا !ا 
Or. 1997: 169r 
Arabe 6840: 134r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 252v  
Berlin 5667: 173r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 398 
 - 8.8.1EJ. ١  :. ت	bوا فا L2 قYطFا 
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Or. 1997: 170r 
Arabe 6840: 134v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 254r 
Berlin 5667: 174r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 400 
 - 8.8.2EJ. ٢  :. لا(ا ف] !ا اذا I8ا ب! 
ع`ا بوCاو 
Or. 1997: 170v 
Arabe 6840: 134v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 254v 
Berlin 5667: 175r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 401 
 - 8.9ب	 ٩  :. ب	( ف] Qا 
Or. 1997: 170v 
Arabe 6840: 134v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 254v 
Berlin 5667: 175r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 401 
 - 8.9.1EJ. ١  :. را! @#ا ه8و 
Or. 1997: 171r 
Arabe 6840: 135r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 255r 
 - 8.9.2EJ. ٢  :. فا ا ف] Qا ه
J8و 
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Berlin 5667: 175r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 402 
Or. 1997: 171r 
Arabe 6840: 135r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 255v 
Berlin 5667: 175v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 402 
 - 8.10ب	 ١٠  :. ت	bوا ف] Qا 
Or. 1997: 171r 
Arabe 6840: 135r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 255v 
Berlin 5667: 175v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 402 
 - 8.10.1EJ. ١  :. K8	bوا 2 قYطFا 
Or. 1997: 171v 
Arabe 6840: 135r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 255v 
Berlin 5667: 176r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 403 
 - 8.10.2EJ. ٢  :. ت	bوا ف] Qا اذا I8ا 
لا(ا ع`ا بوCاو 
Or. 1997: 171v  - 8.11ب	 ١١  :	. ]g
  ناا ف] Qا 
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Arabe 6840: 135v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 256r 
Berlin 5667: 176r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 403 
Or. 1997: 172r 
Arabe 6840: 135r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 256v 
Berlin 5667: 176v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 404 
 - 8.12ب	 ١٢  :. ل	Sا ء	e !ا ت	2	$و 
K8ء	eا 
Or. 1997: 172r, but the copyist repeats bāb 
al-thānī ʿashar 
Arabe 6840: 135r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 257r 
Berlin 5667: 177r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 405 
 - 8.13ب	 ١٣  :. ت	bوا عط Uا 9Cو Iا 
Or. 1997: 172v 
Arabe 6840: 136r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 257r 
 - 8.14ب	 ١٤  :. "
ؤر لYا 
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Berlin 5667: 177v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 405 
Or. 1997: 172v 
Arabe 6840: 136r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 257r 
Berlin 5667: 177v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 405 
 - 8.14.1EJ. ١  :. ن	ا "
ؤا 	2	#&او 	0وو 
Or. 1997: 174v 
Arabe 6840: 137v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 261r 
Berlin 5667: 180r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 411 
 - 8.14.2EJ. ٢  :. 7$ لYا K$bو 9J و 
1ا "
!ا 
Or. 1997: 175r 
Arabe 6840: 137v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 262r 
Berlin 5667: 181r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 413 
 - 8.15ب	 ١٥  :. لز	# !ا Keو 	# م	
Fاو 
"ز	#ا 
Or. 1997: 175v  - 8.16ب	 ١٦  :. م	
Fا "
!ا 
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Arabe 6840: 138r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 262r 
Berlin 5667: 181v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 413 
Or. 1997: 175v 
Arabe 6840: 138r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 263r 
Berlin 5667: 181v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 414 
 - 8.16.1EJ. ١  :. ف	J ا م	
Fا "
!ا 
Or. 1997: 176r 
Arabe 6840: 138r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 263r 
Berlin 5667: 182r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 415 
 - 8.16.2EJ. ٢  :. ERا م	
Fا 	8	]ا&Sاو 
Or. 1997: 176r, but the copyist calls it bāb al-
tāsiʿ 
Arabe 6840: 138r, but the copyist calls it bāb 
al-tāsiʿ 
 - 8.17ب	 ١٧  :. 	R .ا 
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Veliyüddin 2277: 263r 
Berlin 5667: 182r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 415, but the copyist calls 
it bāb al-tāsiʿ 
Or. 1997: 176v 
Arabe 6840: 138v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 263v 
Berlin 5667: 182v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 415 
 - 8.17.1EJ. ١  :. د	8ا يرا 
#ا 
Or. 1997: 177v 
Arabe 6840: 139r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 265r 
Berlin 5667: 184r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 419 
 - 8.17.2EJ. ٢  :. يو	8 يرا 
#ا 
Or. 1997: 179v 
Arabe 6840: 140r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 268r 
Berlin 5667: 186r 
 - 9"	! ٩ 
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Yusuf Agha 1797: 423 
Or. 1997: 179v 
Arabe 6840: 140r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 268r 
Berlin 5667: 186r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 423 
 - 9.1ب	 ١  :. P
#8 ص	[SFا ة#ا 
Or. 1997: 179v 
Arabe 6840: 140r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 268r 
Berlin 5667: 186r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 423 
 - 9.1.1EJ. ١  :. قا  9]اا "&	Wا و 
ةر	ا 
Or. 1997: 179v 
Arabe 6840: 140v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 268r 
Berlin 5667: 186r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 423 
 - 9.1.2EJ. ٢  :. "2 "8 "&	Wا ت	W	 
Or. 1997: 180r 
Arabe 6840: 140v 
 - 9.2ب	 ٢  :. !8 9]اا "&	Wا 		bا "&	n 
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Veliyüddin 2277: 269r 
Berlin 5667: 187r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 425 
Or. 1997: 180r 
Arabe 6840: 140v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 269r 
Berlin 5667: 187r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 425 
 - 9.2.1EJ. ١  :. ]ذ 	e	8 r	 
Or. 1997: 180v 
Arabe 6840: 141r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 269v 
Berlin 5667: 187r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 426 
 - 9.2.2EJ. ٢  :. ت	
	ا ةUاو 
Or. 1997: 180v 
Arabe 6840: 141r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 270r 
Berlin 5667: 187v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 426 
 - 9.3ب	 ٣ :. "]( 9]اا "&	Wا 
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Or. 1997: 180v 
Arabe 6840:141r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 270r 
Berlin 5667: 187v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 426 
 - 9.3.1EJ. ١  :. نا "]( 	0 L2 `b s. 
جوا 
Or. 1997: 181r 
Arabe 6840:141r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 270v 
Berlin 5667: 188r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 427 
 - 9.3.2EJ. ٢  :. ل	( 9]ا 
	ا L2 9`b 
ى(ا &]ا 
Or. 1997: 181v 
Arabe 6840: 141v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 271r 
Berlin 5667: 188v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 428 
 - 9.3.3EJ. ٣  :. 
8 "]( 9]اا "&	Wا 
Or. 1997: 181v 
Arabe 6840: 141v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 271v 
 - 9.4ب	 ٤  :. !8 9]اا "&	Wا 9 ن	$ ع	! 
ضرFا 
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Berlin 5667: 188v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 428 
Or. 1997: 181v 
Arabe 6840: 141v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 271v 
Berlin 5667: 189r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 428 
 - 9.4.1EJ. ١  :. 	ا(ا 	
	!او . ضو2 ناا 
Or. 1997: 182r 
Arabe 6840: 141v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 272r 
Berlin 5667: 189r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 429 
 - 9.4.2EJ. ٢  :	. C&
  هgھ لا(Fا L2 لط 
"#زFا 
8و 	 
 K. لb C&ا 	و F 
 sذ 
K. 
Or. 1997: 184r 
Arabe 6840: 143r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 275r 
Berlin 5667: 191v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 434 
 - 9.5ب	 ٥  :. "J( 9]اا "&	Wا 
Or. 1997: 184r  - 9.5.1EJ. ١  :. رJا &ا 	
8 هgھ 9]اا 
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 Arabe 6840: 143r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 275r 
Berlin 5667: 191v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 434 
Or. 1997: 184r 
Arabe 6840: 143r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 275v 
Berlin 5667: 192r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 435 
 - 9.5.2EJ. ٢  :. ت	nا Peا 9]اا "&	Wا . 
لواUا 
Or. 1997: 184v-205r 
Arabe 6840: 143v-160r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 277r-300r 
Berlin 5667: 193v-212v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 436-480 
)ةر4 "	ا ى(ا 
2و( 
Or. 1997: 205r 
Arabe 6840: 160r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 300v 
Berlin 5667: 213r 
 - 9.6ب	 ٦  :. ع	eوا 9]اا "&	Wا  Qا 
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Yusuf Agha 1797: 480 
Or. 1997: 205v 
Arabe 6840: 160v 
Veliyüddin 2277: 301r 
Berlin 5667: 213v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 481 
 - 9.7ب	 ٧  :. I
8 9]اا 	
C8و 
Or. 1997: 208r 
Arabe 6840: 162r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 304v 
Berlin 5667: 216r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 487 
 - 9.8ب	 ٨  :. لز	# !ا 	]ا]و #2 با 
#او 
Or. 1997: 208v, 209r 
Arabe 6840: 162v, 163r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 305v, 306v 
Berlin 5667: absent table 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 489, 491 
)Pbا 9]ا] لز	#ا  رَ4 7ِاWا(  
Or. 1997: 209v 
Arabe 6840: 163r 
 - 9.9ب	 ٩ :. ءا Fا حرااو L2 9ھg با 
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Veliyüddin 2277: 306v 
Berlin 5667: 217v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 492 
Or. 1997: 210v 
Arabe 6840: 164r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 308v 
Berlin 5667: absent table 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 493 
)لو0 L2 	 م8 "4و  را لز	#ا 	َ]ا]و(  
Or. 1997: 212r 
Arabe 6840: 165r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 310v 
Berlin 5667: 220r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 498 
 - 10"	! ١٠ 
Or. 1997: 212r 
Arabe 6840: 165r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 310v 
Berlin 5667: 220r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 498 
 - 10.1ب	 ١  :. ص	J&bا لا(ا 9]اا "[ا 
	8	](و ب	!او 	]Y.ا 
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Or. 1997: 213v 
Arabe 6840: 166r 
Veliyüddin 2277: 313r 
Berlin 5667: 249v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 502 
 - 10.2ب	 ٢  :. I
`ا يgا @bو س` K# . 
]ا ا L2 لا(ا 	0وا .و 	ھ
و8 
ت	]او 	. 
Or. 1997: 213v 
Arabe 6840: 166r 
Veliyüddin 2277:  313r; the text terminates 
here. 
Berlin 5667: 249v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 502 
 - 10.2.1EJ. ١  :. جوFا K	!& او 
Or. 1997: 213r 
Arabe 6840: 166r 
Berlin 5667: 250r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 504 
 - 10.2.2EJ. ٢  :. را! جوR i] "]ا 2 
i] 	ا 
Or. 1997: 214r 
Arabe 6840: 166v 
Berlin 5667: 250r 
 - 10.2.3EJ. ٣  :. ". @J  `b s. 
و&ا 
3J8و "4	[ا K. 
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Yusuf Agha 1797: 504, but the copyist 
reports faṣl al-thānī 
Or. 1997: 215r 
Arabe 6840: 167r 
Berlin 5667: 251v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 507 
 - 10.3ب	 ٣  :. I
`ا يgا E4و س` K# . 
9]اا "
ا Lا EW 	 ن	] E4و Kا . ا 
Or. 1997: 215r 
Arabe 6840: 167r 
Berlin 5667: 251v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 507 
 - 10.3.1EJ. ١  :. K0ا يgا ق`8 K# Lا هgھ 
9	`ا 
Or. 1997: 216v 
Arabe 6840: 168r 
Berlin 5667: 254r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 512 
 - 10.3.2EJ. ٢  :. EJ8 "$ s. 
و&ا 
Or. 1997: 217v 
Arabe 6840: 168v 
Berlin 5667: 254v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 513 
 - 10.4ب	 ٤  :. Peا . لواUا 
!8و 9]اا 
	 
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Or. 1997: 220r-229v 
Arabe 6840: 169v-179v 
Berlin 5667: 258r-267v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 521-545 
)ت	]( E(َُز ى&او 1
و ةَھُزو ودِر	`2ُ( 
Or. 1997: 230r 
Arabe 6840: 180r 
Berlin 5667: 274r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 546 
 - 10.5ب	 ٥  :. 8 9]اا "[ا 
Or. 1997: 230r 
Arabe 6840: 180r 
Berlin 5667: 274r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 546 
 - 10.5.1EJ. ١  :. "] ع0ا ضر	ا 9]ا 
جا[&$او ت		!ا 
Or. 1997: 231r 
Arabe 6840: 180v 
Berlin 5667: 275v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 549 
 - 10.5.2EJ. ٢  :. ". "	bFا ع0او 
"	!&$Fاو 
Or. 1997: 231v-232v 
Arabe 6840: 181r-182r 
)لو0 ت		! 9]اا KَوFا( 
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Berlin 5667: 276r-277r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 551-556 
Or. 1997: 233r 
Arabe 6840: 182v 
Berlin 5667: 277v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 557 
 - 10.6ب	 ٦  :. د	ا 9]اا 	ا0او 
Or. 1997: 233r 
Arabe 6840: 182v 
Berlin 5667: 277v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 557 
 - 10.6.1EJ. ١  :. 	ھد	ا 2 ضرFا   ا 
Or. 1997: 234v 
Arabe 6840: 183v 
Berlin 5667: 279v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 561 
 - 10.6.2EJ. ٢  :. ر	`bا 9]اا . r#ا 8و 
	ا0ا 
Or. 1997: 235r 
Arabe 6840: 184r 
Berlin 5667: 280v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 563 
 - 10.7ب	 ٧  :. رJ8 "ا &ا !&8 ت	]( 
9]اا 	ھ]او 
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Or. 1997: 235v 
Arabe 6840: 184r 
Berlin 5667: 281r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 564 
 - 10.8ب	 ٨  :. ص	J&bا ت	]ا &ا 	 E8 
9]اا Lا ل	ا ب#Uاو 
Or. 1997: 236v 
Arabe 6840: 184v 
Berlin 5667: 282r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 566 
 - 10.9ب	 ٩  :. "
	( I
ط س` . دا.ا 
#4 ضا 
Or. 1997: 237r 
Arabe 6840: 185r 
Berlin 5667: 283r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 568 
 - 10.10ب	 ١٠  :. لوا0 ضو2 9]اا 
		&$او 
Or. 1997: 237v-240r 
Arabe 6840: 186r-188v 
Berlin 5667: 283v-286r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 570-575 
)لو0 ضو2 9]اا( 
Or. 1997: 240v 
Arabe 6840: 189r 
 - 10.11ب	 ١١  :. رظ 9]اا ة&ا 	Z	[ او 
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Berlin 5667: 286v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 576 
Or. 1997: 240v 
Arabe 6840: 189r 
Berlin 5667: 286v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 576 
 - 10.11.1EJ. ١  :. "
	j 2	8 ةھiا در	`2و 
Or. 1997: 240v 
Arabe 6840: 189r 
Berlin 5667: 286v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 576 
 - 10.11.2EJ. ٢  :. لوا I
8 9]اا 	
C8و 
Or. 1997: 241v 
Arabe 6840: 189v 
Berlin 5667: 287v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 579 
 - 10.12ب	 ١٢  :. ت	 اbا 9]اا &$و 	k 
	k 
Or. 1997: 242r 
Arabe 6840: 189v 
Berlin 5667: 288v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 580 
 - 10.13ب	 ١٣  :. &$ !ا 9]اا 
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Or. 1997: 242v 
Arabe 6840: 189v 
Berlin 5667: 289r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 581 
 - 11"	! ١١ 
Or. 1997: 242v 
Arabe 6840: 190v 
Berlin 5667: 289r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 581 
 - 11.1ب	 ١  :. قط "
8 تا 
Or. 1997: 242v 
Arabe 6840: 190v 
Berlin 5667: 289r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 581 
 - 11.1.1EJ. ١  :. I
`ا را 	# 
Or. 1997: 243r 
Arabe 6840: 191r 
Berlin 5667: 290r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 583, but the copyist 
reports al-bāb al-thānī instead of al-faṣl al-
thānī 
 - 11.1.2EJ. ٢  :. I
`ا &ا K8nا 
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Or. 1997: 245r 
Arabe 6840: 192r 
Berlin 5667: 292r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 589 
 - 11.2ب	 ٢  :. ت	b	8ا Peاا 
Or. 1997: 245r 
Arabe 6840: 192r 
Berlin 5667: 292r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 589 
 - 11.2.1EJ. ١  :. ظ	#8 9]اا جواو 
Or. 1997: 245v 
Arabe 6840: 192v 
Berlin 5667: 293r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 590 
 - 11.2.2EJ. ٢  :. Z	$ ت	b	8Fا 	# 
Or. 1997: 245v 
Arabe 6840: 192v 
Berlin 5667: 293r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 590 
 - 11.2.3EJ. ٣  :. ل	J8ا 9]اا Fط 	e2و 
Or. 1997: 246r 
Arabe 6840: 192v 
 - 11.3ب	 ٣  :. ا 2 د	8وFا 
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Berlin 5667: 293r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 592 
Or. 1997: 246v while the copyist reports al-
bāb al-rābiʿ fī mutāriḥ al-shaʿāʿāt wa huwa 
milthahu fuṣūl 
Arabe 6840: 193r 
Berlin 5667: 294r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 592 
 - 11.4ب	 ٤  :. حر	` "SFا 
Or. 1997: 246v 
Arabe 6840: 193r 
Berlin 5667: 294r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 592 
 - 11.4.1EJ. ١  :. Eا ب#ا Lا س` 
Or. 1997: 248r while the copyist reports al-
faṣl al-thānī fī tarīq al-mutanbahīth? 
Arabe 6840: 194r while the copyist reports 
al-faṣl al-thānī fī tarīq al-mutatabahīn? 
Berlin 5667: 296r while the copyist reports 
fī tarīq al-mashihīn? 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 596 while the copyist 
reports al-faṣl al-thānī fī tarīq al-muntahaīn ! 
 - 11.4.2EJ. ٢  :. I
`ا را 	. 
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of the two limits 
Or. 1997: 248v but the copyist reports al-faṣl 
al-thānī 
Arabe 6840: 194r 
Berlin 5667: 296v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 597 
 - 11.4.3EJ. ٣  :. I
`ا يgا K8nا 
Or. 1997: 249r 
Arabe 6840: 194v 
Berlin 5667: 297v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 599 
 - 11.5ب	 ٥  :. ل	2ا تا&ا 
Or. 1997: 249r 
Arabe 6840: 194v 
Berlin 5667: 297v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 599 
 - 11.5.1EJ. ١  :. I
`ا را . sذ 
Or. 1997: 249v 
Arabe 6840: 195r 
Berlin 5667: 298v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 600 
 - 11.5.2EJ. ٢  :. جi جرا P	`او 		&$او 
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Or. 1997: 250r 
Arabe 6840: 195r 
Berlin 5667: 298v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 601 
 - 11.5.3EJ. ٣  :. I
`ا يgا K8nا . تا&ا 
Or. 1997: 250r 
Arabe 6840: 195v 
Berlin 5667: 299r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 602, but the copyist 
reports al-faṣl al-thānī 
 - 11.5.4EJ. ٤  :. ". \	 تا&ا 
Or. 1997: 250v-252r 
Arabe 6840: 196r-197r 
Berlin 5667: 299v-301v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 603-608 
Tables 
Or. 1997: 352v 
Arabe 6840: 197v 
Berlin 5667: 303v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 609, but the copyist 
reports al-bāb al-khāmis instead of al-faṣl al-
khāmis 
 - 11.5.5EJ. ٥  :. !8 ي!ا 9 Peاا 
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Or. 1997: 252v 
Arabe 6840: 197v 
Berlin 5667: 302r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 610 
 - 11.6ب	 ٦  :. ". 7bو غ 9]اا 	e 
	eو  .s جوا 
Or. 1997: 253r 
Arabe 6840: 198r 
Berlin 5667: 302v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 611 
 - 11.7ب	 ٧  :. E
و	8 #$ 	ا ااو 	ھرSو 
Or. 1997: 253v 
Arabe 6840: 198r 
Berlin 5667: 305r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 612 
 - 11.8ب	 ٨  :. تا	& ا اا 	8اراداو #	 	و 
	 ود 
Or. 1997: 254r-257v 
Arabe 6840: 198v-201r 
Berlin 5667: 304r-310r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 614-625 
Table 
Or. 1997: 258r 
Arabe 6840: 201v 
 - 11.9ب	 ٩  :. ". ت	b	`#ا . E] (او  . 
جوFا 
و&او 	زاو 
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Berlin 5667: 310v 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 626 
Or. 1997: 260r130 
Arabe 6840: 202v, the copyist reports fī 
suʿūd al-kawākib wa huwa ṭahā wa huwa faṣlān 
Berlin 5667: 313r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 631 
 - 11.10ب	 ١٠  :. د4 9]اا 	طھو 
Or. 1997: 260r 
Arabe 6840: 202v 
Berlin 5667: 313r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 631 
 - 11.10.1EJ. ١  :. تاا 	2ا او 
Or. 1997: 261r 
Arabe 6840: 203r 
Berlin 5667: 314r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 633, incomplete 
 - 11.10.2EJ. ٢  :. عا ا ءY&$Fا "WWا 
Or. 1997: 261v  - 11.11ب	 ١١  :. ]ذ ت	 اb 9]اا "
ا 
                                                     
130 Rieu 1894, p. 519 reports that: “In the table of contents a twelfth Bāb is added, which does not 
appear in the text. It has the heading: . فFا ب و "#زFا ”. 
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Arabe 6840: 203v 
Berlin 5667: 315r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: absent 
Or. 1997: missing 
Arabe 6840: 204r 
Berlin 5667: 316r 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 634, the copyist reports 
al-bāb al-thānī instead of al-bāb al-thānī 
ʿashar 
 - 11.12ب	 ١٢  :. فFا ب و "#زFا 
Or. 1997: 262v 
Arabe 6840:205v 
Berlin 5667: 318r. At folio 318v we find the 
same text of folio 310v, probably gathered 
from another manuscript and bound with 
the present one 
Yusuf Agha 1797: 639 
excipit page 
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V. EXCERPTS FROM THE CHRONOLOGICAL SECTION OF THE CANON 
MASUDICUS 
I Maqāla, VI Chapter, p. 69. 
[…]. 
It has already been said that the year is the 
length of time of the complete revolution 
of the Sun in the celestial sphere, and 
concerning the year of the Moon it is the 
length of 12 returns to the Sun and so its 
addition to the Moon holds the first 
relation (of the Moon) to the Sun and the 
kind of year which is employed by the 
nations must belong to one of these two 
kinds wether on their own or wether the 
two are mixed together, thus the ones who 
employ the solar year on is own are the 
Eastern and Western Romans, the Copts, 
the Syrians, the Persians, the Sogdians and 
perhaps the Christians employ it in some 
of their affairs and not in others. 
[...]. 
And I will report it in the postponement 
with what is necessary from the excess of 
what is between the years of the two 
kinds, after including tables of the names 
of their months and days, where most of 
 [...].  
 . Qا رود ة 	 ا "#ا . مّ!8 b
 ة 	 ا !ا "#$ .و E	] جوا s.
 ناو Qا Lا ةد2 ة2 L&#nا
 Lا 	.	k ا Lا LوFا K  ز( !ا
 F #ا  Fا K&
 	و Qا
 
دU 	ا 2#ا 
gھ (ا  [

 Qا "#$ ا&. 0i& 	او
 !او "U .Fاو موا ھ ةد
 	رو Cاو ساو ن 	
او
 نود ھرأ  . يJ#ا 	&&$ا
k.  
[...].  
. 	ھ]ذA$و   مi
 	 P QZ	ا
 eا نا  2#ا L&#$  	 Ek.
 "J 		
او ھرS ء	$F Fو0
 "Rاا Fاو @Zا`ا او2ا نا j 
	#&] "0 b &] . د0او 	#&0.  
	 Lا ج	&
 	.  . ل	&$Fا K2 ھ
 	
	kb  sذ j وا ب	`R وا ب	&]
 ،"`	[ا . .& ھC 	 نF
 ،"	[ا نو!ا 2 "b	ا ر	nTا . 	&]
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the calculations are corrected on the 
condition that they comprise the parties 
and the nations included in our summary 
and what is available in their books is what 
can be found in the summary of our books. 
Sometimes it is necessary to (have a look 
to) the confuses assertations that they 
employ in books or conversation or the 
like, and everything else is dealt with in 
my book on the Chronology of Ancient 
Nations, and these are the tables: 
لواUا ھ هgھو  
 
Table 1, p. 71 
		
ا ت	]و را ء	$ا لو0 
   ما  "#ا ء
 
درو.  سد	ا
زور دادR ھو ه	 
  لوFا زور#ا 	ھء
 j !ا رS و
S لوا "$ا 
   	ھء  "$ا j
 	$ أو ه	 يد لوا
  نواو P$	&ا ما
بآ 
  Cا  سا   !ا 
ل   د$  ل ه	 
درو. ل  8ت 
ل  00  ل 
دراه	 7 ل  .و	.  
ل     ل ه	 ذادR ل  ر8ا  
ل  ك	  ل ه	 8 ل  قا]  
ل  R	#Sا#اg  ل ه	 ذاد ل  ىط  
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ل  i
[#gا  ل 
Sه	 ر ل  ]	  
ل  .Cن	  ل ه	  ل  ث#	.  
ل  آ 	  ل ه	 ن	آ ل  8.  
ل  .غ  ل ه	 رذآ ل  نR	  
ل  	$.غ  ل دى ه	 ل  يو	  
ل  ژ
  ل ه	  ل  !&ا  
ل  مR  ل ه	 gرا#$ا ل  ير$	  
  سا ع	8ا ھ  "b&ا م	
Fا  
 آا#ھ  
Sا ب#  
$ا جرا#  
 دا&R  
 ه7 
  او 	
 QS "#ا I(ا
 	j
ا 8 	ھRآ .
او CJا ا  
 
Table of the name of the months and the amount of their days  
 The beginning of the 
year starts from the 
sixth day of the 
month Farvardīn, and 
 Its beginning is on the 
first Nōrūz and it 
comes from the months 
of the Copts, who did 
 Its beginning is not 
postponed from the first 
Dey Māh, and the 
beginning of its 
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it is the day (named) 
Khordād131 
not postpone the first 
month 
postponement is on the 
29th of Āb 
 Sogdians132  Persians  Copts 
30 Nausard 30 Farvardīn 30 Thoth 
30 Dširdšin 30 Ordībehesht 30 Phaophi 
30 Nisanaj 30 Khordād 30 Athyr 
30 Basākanaj 30 Tīr 30 Choyak 
30 Ašnākhandā 30 Mordād 30 Tybi 
30 Mažīkhandā 30 Shahrīvar 30 Mechir 
30 Faghakān 30 Mehr 30 Phamenoth 
30 Ābhānaj 30 Ābān 30 Pharmuthi 
30 Fūgh 30 Ādhar 30 Pachon 
30 Marsāfūgh 30 Day 30 Payni133 
30 Žīmadānaj 30 Bahman 30 Epiphi 
30 Khšūm 30 Esfandārmud 30 Mesori 
 They follow the 
Persians 
 The Stolen Days are 
1) Ahnad 
2) Ashnad 
3) Isfandārmud 
4) Akhshatar 
5) Behesht 
 The year is of 360 days 
and the additions are at 
its end and are called 
Epagomenae or Small 
Month 
                                                     
131 The sixth day of the month. 
132 Ginzel 1914, p. 307. 
133 It is the starting point of the year. 
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Table 2, p. 72. 
$ر	. S E] م	
ا ء	$ا 
ب  ا دiھ 
د ر
S ج  7
درا 
و دادR ه gرا#$ا 
ح رذ ىد ز داد 
ي ن	آ ط رذآ 
9
 ه	 	
 رR 

 ش0 3
 8 

  K
  ىد 
3
  Sر i
 شو$ 
ك ما 
 
درو. 
9] د	 	] مار 
] 
د ] 
 ىد 
] د	&Sا K] $را 
3] د	از i] ن	$ا 
ل  ا ا ] #$ر	 
 
Names of every day of the Persian month 
2 Bahman 1 Hormoz 
4 Shahrīvar 3 Ordībehesht  
6 Khordād 5 Esfandārmodh 
8 Dey be-Ādhar 7 Mordād 
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10 bānĀ 9 Ādhar 
12 Māh 11 Khūr 
14 Gūsh 13 Tīr 
16 Mehr 15 Dey be-Mehr 
18 Rashn  17 Sorūsh 
20 Bahrām 19 Farvardīn 
22 Bādh 21 Rām 
24 Dīn 23 Dey be-Dīn 
26 Ashtādh 25 Ard 
28 Zāmyadh 27 Āsmān 
30 Anīrān 29 Māraspand 
I Maqāla, VI Chapter, p. 76. 
[...]. 
As for what concerns Copts, people of 
Egypt, they fixed the five appended days at 
the end of their year and called it “small 
month”. After Caesar Augustus’ cession to 
the Byzantines’134 regulation for the 
intercalation, the appendage in the year 
became of seven days and the starting 
point differed in the ancient regulation 
and it was newly made. At the same 
manner Persians fixed the five stolen days 
at the end of the year, then transferred it 
[...].  
 م	
Fا اeو  	. J Eھا !ا 	ا
 اS 	ھ$و &#$ Rّا . I(اا
 ة4	!ا لوا Q`jا E!  و ،اC4
 تر	4 "ا . موا $ر Lا ھ	
ا
 م	
ا "#$ 	&#$ . I(اا أا @&Rاو
 sg]و ،ث&او 
!ا $ا .
 . "b&ا "[ا هgھ سا 7eو
 "ا S Rآ Lا 	&!  n "#ا Rآ
 ل	ھ	 K. 7! ه	 ن	آ 7C اذا L&(
 سU 	!#
 و ،Fا 7&W& Qا
                                                     
134 There is no distinction in Arabic between Western and Eastern Romans. 
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to the end of the month of the Kabīsa until 
consequently reached the month of Ābān 
and stayed in it for the disregard of the 
intercalation because the instruction has 
been dispersed. And Magians of Soghdia 
and Transoxania do not displace it and it 
remained at the end of their year, then 
they transferred now in the days of 
Daylamites135 in Persia to the end of the 
month of Isfandārmudh without 
intercalating the years of four months136 
but this did not become well known 
afterwards, except in their own kingdoms, 
because many among the Magians of 
Khorasan refused it and do not accept it. 
 &#$ Rآ . 7!. #ا ءأرو 	و Cا
ا م	
ا . نTا 7!  n Rآ Lا سر	 

 ن#ا Q
 نا j  ه	 gرا#$ا
 . Fّا  sذ !&
 و ،Sا "ر	
 سU  اW] نF !.  	
ه!
 و هَا ن	$اR.  
 
Here the author is talking about the displacement of the five epagomenal days, or Gāthic 
days, and about an additional intercalation. It is an important matter as, like in Persian, 
the word for “intercalating” indicates both the intercalation to keep the year fixed and 
the five Gāthic Days at the end of every year.  For the moment it is necessary to know 
that the Persian calendar was a lunisolar calendar composed of 12 months of 30 day each 
with the addition of five days at the end of the year, the before mentioned Gāthic Days or 
panj rōz. 
                                                     
135 Buyids. 
136 The supposed ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth intercalations. See De Blois, 1996. 
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As Panaino and De Blois demonstrated the year looked like as it follows in the 
New Persian form, which I will adapt through over the text even when I am referring to 
Modern Persian forms: 
 
I Farvardīn 
II Ordībehesht 
III Khordād 
IV Tīr 
V Mordād 
VI Shahrīvar 
VII Mehr 
VIII Ābān  
IX Ādhar 
X Dey 
XI Bahman 
XII Isfandārmudh 
Panja  
As Egyptians did once they passed under Roman control and administration, they 
had to add two days to the epagomenal days to keep their calendar aligned with the 
Julian calendar. At the same manner every calendar in Persia had the appendage days at 
the end of their year, i.e. Isfandārmudh, and after this intercalation imposed from outside 
of the country they moved the 5 Gāthic Days to the end of the month during which they 
decided to apply the foreign intercalation. As indicated by al-Bīrūnī the five epagomenal 
days laid down between Ābān and Ādhar, than for the “disregard of the intercalation 
because the instruction has been dispersed” stayed between the eighth and ninth month 
because they reached Ābān as anyone was caring about not to celebrate the five days but 
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to apply the intercalation of one day every four years. On the other hand not everyone 
accepted this motion of the five days: the Magians of Sogdia and Transoxania never 
displaced their Gāthic Days, which thus remained always at the end of the year, i.e. 
Isfandārmudh. Thus “now”, that means at the time of the author, Persians replaced the 
five Gāthic Days to their original place but not everyone accepted this days’ motion as 
the Magians of Khorasan kept the transition system137. 
I Maqāla, IX Chapter, pp. 84-87. 
The ninth chapter about the group of the 
general years which (are collected here) 
on account of their numerosity and the 
like 
ب	ا  "!`ا #ا "2	0 . P$	&ا
	ھjو ةWا 9 &ا 
[...]. 
Thus the known eras employed in this 
time are three [...]138, the third is the 
Yazdegerd Era and it is employed in the 
Persian year without any postponement 
and it is the easier of the three to employ 
and in this it resembles to the Nabonassar 
Era in the Almagest, and to the Felix Era in 
the Astronomical Tables of Theon of 
Alexandria and it does not present such an 
irregularity (in order to need) approval for 
its compilations, so that Ptolemy himself 
.[...]  
 اgھ . "&ا 1
را&ا نا م.
 "nYn ن	iا[...]  د0دi
 1
ر	8 	Wاو
 ھو "$ j سا L#$ L2 ھو
 sذ . K	
و F	&$ا "nYWا E$ا
 1
ر	8و `Uا . J#&[ 1
ر	8
 . Q!. K8	2U . Qو نو	n 
ز
 	0 bو ،ن	&$Fا ى$ "2
 قاروا P`!8 9 ة2 ن	n س`
 L&( Kوا0 . `[&ا "!.او K	&]
 ر`] ت	2	ا P 	ھر`$ تر	4
 	R نؤ	n 	0و ،م	
Fا P را
                                                     
137 See Boyce, before completion. 
138 The other two eras are the Hijra and the Alexander one. 
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attributed to it already a value of ten in 
the subdivision of the tables of his book, 
and it is appropriate for the laying out of 
Tables until the rows get to the point of 
the hours, as for the rows of the months 
together with the days; and Theon 
attributed to them a value of twenty five, 
while al-Khwārizmī ten, and he modified 
these numbers to thirty, and in so doing 
he fixed them also. And (in this way) more 
epochs are innovated/generated by the 
coupling of one kind of year (based on the) 
two luminaries with the fractions, and in 
the case of the others (epochs) it returns 
to its first (starting) position as in the 19 
(years) cycle, consisting of both the entire 
year of the Sun and the entire months of 
the Moon139, together with the period of 
revolution of 28 (solar years, as it comes 
from) the days of the week and the days of 
the postponement, to then return to the 
first condition, like the period of 532140 
(years) in an entire cycle, which we 

2و , هgھ ل2او ا2 زرا[او
	k
ا Pe	 نnYWا 	. داا W]او ،
 
#ا (ا L#$ جاi&ا  ة& راودFا
 Lا 	. د
 ىRا ل	و ،ءاi0F	
 . 2 "&ا ةرو] LوFا ةرJا
 !ا رSو Qا L#$ L2 K	&Sا
 . 
2و " 	Wا ةرو]و ،ً"	8 	]
 Lا "ا و ع$Fا م	
ا  ةد2
Z	[ا رو]و LوFا ل	ا #nFاو "
 . 	 ]ذ 	 P0 د2 . nYWاو
 و ،K. "!&ا "ا Lا 
روا
 EJ&
 و ،اھ	ظ 9$ K Q 	 راودFا
 Lا 2 "[ا رود EW 	# هR
س#`b ا "و	 
                                                     
139 Lunisolar system. 
140 28x19=532 which is the cycle of years needed to make the starting points of the lunisolar 
calendar coincide again. 
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mentioned already in the two cycles 
(which belong) to the early astronomy, 
and ???, and its report did not come to us, 
as it happened with the 15 cycle called in 
Latin Aquitanius141. 
I Maqāla, X Chapter, pp. 90-91. 
[...]. 
As for what concerns the second category it 
is that of the Persians in the Mazdaism and 
they called the leap year bihīzk142 and its 
reason is that of Zarathustra of Azerbaijan 
who summoned them to Zoroastrianism143, 
lest they are only allowed to make 
intercalations to the end of the month, 
changing their glorification of day with the 
name of the present day’s angel to the last 
angel144, and he instructed to repeat the 
months’ names in sequence, and the stolen 
(days) were transferred to the last 
[...].  
 "$Uا  سا . " 	Wا "!`ا 	او
 "ا "#$ اّ$ bو نا 	$و i
 QUّ&ا Lا 2اد  	UرذTا 7Sدارز
 م	&ا ا نود 	 Qا  زّU
 
 Lا ما s $	 8 لّ&
 Y
 را ء	$ا 
& ھأو Rآ s
 Rآ Lا "b&ا E! و ،ب  L2 	.
 " 7 	]و ،"#ا 8 "Y2 را
و ن	#
درو. LوFا و ن	&
درا " 	W
 9$ ھ Sا " 	nFا ه ا

 bو ،ه	 ن	آ Rآ . "b&ا لJ(
 ر#$Fا 1
ر	8 Eb ن	] K[ نا 	#b
                                                     
141 Probably Victorius of Aquitaine who computed the 532 cycle for the Easter. 
142 Al-Bīrūnī (1954), Vol I, p. 90, n. 5 and Bacchi (before completion) in which the Feyzullah and 
the British Library manuscripts report bihīrk. The Persian word for intercalation is wihezag, with 
the meaning of moving and progression. See De Blois, 1996. 
143 Al-Bīrūnī (1888), vol. I, p. 21. 
144 Al-Bīrūnī (1888), vol. I, p. 91; Yazatas, 30 Yasht. 
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repetition which turn it is as a sign, and at 
the time of the first Kabīsa there were two 
Farwardīn and for the second two 
Ardībihisht, and they do not intercalate 
after it but eight months, and it is the 
reasons for the setting in of the stolen 
(days) in the last month of Ābān. This is the 
reason for where they are now, that 
happened 276 years before Alexander’s Era, 
and that the years that were between it and 
between Yazdegerd make necessary 10 
intercalations, and they only intercalate 
until the month of Ābān, thus from these 
years is left behind (something) close to 260 
years for now, and the reason comes from 
two points of view: the first of them is that 
the Arsacid period is close to 360 years, 
blending King Ardašīr son of Pāpak with 
the last Ardavān and it lags behind 
Alexander’s Era of 100 and about 80 years 
in them, the king assigned to the Shām’s 
Kings until the Arsacids emerged and the 
site of the authority between them 
(became) one country (for) 40 years until 
the hands of the Shām’s Kings failed to 
reach Iraq, thus the Arsacids did the 
 #ا ناو ،"#$ $و 7$و &Z	
 2 k&!
 د0دi
 و K# &ا
  L!. ه	 ن	آ Fّا ا
 و ،Q
	]
&Z	  9
b #ا 9او ،&$و 
 "#SFا ة نا 	ھ(ا ،0و  	.
 s I4Y8 "#$ &$و "Z	nYn  "
b
 RA&8و ھRا نوادر	 s	  Sدرا
  	nو @ّ و "Z	 ر#$Fا 1
ر	8 2
 L&( م	ا ك Lا s ن	] 	. "#$
 ًFود # Fا رادو "#SFا تظ
 Lا "&$ را ك ي
ا تJb نا
 "#SFا تدّ&. قاا 2 م	ا
 م	
ا 	b سا P8او ءY&$F	
 ضا	 ن#ا s8 72	k. ر#$Fا
م	ا ك ]ذ 2.  
 ھر	Rا . ]ذ ]ذ K ا RTا K0او
 Lا K	
ا . ! ن	] K ا 7Sدارز 2
 و ه!!&
  #ا  را! "ا م	8
 F زو. و 	ھرود  Ebأ K ا . sّS
 RTا Qا Lّ8 يgا ناوS ا ّ0
 ،"#$ $و "Z	  9
b د0دi
 و
 "ا Lا "!ا s8  	ا ف	k ا اذ	.
 &او &Z	ا #ا 7 	] "#$ ن8
2أ ﷲو.  
 Q`jا Eb !ا . "W	Wا "!`ا 	او
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conquest alone and Persians followed their 
undertaking of Alexander’s days, thus these 
years spread accidentally according to the 
report of the Shām’s Kings. 
The last point of view is that a report in 
their annals, according to Zarathustra, was 
left behind in its days until the completion 
of the Kabīsa was an amount of years; they 
do not confirm this and it is less of their era 
and between Fīrūz145, forefather of 
Anušervān146, who was in charge of the last 
intercalation and between Yazdegerd147 
there are almost 170 years, and if it is 
added to them, from that remnant to the 
Kabīsa, 90 years, the years were 260, and 
God knows best. 
#
 ر!&
 و 	( RAو ھر	Rا  	
 	#J( 	 او ،ه]ذ P#!
 ءS EJ&	
	ا 	 Sأ &ا EUا L2 #. 
                                                     
145 Pērōz, Sasanian king from 459 until 484 CE. 
146 Khosrow I, reigned from 531 until 579 CE. 
147 Yazdegerd III, the last of Sasanian kings, reigned from 633 until 651 CE. See Al-Bīrūnī (1934), p. 
172 and Bacchi (2013): “As for what concerns Persians they reckoned the days of their reign from 
the days of the reigning king, and kept on reckoning their year until his successor and after the 
disappearance of their reign they reckon from the year of the king Yazdegerd son of Shahryār 
son of Khosrow Parviz, the last of their kings, and they do not employ in their years any 
intercalation; most of the Magians date from the murder of Yazdegerd and this happens after his 
reign of 20 years.” It is important to underline that, accordingly to Al-Bīrūnī’s Tafhīm, Persians 
started reckoning not from the beginning of his reign but from his death. 
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As for what concerns the third category it 
is that of the ancient Copts before Augustus 
and he did not determine, as we know from 
their annals, and the source of their 
calculation in detail less satisfies its 
reputation, and only our acquisition (from 
them) of the totality is what we recorded. 
 
In this passage the Author is talking about the intercalation of an entire month, 
as he underlines Persians used to repeat the month of intercalation, without giving a 
name to the introduced month so that there were two Farvardīn and then two Ordībehesht 
and so on. Being wary of the difficulties to maintain the tradition of intercalating one 
month every 120 years, remembering what month was intercalated, Persian decided to 
move the five epagomenal days to the end of the intercalated month, as a sort of 
bookmark. This is the reason for the settlement of the Gāthic Days at the end of Ābān and 
this happened 277 years before the Era of Alexander; there is the possibility that the 
author applies the same rule of the Yazdegerd’s Era — in other words he starts counting 
from the end of his reign, i.e. 323 b.C. — and if we add, as he states, 277 years we reach 
600 years to which we have to add the year of the death of Yazdegerd III that happened 
in 651 A.D. so that we have 1251; if we divide for 120 — the number of years that is 
needed in order to reach the addition of one month — we have 10 intercalations in 
between and a small addition of 260 years. At this point he tries to calculate how many 
intercalations have been applied through the years that lagged behind and for what 
reason: “thus these years spread accidentally according to the report of the Shām’s 
Kings”. 
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He gives two possibilities, and in the second of them he states that the last 
intercalation was under Pērōz: “who was in charge of the last intercalation and between 
Yazdegerd there are almost 170 years, and if it is added to them, from that remnant to 
the Kabīsa, 90 years, the years were 260, and God knows best”. 
II Maqāla, I Chapter, pp. 94-121.  
Information about the beginning of the 
Yazdegerd year within the days of the 
week 
ع$Fا م	
ا . د0دi
 L#$ EZاوا ". 
And if we wanted information about the 
Nōrūz on every day that falls in the week, 
we always added to the entire last 
Yazdegerd year before that Nōrūz three, 
and the collected bunch of dates are 
weeks, and remains the sign of Nōrūz, and 
after it (the sign) (it lasts) from the day 
one until it ends. 
 	 درا اذاو I&
 م
 يا . زور#ا ".
 "ّ	&ا د0دi
 L#$ L2 	 دز ع$Fا 
 	#!او اا "nYn زور#ا sذ Eb "e	ا
 زور#ا "Y2 L!&. P	$ا P&Uا
Kا L&#
 L&( (Fا م
  	ھو 
Information about the principles of the 
months of the Persians 
سا رS EZاوا ".  
And when we wanted (to obtain) 
something different from the months, we 
added to the sign of Nōrūz what is past 
before the month of interest among the 
complete months, (and we add) for all the 
month two days except to Ābān Māh, and 
thus if it is among the totality of the entire 
ا  هj 	 درا ناو L2 	 دز ر
 ا Eb k 	 زور#ا "Y2
 S E "ّ	&ا را  ب`ا
 "0 . ن	] اذا K 	. ه	 ن	آ ى$ 

 	#!ا n 	S K gRA   "e	ا "	&ا
ا sذ "Y2 L!&. 		$أ P&Uا  
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last (months) we do not take nothing from 
it, then the collected bunch of dates are 
weeks, and the sign lasts to that month 
Information about the principles of the 
Yazdegerd year and the months of the 
Persians in tables 
 سا رSو د0دi
 L#$ EZاوا ".
 لوU	  
And when we wanted (to obtain) the signs 
of Nōrūz and the months of the Persians in 
the tables, the bunch of dates of the 
Yazdegerd Era within the fractured year 
are weeks, and we included what remains 
that is not more than 7 in the row of 
numbers, and where the support is in 
front of it; marks of the group of months 
are that fractured year 
 سا رSو زور#ا ت	Y2 	 درا ناو
#	 د0دi
 1
ر	8 L#$ 	#!ا لوU	 "
W]	 Q !
 	 	#Rداو P	$ا ة#ا 
ةU  . دا `$ . "$   ن8
 "#ا s8 رS P0 ت	Y2 K	
ة#ا  
  
سا رS EZاوا لو0 
ه	   ر
S
ه	 
 داد
ه	 
ه	 8  
 gرا#$ا
ه	 
 دادR
ه	  
ه	  
 7
درا
 ه	  
ه	 ىد 
 
درو.
ه	  
ن	آ ه	  
ه	 رذا 
 `$
دا 
ا و د ب ز ه ج ا 
ب ز ه ج ا و د ب 
ج ا و د ب ز ه ج 
د ب ز ه ج ا و د 
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ه ج ا و ج ب ز ه 
و د ب ز ه ج ا و 
ز ه ج ا و ج ب ز 
 
 
Table of the beginnings of the months of the Persians  
Mihr 
Māh 
Shahrīvar 
Māh 
Mordād 
Māh 
Tīr Māh 
Isfandārmudh 
Māh 
Khordād 
Māh 
Bahman 
Māh 
Ordibīst 
Māh 
 Dey 
Māh 
Farvardīn 
Māh 
Ābān 
Māh 
Ādhar 
Māh 
Row of 
numbers 
1 6 4 2 7 5 3 1 
2 7 5 3 1 6 4 2 
3 1 6 4 2 7 5 3 
4 2 7 5 3 1 6 4 
5 3 1 6 3 2 7 5 
6 4 2 7 5 3 1 6 
7 5 3 1 6 3 2 7 
 
P. 106-107. 
As for what concerns the deficiency of the 
mark in the beginning of the Yazdegerd 
year, as for the days of the Persian year, if 
the appointed time (is made) of weeks it 
does not remain nothing except one, (and) 
 د0دi
 L#$ EZاوا . Eا "ّ2 	او
ا "#ا م	
ا ّنY.  P	$ا 7!ا اذا "$ر	
L!
 هgھ EZاوا تر	4 (او Fا  #ا
Fا . Ee	&
 "ا&ا ،(او (ا ع$
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the beginnings of this year become 
consecutive, (and) they surpass each other 
in the week, and I myself determined 
(them) by that; if we took the number of 
the year of the Persians completely, and 
we counted in it the (number of days), 
then we gathered its stolen days among 
the weeks, but the Nōrūz of the year 
during which the king was Yazdegerd was 
Tuesday, and its mark is one third, and if 
we added them to these stolen (days), and 
(then) arranged the two of them from the 
first of this year; and with that we 
transferred parts of its perfective addition 
to the first (year), which follows it in 
succession, because the mark of the day 
from the week is never added to what is 
between Sunday and the first; the (?) is 
between Sunday and Tuesday of two days, 
and and the mark is an addition to the 
first. And it (the day) is the one that is 
transfers the last day from the month 
Isfandārmudh to the coming Nōrūz, and 
what is added to the mark of Nōrūz for the 
months is the total (number) days stolen 
among the weeks, and this (happens) for 
 L#$ د2 	 gRأ اذا 	 ا sذ  مو
!. ً		
ا K 	#&(او "ّ	&ا سا  	#0
Fا  		ّ
ا Lbا و ،P	$ زور 
دi
 	. s &ا "#ا م
 ن	] د0
KWn K&Y2و ء	nYWا ذ	. s8 L2 	ھ	 دز ا
ااLb &$ !. 	#! و "#ا s8 لوا  	ھ	
 	ھ&
 &ا لوا Lا 	80 ءاi0ا sذ P
 	 L2 
i8 ع$Fا  ما "Y2 نF
(Fا م
  نا ي8Fا اا ا(او K#و 
 ن	
 "nYWا م
 و (Fا م
 
 E!&#
 يgا ھو ،ة(ا ةZاز "Yاو
 زور#ا Lا ه	 gرا#$ا  م
 Rآ
 زور#ا "Y2 L2 
i
 	و ،L8Tا
  "	&ا م	
Fا Lbا ھو ر
 	] ھرS نF S E s8و ،P	$Fا
 "ّ	8 
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 era shtnom rieht lla esuaceb ,htnom eht lla
 etelpmoc
 
 اد 8	ر
1 
iد0د 8	ر
1 اUة 8	ر
1 اF$#ر ا	ZQ
 ا ب ج د ا ب ج د ا ب ج د
 ا ه ه و ه ح ه ه   ه ه و ه م
 ب ه ه 
9 ي ه ه 
	  ه ه 
9 ي ك
 ج ه ه 
3 
K ه ه 
i  ه ه 
 
 م
 د ه ه ] ك ه ه  ] i ه ه ] ]	 م
 ه ه ه ل ]K ه ه ] 9 ه ه ل ] م
 و ه ه  ل ه ه K ] ه ه  F ك
 ز ه ه 9 K ه ه 	 ]	 ه ه 9 i م
 ح ه ه 3 م ه ه   K ه ه 3 9 م
 ط ه ه   K ه ه   ط ه ه    م
 ي ه ا ه ن ه ه   ج ه ا ه  9 ك
 ك ه ب ا م ه ب  3 ز ه ب ا K م
 ل ه ج ب ل ه ه  i 
	 ه ج ب i ك
 م ه د ج ك ه ج   
K ه د ج ب م
 ن ه ه د ي ه د  K 
3 ه ه د ك ك
 س ه و ه ه ه ه   ]9 ه و ه  K م
 ع ه ز ه ن ه و   ] ه ز و ه ك
 ف ه ح و م ه ز  9 ] ه ح ز ه م
 ص ه ط ز ل ه ج  	  ه ط ز   ك
 ق ه ي ح ك ه ط ن ]i ه ي ح K م
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 ر ه ك   م ه 
 	 
3 ه ك 
i ل م
 ش ه ل ]K ح ه ] F ن ه ل ]  K م
 ت ه م 3 ك ه  ]9 ]i ه م K ه م
 ث ه ن 	 م ه    ج ه ن 3 K م
 خ ا ه ن ه ه   ج م ا ح  9 ل م
 ذ ا ي  3 ك ا ج   
i ا 
	 ا  K م
 ض ا ]	 و م ا 
    ا ]	 ي ه م
 ظ ا F  K ه ا ] K ل ا F 
 K م
 غ ا 	 ]3 ك ا 3 ] د ا 	 ]i ل م
 \ ج ]9  م ج   ز  د ]9  K ه م
 0\ ه د ي ه د  K  ك ه ه ]9 ل م
 دغ و K  ك و ] 	 ] و K ن ه م
 ھ\ ح ]   م ه  9 ي 3 ج ]i 
i ل م
 وغ ي ح ك ه ط ن ] م ي ح K ه م
 زغ 
	  3 ك 
	 ] ر  
	 ن 
9 ل م
 (\  F و م  ب ]3    F م ه م
 ط\  K  9 ل ه  K 	  K ه 
K  د ل م
 
	غ       ك   ] ]	 ز 
   K ه م
  م
 
 ehT
 snoitalacretni
 ehT arE dregedzaY arE arjiH arE rednaxelA
 1 2 3 4 1  2 3 4 1 2 3 4 rebmun
 1 5 5 6 5 8 5 5 45 5 5 6 5 04
 2 5 5 21 01 5 5 11 94 5 5 21 01 02
 3 5 5 81 51 5 5 71 34 5 5 31 61 04
 381
 
 4 5 5 52 02 5 5 32 73 5 5 42 12 04
 5 5 5 03 52 5 5 92 23 5 5 03 62 04
 6 5 5 63 03 5 5 53 62 5 5 63 13 02
 7 5 5 24 53 5 5 14 12 5 5 24 73 04
 8 5 5 84 04 5 5 ? 55 5 5 84 24 04
 9 5 5 45 54 5 5 35 9 5 5 45 ? 04
 01 5 1 5 05 5 5 95 3 5 1 5 25 02
 02 5 2 1 04 5 2 85 7 5 2 1 54 04
 03 5 3 2 03 5 5 75 11 5 3 2 73 02
 04 5 4 3 02 5 3 65 51 5 4 3 2 04
 05 5 5 4 01 5 4 55 31 5 5 4 02 02
 06 5 6 5 5 5 5 45 22 5 6 5 55 04
 07 5 7 5 05 5 6 35 62 5 7 6 5 02
 08 5 8 6 04 5 7 25 92 5 8 7 5 04
 09 5 9 7 03 5 3 15 33 5 9 7 35 02
 001 5 01 8 02 5 9 05 72 5 01 8 54 04
 002 5 02 65 م 5 91 14 81 5 02 71 03 04
 003 5 03 52 ح 5 92 13 05 5 03 62 55 04
 004 5 04 83 ك 5 93 22 72 5 04 53 5 04
 005 5 05 14 04 5 94 35 3 5 05 84 54 04
 006 1 5 04 5 5 95 3 04 1 8 25 03 04
 007 1 01 84 02 1 3 45 71 1 11 1 55 04
 008 1 12 6 04 1 31 44 35 1 12 01 5 04
 009 1 13 54 5 1 32 53 03 1 13 31 54 04
 0001 1 14 82 02 1 83 62 4 1 14 72 03 04
 481
 
 0002 3 22 64 04 3 65 7 33 4 22 55 5 04
 0003 5 4 01 5 4 55 3x 02 5 5 22 03 04
 0004 6 54 3x 02 6 32 14 022 6 54 05 5 04
 0005 8 62 65 04 5 25 01 83 3 72 71 03 04
 0006 01 8 02 5 9 05 62 04 01 8 54 5 04
 0007 11 94 84 02 11 92 002 64 11 05 21 03 04
 0008 3x 13 6 04 3x 2 82 35 33 13 04 5 04
 0009 55 25 03 5 55 14 55 5 51 33 4 03 04
 00001 65 35 65 02 65 42 12 7 41 44 53 5 04
  04
 
 0ول ار
 Sر اس ج د اب Sر ج د ا
	  Sر ج د
 .ورد
 	ه ه ه ام ه ه 8
 اFول ه ه
 ارد
7 	ه ه ل 4 ه ل 8
 اTR ه F
 Rداد 	ه ا ج رP اFول ه   ]	 ن اFول  ا ا
 8 	ه ا ل رP اTR ا ] ]	 ن اTR  ا 9
 داد 	ه ب ه 0ى اFول ا  3 Sُ	ط ب ج
 S
ر 	ه ب ل 0ى اTR  ب ]3 آذار ب F
  	ه ج ه ر09 ب  i  	ن ج ب
 آ	ن 	ه ج ل S	ن ج ]i ا
	ر ج 9
 اذر 	ه د ه رk	ن ج   (i
ان د ج
 دى 	ه د K Sال د ] 8ّز د 
  	ه ه ه ذو ا!ة د  K آب ه د
 ا$#ارg 	ه ه K ذو اU" ه ] ا
ل ه K
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Table of months 
4 3 Months of the 
Syrians 
4 3 Months of the 
Arabs 
4 3 Months of the 
Persians 
5 5 Tishrīn I 5 5 al-Muḥarram 5 5 Farvardīn 
31 5 Tishrīn II 30 5 Ṣafar 30 5 Ordībehesht 
1 1 Kānūn I 59 5 Rabīʿ I 3 1 Khordād 
32 1 Kānūn II 29 1 Rabīʿ II 30 1 Tīr 
3 2 Shubbāṭ 58 1 Jumadā I 5 2 Mordād 
31 2 Ādhār 28 2 Jumadā II 30 2 Shahrīvar 
2 3 Nīsān 57 2 Rajab 5 3 Mihr 
32 3 Ayyār 27 3 Shaʿbān 30 3 Ābān 
3 4 Ḥazīrān 56 3 Ramaḍān 5 4 Ādhar 
33 4 Tammūz 26 4 Shawwāl 35 4 Day 
4 5 Āb 55 4 Dhu l-qaʿda 5 5 Bahman 
35 5 Aylūl 26 5 Dhu l-ḥajja 35 5 Isfandārmudh 
 
II Maqāla, III Chapter, pp. 131-132.  
[...], and about its measurement we 
calculate that what is between the Hijra 
and Yazdegerd are 3742 days - then we say 
in the Yazdegerd’s era that the issue of the 
Magians in their years is its intercalation 
(kabs) every 120 years of one month 
repeated successively to the regular 
months and it came immediately after the 
[...]  	 ن
 نا 9  K$	b L2و ،
 @ا "nYn م	ّ
Fا  د0دi
و ةUا
 راو #nاو "Z	 P$و-  . ل!  n
 . سUا عe نا د0دi
 1
ر	8
 "#$ 
2و "Z	 E] . 	] #$
4Fا را ب  L2 ر  "
 #ا  ّناو ،"b&ا I(ا	 فدرو
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stolen appendage, and that comes from 
1218 years. It is known that they required 
the intercalation of 10 months, and it was 
necessary to the stolen (days) of being in 
another Day month but its occurrence at 
the end of the month of Ābān at the time of 
Yazdegerd is an evidence of them, (and) 
they do not intercalate nothing but eight 
times after Zarathustra, if he was in charge 
of a correction that (happened) before him, 
then they thought that the last of the 
Kabīsas occurred in the days of Fīrūz son of 
Yazdegerd148 among their kings, and that 
he intercalated two months: one of them 
claimed in the past, while the other called 
to account for a lodging of appeals taken as 
a precaution because of the king’s opinion 
about the disappearance, and that (was) in 
front of the decay; the years towards him 
are close to 1400, and their Kabīsas are 8 
and a half, and with the exception of (the 
one and a half) are seven, and their years 
are 840 (800 and 400) with an omission of 
what came close to 200 years. The reason of 
their lapse comes from the totality of 557 
١٢١٨  Qا 7ّ!&$ا b 	 ا مو
 ن8 نا 9U
 ن	]و ،Sا ة
 . 	 ]  ه	 ىد Rآ . "b&ا
 L2 Eد د0دi
 ن	ز . ه	 ن	آ Rآ
  تاّ ن	n ّFا ا
   ا
 Kb 	 3J8 L8 ھ ن	] ذا ،7Sدارز
]ذ n م	
ا . 7 	] Q
	ا Rآ نا او
 Q] K او ،]  د0دi
  زو.
 RTو e		 ق	!&$ا ھ(ا 
S
 ف	#&$ا)فY&$ا ( اgRا @ A&
 
gاو لاوiا Lا sا ىأر 	 ط	&(F	
 @ا  "
b Kا ن#او لY Fا دJ
 ء	#W&$	و @J و ن	n 	
	]و راو
ا نراو "Z	 ن	n 	ھ#$و P$ "&
)"Z	 Pرا ( ،"#$ &Z	 بر	!
 	 ن	J!#
 Q[ا #ا "0  	ط!$ 9$و
 اراد E&!  &ا [او Pاو "Z	
 سر	.و قاا نا " 	$	ا s لّوا و
 م	ا ب	4ا Lا ر#$Fا  7 	]
و 	 و	#&
 ا 	]و "` ا ز	#ا ھؤ	R
 ھ	J2 ة ر#$Fا و #ا هgھ .
 sSا)Sا ( اّ!& (ا]و EUا 9(	4
 7. ،ءFھ P`! ا نا Lا K(ا  .
                                                     
148 See n. 4.  
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years that are between the slaughter of a 
land and the first Sasanian king in Iraq, and 
Persia after Alexander was in charge for 
the rule of northern residents of Antioch 
and during these years their Caliphs did it 
by turns. After Alexander at the time of 
their revolt the owner of the mountain was 
stronger and their side of the mountain 
was firmly established opposite one to 
another in battle until those desisted, thus 
the Arsacids dominated their place and 
Persians do not interfere except for local 
registration on their side only, and the 
time of Greeks felt down/dropped, and it is 
said that Ardashīr compromised 
intentionally this history to hide in general 
the time of the ruin that they notified in 
advance of 1000 years, and these are all 
corrupted things in the same histories and 
annals. 
As for what concerns what has been 
established from the reckoning after the 
methods’ correction of my fundaments it is 
not a result of them (the corrupted things) 
because it does not come from their 
alterations with the exception of the 
 ّFا سا ض&
 و  	 "#SFا
 ة 7`!$و ،!. &0  ن	 ت	nF
 اgھ د	.ا ّ8 Sدرا نا Ebو ، 	 ا
ا L2 [ 1
ر	&ا راا ت	! "ّ	
 @Fا سأر L2 K اورg أ ا 	] 
gا
 Q  . "(د	b ء	Sا 	] هgھو ،"#ا
ر	RFاو 1
را&ا.  
 3J8  ب	ا  	2 L# 	 		.
 F K F 	#2 nA& Q. L 	ا قط
 نود $Fا C 	
ر	J8  EJ&

Uا. 
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substance deprived of the form/essence149. 
 
In this passage the Author states that after 1218 years Persians had the necessity 
to add 10 months for the intercalation and that the stolen days had to stay at the end of 
the month Day so that their presence at the end of Ābān in the Yazdegerd Era is a proof 
of their misplacement. Persian intercalated only eight times after Zarathustra but we 
cannot make suppositions because, if it is true that it requires 960 years to reach eight 
intercalations we do not know how they applied them; for example it is possible that for 
the same intercalation they added more than one month: 
“Zarathustra, if he was in charge of a correction that (happened) before him, then they 
thought that the last of the Kabīsas occurred in the days of Fīrūz son of Yazdegerd 
among their kings, and that he intercalated two months: one of them claimed in the 
past, while the other called to account for a lodging of appeals taken as a precaution 
because of the king’s opinion about the disappearance, and that (was) in front of the 
decay”. 
During the last intercalation under Pērōz Persians intercalated two months for 
precaution, reports the Author. 
It is interesting to notice that: 
“the Arsacids dominated their place and Persians do not interfere except for local 
registration on their side only, and the time of Greeks felt down, and it is said that 
Ardashīr compromised intentionally this history to hide in general the time of the ruin 
that they notified in advance of 1000 years, and these are all corrupted things in the 
same histories and annals.”. 
Then the Author clears that he is only reporting facts and that he applies other methods 
to calculate eras and chronology, as he wants to take distance from the annals. 
                                                     
149 See Roccato (2004), p. 75, n. 6. 
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II Maqāla, Chapter IV about other eras. 
P. 136 
How to deduct the Era of the Magians from 
the Era of Yazdegerd. 
د0دi
 1
ر	8  سUا 1
ر	8 ". 
When we wanted (to obtain) this we first 
subtracted only 20 years from the 
Yazdajird Era, then the Era of the Iran 
Magians leaves behind a month and this 
(use) comes from the river of Balḫ on the 
western side. Thus following the doctrine 
of the best of the Magians of Transoxiana, 
I myself also subtract from the year of 
Yazdajird 20 years and five days; as the 
days do not complete it (the year) we took 
away from the years one, and we added it 
to the 365 days. Then at that time we 
subtracted the five (days) from that 
amount and (now) we add what has been 
left from the days among the months, to 
every month of thirty (days) and to the 
twelfth (month) thirty five (days), and 
what results is the Era of those 
Isfandāriyya150 Magians. 
 1
ر	8  	#J!  sذ 	 درا اذا د0دi

 نا
ا سU 1
ر	8 !. اأ 
2
 ب#Uا . 1    ھ  S
"kا 9ھg L2 	او ،Cا- "kا
 L#$  !#  	 	. #ا ءارو 	 سU
Rو "#$ 
2 	k
ا د0دi
 ن	. م	
ا "
 ة(او #ا  	 gRا 	 م	
Fا @8 
 "Rو "Z	 ثYn م	
Fا Lا 	ھ	#i او
 s8  g#( "[ا 	#J!  n ،&$و
 ارS م	
Fا  L! 	 EU و "&Uا
 "R 2  	Wاو nYn S E
 sوا 1
ر	8 . EJ( 	. ،nYnو
"
را#$Fا سUا. 
                                                     
150 Here the author refers to some Īrānshār Zoroastrians, on the Western side of river Oxus, called 
even mubayyiḍa. Cristoforetti 200, p. 27, n. 5 and Taqizadeh 1939a, p. 919. 
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Pp. 142-145. 
[...]. 
As for what concerns the Era of the Magians 
it is from the King’s year151 of Yazdegerd 
disregarding the year of his destruction and 
its length was 20 years. So if it decreased 
from the era of its execution, remained the 
era of its destruction/transfer152. His 
murder was in Merv153 in the nearness of 
Sogdia, thus the Magians employ (the era) 
of his time but the Magians of Transoxiana 
disagree in the belief for the Magians of 
Kurasan and Persia in such a manner that it 
would not have taken much more to turn 
spontaneously to the delusion that their 
Prophet was not the Prophet of those, and 
[...].  
 s "#$  K 	. سUا 1
ر	8 	او
 K8 7 	]و K "#$ نود د0دi

 K	b 1
ر	8  7J!  اذ	. "#$ 
2
 L2 و K&! ن	]و K8 1
ر	8 L!
 K&bو 	$U E&$	. ،Cا  با&bا
 سU #ا ءارو 	 سU و
 د	
  د	!&2Fا . سر	.و ن	$اR
 2اد j 2اد نا ھا Lا I

Z& ھ#$و ،sوا ا زور#ا  "
 م	
ا "R كا زور  2 RA&ا
 Lا سا رS ھرS @	[
 sgو
 gرا#$ا لّوا Lا Iّ&
 n ه	 رذآ لّوا
 	 "! ةZاiا م	
Fا "[او ،ه	
                                                     
151 Al-Bīrūnī (1954), p.142 reports s mahlik: it is evidently a typographical error. 
152 Al-Bīrūnī (1954), p. 142, n. 2 reports E!  naql with the meaning of “transfer”. It seems more 
plausible as a transfer of the days in another period of the year without their sheer 
disappearance. 
153 The present-day town near Mary, Turkmenistan. 
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the beginning of their years is from the 
Great Nōrūz occurring later than the Nōrūz of 
the Kings of five days, and for this reason 
their months diverge from Persian months 
to the beginning of Ādhar’s month, then 
they adjust to the first of Isfandārmudh, and 
the five days appended are enclosed in the 
twelfth among their months, numerable 
from its (the twelfth month) totality, and 
for this reason we subtracted from the Era 
of Yazdegerd, on account of them, 20 years 
and five days. 
As for what concerns the Kabīsa of Al-
Muʿtaḍid154, that some people called Kabīsa 
of the Persian with reference to Al-Muʿtaḍid 
I, it is what Persians used to practice in 
another manner related to their God, and 
the Nōrūz was occurring already near to the 
Tropic of Cancer155 at the time of cereal 
ripening, thus Persian Kings used to start 
off the beginning of the tax-paying and 
because of their dynasty disappearance the 
leap year was disused after them, thus Nōrūz 
  ةدو ھرS  2  	Wا
 د0دi
 1
ر	8  	#J!  sg. K&0
Rو "#$ 
2 0Fم	
ا ".  
  	ھ	$ &ا k&ا "] 	او
 k&ا Lا 	& و سا "] س	#ا
 ھ 	# K 
 سا ن	] 	 ن	. ،Lوا
 ن	] bو & 	
 "!& ىRا "!
ط L2
 Jا 9!#ا  ب!	 	bاو زور#ا
 3&&
 ة$	]Fا 7 	. ،تYCا كر8 (
7از 	و ،جا[ا K.  7ھا &ود
 Ke 2 زور#ا لاi. ھ "ا
 كر8 	و ،جا[ 9ط  eا L&(
 2  و sg E]&ا &.و Keرا "j
 Lا زور#ا ةد	2ا L2 ض(و هأ
 k&ا K. &0ا n ،K	8ا م&R	. K&bو
 يgا Peا Lا هدرو ،	.8و 		&(ا
$	 Fا ضا! ا 7bو K. ن	] K2و ة
 2 يد	ا .  	
ا رS L2
 نا K# Q#
 نا ةدارا نا
ز	(  اأ
 "#ا s8 .و ،هj ه هھ	& &
 
  لّوFا ما . لا زور#ا ن	]
 &Z	و &$و Pرا "#$ ه	 ذادR
                                                     
154 The Abbasid caliph of Baghdad (857 - 902 CE). 
155 It means that Nōrūz was ongoing already when the sun was approaching the celestial Tropic of 
Cancer, or rather the 21 of June of the Gregorian calendar. 
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was left on its position until it produced a 
damage from the tax request, and because 
of the (time of) its land’s cereal ripening. 
For this reason Al-Mutawakkil156 realized it 
and examined his decree and he egged on 
sending back Nōrūz to its time, but he died 
before its fulfilment, then Al-Muʿtaḍid put 
out for it through the computation and 
mended it. His attribution to (having put in 
its) right place — which happened in the 
time of Persian King’s extinction — he 
applied it to the months of the Syrians 
always on the eleventh of Ḥazīrān, (with) 
the will of having intercalated it by himself 
(in order to) do not be concerned by his 
institutions afterwards, and on that year 
this Nōrūz was carried to the first day of the 
month of Khordād on the year 264 for 
Yazdegerd (era) and the year of Syrians-
Julian year and was a leap year, that fell on 
the month of Ābān: this year is the Kabīsa, 
thus has been intercalated with it (as) the 
first year of this era, and it is known that it 
occurred on the second year (from it), on 
the second day of Khordād and it was 
 K. Pbو &ا  	
ا "#$و د0دi
"] "#ا هgھ ه	 ن	آ  	 Q 	.
 K#ھ مو ،1
ر	&ا اgھ  LوFا "#ا
 ه	 ذادR  	n . K# " 	Wا "#$ . ن	]
"ا& #$ sذ L2 7nو.  
 اذ	. ،ه	 ذادR 	n Lا "	 E!& ا n
 زور#ا  	 د0دi
 1
ر	8  	#`!$ا
 زور#ا و K  "#$ لوا .
 ھ و k& سا "ّ	&ا #ا 
 ناS را و ن&$و ثYnو ن	&Z	
 # "ا هgھ 1
ر	8 L2 	#J( !.
 . 70ا8 b sذ g#و ،"$ j
 د2 ن	] 	ر 	 gRا اذ	. م
 Pر "#$ E]
 	 F "nYn 	2 	 دز 	 او P0ا&ا م	
ا
 "] 	ھFواو ة#ا "#	 1
ر	8 #$
	 دز اذ	.  . ع	رFا تU ا "nYn 	2
 Pb L2 P0ا&ا م	
ا 	 دز L&و 	ھFوا
 Lا تد	2 سا رS  L`ا ما
k&ا Kّ8ر يgا 	e.  
 . تU ا "nYn #ا L2 	 دز 	و
 	
 نnYnو "&$ 	. ه	 ن	آ LوFا
 KW "Y2 @ A&
 	. 	ھر	U ا ر	J.
 	#S ناو)؟ ( . k&ا زور  	#&$ا
                                                     
156 The Abbasid Caliph (821 - 861). 
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stationary successively during these years. 
Then the Kabīsa shifted to the third day of 
Khordād, and if we subtract from the 
Yazdegerd era what is between Nōrūz on a 
first year from his reign and between the 
preserved (intercalated) Nōrūz for Al-
Muʿtaḍid, and it comes from the totality of 
years, (the result) is 263, and from the 
months (the result) is two non-intercalated 
months, and we obtained already a history 
of this kabīsa with years that are not 
preserved (intercalated). Since this it lagged 
behind a quarter of a day in every year, thus 
if we gather its quarter it was the amount of 
the retrogradation’s days, and on the 
contrary we added to them three (because 
of them157) years of history to the 
fragmented year and their first Kabīsa; thus 
when we added to them three, the quarters 
were mended in the beginning, and when 
we added the retrogradation’s days to the 
date on which the given day falls, among 
the months of the Persians, it returned to 
the position that al-Muʿtaḍid regulated. 
And why we added to the years three? It 
  	# ّ&. نا
i(  اا 2 يد	ا
 8Tا زور#او 	 زور   	 Ek.
  L2 ل	b ه	 ن	آو "ا ل	( ه
 م
 كزو  م
 k& U#ا 

 . اأ .ا
 نا
i(  RA&
 F (او
2 (ا. 
 
                                                     
157 Referring to the days. 
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was mended on the first of the month of 
Ābān of thirty six days158, thus its 
amendment/union159 got to the point in it 
where recommenced a separation for its 
equivalent, and we gradually160 applied Al-
Muʿtaḍid’s ) Nōrūz on the eleventh starting 
from Ḥazīrān, thus it became distinct, as 
though separate from the others, and thus 
it became plain for us from a surplus that 
was between our Nōrūz and the Nōrūz when 
the Kabīsa shifted (after it), and (it is?) the 
month of Ābān, ʿAlī bin Yaḥyā al-
Munajjim161 said to al-Muʿtaḍid the day of 
your Nōrūz162 is one day that is not 
postponed-delayed from Ḥazīrān(, and) the 
beginning always falls on the eleventh. 
Here the Author states that Magians adopt the Yazdegerd era starting from his 
death. He explains why when calculating Yazdegerd Era is necessary to include five days 
after his reign of twenty years. Moreover he points out that not every Magian adopt the 
                                                     
158 Al-Bīrūnī (1954), p. 143, line 18 reports 	 bawman. It is clearly another typographical error. 
We are going to see further that the whole paragraph is unclear. 
159 I could not find the ل	 ا form of 0 in any dictionary. 
160 I suggest 	S instead of 	#S as the conjugation of the perfective for AS (  )ء	S does not present 
such form. 
161 Astronomer of the Munajjim family. 
162 Here we find another typographical error: كزو . 
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same era: the ones from Transoxiana begin their years from the Great Nōrūz that occurs 
later than the Nōrūz of the Kings — i.e. the Nōrūz of the Magians from Khorasan and Persia 
— of five days; furthermore their year starts from Ādhar and only later they adjusted the 
calendar in order to have Isfandārmudh as first month, moving the appendix to the last 
month of the year. 
The Author passes now to al-Mutawakkil adjustment of the calendar starting 
from the 11th of Ḥazīrān: 
“Persian Kings used to start off the beginning of the tax-paying and because of their 
dynasty disappearance the leap year was disused after them, thus Nōrūz was left on its 
position until it produced a damage from the tax request”. And this was the first 
intercalation of their era, i.e. the era of the Author. 
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VI. THE CANON MASUDICUS AS A VADEMECUM ALONG THE YAZDEGERD ERA 
THROUGH THE APOTELESMATIC TRADITION 
In this context it is important to remember the role of time in the Zoroastrian 
weltanschauung, in connection with the Millennial Zoroastrian cycle and its 
eschatological outcomes. 
The Zoroastrian history of the world and creation is divided in three phases: the 
originary and perfect state of creation, the present which is characterized by the 
penetration of the evil, and the future where Ahura Mazdā will defeat Angra Mainyu. 
The dualistic monotheism of the Gāthas substitutes the conception of cyclical time and 
annual renewal with a linear conception of time, where Zoroaster announces a 
forthcoming apocalypse determined by the will of Ahura Mazdā. The renewal, as the 
transfiguration of the existing — the Av. Frashō.kǝrǝti, Pahl. Frashejird — is connected to 
the soteriological dimension of the being. This implies a judgement of the soul, which 
will be able to access the Paradise after crossing the bridge Činvat, whose role is the one 
of connecting the Earth to the Sky. When crossed by an evil soul, the bridge will shrink 
to a thin blade, letting the soul fall into Hell; in the same manner, when it is crossed by a 
good soul, it allows the pious to reach Paradise163. 
In the later tradition of the Yasht, the eschatological perspective adopts the 
discourse of the myth, waiting for a time that has to come and especially waiting for a 
saviour, the Saoshyant.  
In that context, we witness to a changing in the role of the Frashō.kǝrǝti which, 
from the original concept of transfiguration of the being, turns into the conception of a 
future advent of an earthly reign, commanded by the authority of regality and the 
Zoroastrian religion164; we are going to see further in detail the connection between the 
                                                     
163 Gnoili 1991. 
164 Ibidem. 
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chilidiac order of the creation and the regality. At this point the three Saoshyant will 
emerge; they are the saviours, or the three sons of Zoroaster, whose birth signs the 
beginning of a different millennium165. 
«In the Pahlavi tradition, of the three sons of Zoroaster begotten through the preservation of his 
semen in the Kąsaoya sea, only the last bears the name Sōšyāns. According to the account in the 
Bundahišn (chaps. 33, 34) the rst of the sons, Ušēdar (= Av. Uxšayat ̰ .әrәta) will be born in the 
year 9970 to usher in the 10th millennium of the Zoroastrian world calendar. He will be followed 
by Ušēdarmāh (= Av. Uxšayat ̰.nәmah) in 10970 to usher in the 11th millennium. In both cases the 
world will experience a brief period of increased goodness followed by a decline. Finally in 11943 
the true and final Saošyant will be born. As Sōšyāns, he will begin the accomplishment of the 
Frašegird in 11973 with the resurrection of the dead and the performance of the final sacrifice of 
the bull Hadayānš, from whose fat the White Hōm will be rendered, whereby all will become 
immortal»166. 
Following the Bundahishn, the entire history of creation is coherently divided in 
four periods of 3000 years, in the context of the battle between Ohrmazd and 
Ahreman167, where History is conceived as the only possible space in which the 
destruction of evil is possible168. This confrontation has its beginning in the infinite space 
and time dimension. 
As Ohrmazd is provided with a priori knowledge, while perceiving Ahreman, he is 
able to interrupt the infinite time in order to trap the evil and to destroy it in a finite 
historical time. In this context the 12000 years cycle is created, with a division of four 
periods of 3000 years, where the first 6000 years belong to the evil Menōg, or the evil 
                                                     
165 Ibidem. 
166 Malandra before completion. 
167 Kreyenbroek 1993. 
168 Panaino 1990. 
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mental dimension, while the last 6000 years belong to the vital Gētīg, or the positive 
dimension of the being169.  
Each period of this cycle is governed by the temporal power of a constellation of 
the zodiac, where 1000 years correspond to one terrestrial month. It must be underlined 
however that this is a pre-astrological system and that it deals only with the 
eschatological and soteriological dimensions of the Zoroastrian weltanschauung170; on the 
other hand the role of time in its eschatological dimension has a direct connection — not 
to mention the liturgical sake of order in the ritual ceremonies — to the later astrological 
interpretations of astral phenomena, with a consequence to the conception of the order 
of the creation, conceived in its own nature as being created for the sake of order itself, 
in order to defeat the chaos, and to pursue regality as an expression of order as well. For 
these reasons the counting of time was conceived as a priority, like the preservation of 
order in the creation of Ohrmazd, whose vicarious was the ruler, in the very sense of the 
one who applies adjustements.  
The beginning of the chronological linear time, conceived to reach an end for the 
defeat of the evil, has a direct connection with regality, to which is conferred the 
celebration of order, especially on earthly matters, thus the New Year is opened by the 
sovereign. 
Order in time means even to rule over the regulation of taxation, for it is 
necessary to produce a computational system valid for the collection of taxes in the 
proper time of the year, in order to do not precede the taxes’ collection before the 
ripening time. 
                                                     
169 Panaino 2014a. 
170 Shaked 1998. 
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It is important to underline the political role exercised by the Zoroastrian clergy 
in casting horoscopes and interpreting celestial phenomena171, which were taken in 
great account by the kings, even to legitimate their power. The regality had a direct 
connection with the chronological time during which celestial phenomena took place, 
thus the doctrine of historical horoscopes172 allowed to predict events related to a reing 
through two main parameters: one was to cast the horoscope on the first day of Nōrūz, 
coinciding with the vernal equinox, of the year when the new king ascended to the 
throne, while the other was the observation or prediction of a Satun-Jupiter conjunction, 
that takes place c. every 20 years173. In the case of Yazdegerd III, these two events 
coincide; furthermore there is another Saturn-Jupiter conjunction at the end of his 
reign, which coincides even with the fall of the Sasanian dynasty174. Thus it it plausible 
that the interpretation of this celestial phenomenon has been taken in great account by 
the Magian clergy, who possibly decided to apply the beginning of the Yazdegerd Era, 
employed in many astronomical tables, on the deay of the king’s death and not, as usual, 
on the day of his enthronement. 
The length of the sovereign’s power is determined by casting the horoscope on 
the day of his enthronement. Among other parameters, it is important to consider the 
revolutions of Saturn because every 10 revolutions of the planet a change in the dynasty 
                                                     
171 Bacchi 2014. 
172 Abū Maʿshar 2000. 
173 Buscherini 2013, p. 132. 
174 For everything that concerns the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions in connection with the 
beginning of the Millennium of Oshedar and the Magian variant of the Yazdegerd Era see my 
article in the Appendix. 
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is supposed to take place, taking in account even the passage of Saturn from a zodiacal 
sign to another175. 
Abū Maʿshar, on the second part of his Kitāb al-qirānāt, deals with dynasties and 
kings under an astrological point of view, and he points out the rules that connect 
earthly events to celestial phenomena, following the idea that the Sun and the planets 
have an influence on human events, according to the disposition of the celestial 
spheres176. Upper planets influence events that will happen in a wide time span177; for 
example Saturn is related to religions and dynasties, while Mars indicates everything 
that comes to an end through confrontations, wars and destruction178. He points out that 
the Mars-Saturn conjunctions in Cancer take place every 30 years. In the econd chapter 
is described in detail the theory of Mars-Saturn conjunctions in Cancer, as we are dealing 
with two evil planets which have an influence on the change of dynasties and the fall of 
rulers. It must be pointed out that the Mars-Saturn conjunction in Cancer was taken in 
greater account because it meant the exile of Saturn and the fall of Mars. The first Mars-
Saturn conjunction that he describes is the one of the Hijra, i.e. 622 A. D., and from this 
conjunction he deduces the corruption of the Sasanian rule and the appearance of the 
Arab people. Here he calculates the moment of the murder of the king Yazdegerd III 
after 74 months, and the beginning of the fall of the Sasanian rule after 20 years. As we 
are going to see further in detail the 74 months are of great importance in this context, 
as the number of the months is obtained by the difference between the Moon position in 
Taurus 6° and Cancer 20°, where takes place the Mars-Saturn conjunction. Still in his 
Book of Thousands Abū Maʿshar reconstructs past events and predicts future events 
                                                     
175 Buscherini 2013. 
176 Buscherini 2013, p. 125. 
177 Ivi, p. 141. 
178 Ivi, p. 126. 
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according to the Cosmical Year constituted by time intervals. Through the cycles of the 
Cosmical year it was possible to measure the time passing, taking in account that at the 
origin of the world they were at Aries 0°, and they were moving according to different 
speeds: the tasyīr, the intihāʾ and the fardār. For each of these cycles he defined four sub-
cycles, the Powerful, the Great, the Middle and the Small, following a scheme similar to 
that of the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions179. 
Cycle Sub-cycle Speed Time for a complete 
rotation 
tasyīr Powerful 1° in 1000 years 360000 years 
 Great 1° in 100 years 36000 years 
 Middle 1° in 10 years 3600 years 
 Small 1° in 1 years 360 years 
intihāʾ Powerful 30° in 1000 years 12000 years 
 Great 30° in 100 years 1200 years 
 Middle 30° in 10 years 120 years 
 Small 30° in 1 years 12 years 
 
The fardār in particular was connected to the zodiacal signs and the stars. The 
Powerful fardār gathered all the possible combinations of the twelve zodiacal signs, 
following their order, with the planets and the two luminaries, assembling in this way 84 
couples of 360 years each, and some of these couples were related with specifical events 
of the world history180. It is not just by chance that the 74th couple listed by Abū Maʿshar 
is appointed to the Sasanian dynasty, whose Powerful fardār is Taurus and Sun while, in 
the Book of Thousands as mentioned before, the 74 months of Yazdegerd III rule are 
                                                     
179 Ivi, p. 88. 
180 Ivi, p. 89. 
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obtained by the difference between the Moon position in Taurus 6° and Cancer 20°, 
where takes place the Mars-Saturn conjunction181. 
For what concerns the date of the Hijra, even al-Sijzī in his Kitāb al-qirānāt, where 
Abū Maʿshar’s inuence is clear, lists one Mars-Saturn conjunction from al-Kindī on the 
day of Nōrūz of the year of the Hijra, i.e. 21 March 622182, year of the advent of the Arab 
people who defeated the Sasanian dynasty. 
Here I report the calculations of the Mars-Saturn conjunctions as seen from earth 
which took place in the years of interest183: 
Conjunctions  MARS - SATURN as seen from EARTH 
       Separ   Elongation  Ecliptic longitude 
622 Feb  3.35       3ø38'N      157øE      114.4 deg 
622 Mar 17.60      2ø14'N      113øE      112.6 deg 
631 Dec 30.20       1ø35'S       43øW      238.2 deg 
650 Apr 20.26       1ø43'N       63øE       94.7 deg 
652 May 13.03       0ø29'N       68øE      122.1 deg 
While the Saturn-Jupiter conjunction took place in the year 650 A. D. 
 650 Mar 20, DP 99, III 9 
“Fifth conjunction from it, at 80 years from the Elephant”. 
 “it” is referred to the conjunction of 571. 
                                                     
181 It must be noted that for Abū Maʿshar the planet which shared the ninth House with Jupiter 
determined a specifical religion, and in the case of Mazdeism the planet is Mars, obtaining the 
couple Mars-Jupiter. 
182 Buscherini 2013, p. 146. 
183 I shall thank Eng. Salvo De Meis for having provided me the calculations. 
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The longitudes are: Jupiter 2ˢ23; 40 = 83.67° (computed 86.2°), Saturn 3ˢ2; 8 = 92.13° 
(computed 92.9°)184. 
We can see that in the year 650 A. D. there is a coincidence of two different evil 
conjunctions indicating the fall of civilizations and disruption in power, i.e. Mars-Saturn 
and Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions. Probably, as stated before, the astrological 
interpretation of these two coincident conjunctions, following the astrological Sasanian 
tradition, probably led the Magian clergy to move the beginning of the Yazdegerd Era of 
20 years and five days185 up to the moment of the king’s murder. Since it is unusual to fix 
the starting point of an era on the day of the king’s murder186, and considering that the 
Sasanian dynasty falls with him, many questions arose around the reasons behind the 
choice of this starting point and the consequent coexistence of two parallel calendars 
with a shift of 20 years and five days between them187. 
Collateral astrological and astronomical sources lead to the consideration that 
this date brings with it an astrological meaning related to the end of a cycle. Astrological 
forecasts were common during the Sasanid period, and they were considered a reliable 
source for predicting calamities such as the extinction of the dynasty supporting the 
Magian clergy. Following the Zoroastrian millennia named after the saviours, we learn 
through the eschatological Magian literature that Yazdegerd’s death was interpreted as 
                                                     
184 De Meis 2009, p. 43. 
185 See Cristoforetti 2014. 
186 It must be noted that some Christian eras date from the death of Jesus “de passione Christi”. 
See Appendix 2 of Burnett 2000. 
187 De Blois 1996, p. 262 and Cristoforetti 2014 who reaches a similar conclusion through a 
different path. 
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the end of the millennium of Zoroaster, the 10th millennium, and the beginning of the 
Millennium of Oshedar188.  
 All these reasons must be taken together in account of the interpretation of a 
true disruption in the order disposed by Ohrmazd, when Zoroastrians face a calamitous 
event such as the disappearance of the Sasanian dynasty. 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                     
188 Morony 2005, pp. 302-305; Modi 1903; Messina 1939; Cereti 1995; Gnoli 1971. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS: THE ISSUE OF THE PERSIAN INTERCALATION, PRESENT 
STATE AND ADVANCEMENT THROUGH ISLAMIC SOURCES 
The Mazdean calendar consisted of 365 days, divided in 12 months of 30 days each, plus 5 
epagomenal “Stolen Days”, placed at the end of the Persian year. This pentad was 
inserted to reach the number of 365 days in a year, and not to keep the year aligned 
along with the seasons, for which is inserted an intercalation of one day every four years 
— like the Gregorian calendar — or, as claimed by al-Bīrūnī, of one month every 120 
years (i.e. it is a “vague year” in the case of the absence of the leap year, while on the 
contrary it is a “fixed year” up to date with the times of the year). Bīrūnī mentions even 
another different intercalation of one month every 116 years that we are going to see 
further in detail. 
For what concerns the Old Iranian calendar, during the I millennium BC Iranian 
peoples used to apply calendars similar to the Vedic one, made of 360 days plus maybe 
empirical intercalations189, repeatedly updated. From the inscriptions of Bisutun we 
come to know that it was employed a lunisolar calendar on the fashion of the Babylonian 
one, where the months’ names were substituted with the Old Persian menonimy. As far 
as we know the days were not named, but just numbered, with the exception of Jiyamna 
(“the Decreasing One”), the last day of the month.  
Achaemenids and Medes unlikely celebrated their feasts following the Old Iranian 
calendar, where methodical adjustements are probably applied following the Babylonian 
                                                     
189 We do not have information about the system of intercalation used in the Achaemenid 
calendar. “Hallock (1968, p. 74) maintains that the Old Persian calendar followed the same 
system of intercalations as the Babylonian calendar. Hartner’s interpretation differs: ‘The Old 
Persian and the Babylonian calendars will then have had different systems of intercalation. The 
latter we have seen operated with irregular, empirical Ulūlu and Addāru intercalations down to 
527, then passe dover to the octaëteris and finally, when in the 19th year of Darius the beginning 
of the year coincided with spring equinox, to the 19-year cycle’ (1985, p. 747)”. Panaino 1990. 
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calculations. The Achaemenids used to apply together two different calendars depending 
on their different functions, as to say a fiscal and a liturgical one. The fiscal calendar was 
applied for the collection of taxes, while the other religious calendar was employed in 
the liturgical context and for the celebration of feasts, and it was independent by the 
Egyptian and the Mesopotamian systems. Achaemenids knew the parameter of the 
intercalation of one month every 120 years, but they did not employ it. 
Another possibility is that of the application of 12 months of 30 days each, 
without the pentad at the end of the year, with an insertion of a 13th month, ideally 
every six years, but it appears that probably this intermittent intercalation was carried 
out irregularly. Still this system does not solve the problem of the shifting of the 
calendar in correspondence with the seasons; furthermore Boyce190 and Panaino191 
claimed that it is unlikely that such a system has ever been applied. Then, during the V 
century BC, probably in occasion of the campaign in Egypt192 by Cambises II, they 
discovered the Egyptian calculation of 30x12+5. We do not know who adopted this 
system and when it has been applied exactly, but we have information about the two 
existing variants of the Mazdean calendar: 
1) The Western variant, which follows an archaic model (the Cappadocian, 
Chorasmian, Armenian, Bactrian, Sogdian, etc. calendars). 
2) The Avestan variant, which presents a different menonimy, though the 
Zoroastrian hemeronimy is maintained among all the people who adopted the Persian 
system. 
In the same manner Sasanians applied two different calendars: a “civil” calendar 
of 30 days, for each twelve months plus the five epagomenal days, called “Gathic days”, 
                                                     
190 Boyce before completion. 
191 Panaino 1990. 
192 525 BC. 
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with apparently no intercalation of one day every four years or the like, thus it is a vague 
calendar, and another calendar where the additional quarter-day per year was 
accumulated up to compound one month, i.e. after 120 years, where the supposed 
intercalation(s) had been inserted. Still al-Bīrūnī193 claims that it must be considered that 
every year one-fifth of an hour lags behind, and that for this reason it is necessary to 
intercalate even one month every 116 years. 
The months in this calendar, as each day of each month, together with the five 
Stolen Days, were devoted to the beneficient divine beings, or Angels, as called by al-
Bīrūnī (see Table of days’s names). “By another pious development of the YAv. period a 
distinctive Zoroastrian calendar was created by devoting each of the 30 days of the 
month to one of the beneficient divine beings, who was named thereafter at all acts of 
worship on that day, and was looked to then for special care and protection”194. 
The name Nōrūz does not appear in the Young Avesta, nor in the Old Avestan 
texts attributed to Zoroaster: its first occurance is in Pahlavi texts as nōg rōz (“New 
Day”)195. Traditionally it is celebrated on the day of the vernal equinox, the day on which 
the Sun eners Aries 1°, and it is the first day of the New Year.  
In Persian andargāh, or panja-yi duzdīda, in Arabic khamsa al-mustariqa, are the 
mentioned Gathic days placed at the end of the year, with the meaning of “Stolen Days”, 
and even dedicated to the cult of farwar.  
As a thorough analysis of François De Blois demonstrated in 1996, the account of 
al-Bīrūnī reports different traditions about the intercalation of the Persian calendar in 
its history, gathering them altogether. As pointed out by the scholar through a keen and 
transversal philological analysis, the data that the author report in his Canon come from 
                                                     
193 Sachau 1879, p. 11. 
194 Boyce before completion. 
195 Ibidem. 
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different Muslim sources in Persian and Arabic, respectively the Bundahišn and the 
account of the historian al-Masʿūdi among others. As a result the “legend” of the 
intercalation of one month every 120 years starts circulating in the 10th century in 
Muslim sources and, surprisingly, is attested even in later Zoroastrian sources during the 
11th and 12th century196. 
Still in Zoroastrian sources, precisely in the 25th chapter of the Bundahišn, is 
presented a theoretic coexistence of a secular calendar and another with special or 
notional months that are necessary to explain the cycles of seasons despite the issues of 
missed (or supposed) intercalations of one day every four years or, as stated by al-Bīrūnī, 
of one month every 120 years, that is highly improbable. It looks like there is an open 
polemic regarding the lunar Muslim calendar which does not apply the intercalation as 
commanded by the Prophet Muhammad, an important matter that brought al-Muʿtaḍid 
and al-Mutawakkil to adjust the calendar because the period for the tax collection came 
before the harvest and fruit ripening. Trying to avoid the problem with the land holders 
they made this reform even pushed by the institutions as well: “His attribution to 
(having put in its) right place — which happened in the time of Persian King’s extinction 
— he applied it to the months of the Syrians on the eleventh starting from Ḥazīrān (with) 
the will of having intercalated it by himself (in order to) do not be concerned by his 
institutions afterwards”. 
Furthermore al-Bīrūnī presents an analysis trying to demonstrate the exactness 
of computations comparing different calendars and eras, as the one of Yazdegerd and 
the Muslim calendar with its start at the beginning of Hijra. 
 The matter itself is still far away from being unravelled, as we have seen that at a 
certain point interpolated sources made their entrance in the issue of the Persian 
intercalation, the same sources al-Bīrūnī relied on. On the other hand he recognizes that 
                                                     
196 De Blois, 1996. 
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the same annals and histories he possesses are not trustful, in a way he takes distances 
from what he is writing, though reporting facts as he read them. 
In any case, integrating the data from the Canon with the other known sources 
brings the possibility to shed light on intercalations. As opinion of the present writer 
this makes necessary further deepening about the matter, connecting different fields of 
research such as Computational Astronomy, Linguistics and History of Astronomy. 
As for what concerns the field of Arabistic, the need of a proper glossary about 
astronomical terms is urgent as we are not in possess of a comprehensive edition able to 
fill the heavy lack of textual instruments necessary for an attentive and thorough 
carrying out of such a wide and unfortunately unexplored field for linguistics. 
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APPENDIX 
Article from “Non Licet Stare Caelestibus, Studies on Astronomy and its History offered 
to Salvo De Meis”, 2014, Milano-Udine, pp. 151-161. 
Eleonora Bacchi 
THE “MAGIAN VARIANT” OF THE TĀRĪḪ AL-FĀRS: 
PROPOSAL FOR AN OVERVIEW ON ARAB AUTHORS  
BETWEEN THE 8TH AND THE 11TH CENTURIES 
The present article offers an overview on the less known “Magian variant” of the 
Yazdegerd Era, through a historical recognition of the sources, which allows us to 
analyse the history of the earliest phases of the Yazdegerd Era and to concentrate on its 
origin, considering its fundamental role as the reference calendar for many Islamic 
astronomical tables (zīj), due to its constant length of 365 days in a year, divided into 12 
months of 30 days each, plus five epagomenal days (or epact) placed at the end of the 
year or after the eighth month197 of the Persian calendar. 
Considering its fundamental aspect both for the Mazdaean colophones and the 
sources of Arabic astronomers and astrologers who had to deal with calendrical 
computations, the origin of the “Magian variant” will be the subject of a thorough 
examination in order to evaluate the origin of its application and the possible reasons 
behind the choice of its starting point, concentrating even on an astrological speculative 
point of view.  
The difference between the Yazdegerd Era, whose starting point is the year of 
enthronement of the last Sasanian king Yazdegerd III, and the Magian Era is about 20 
years198, as the Magians of Transoxiana and Sogdia preferred to start the calculation of 
the era with the day of the king’s death. On account of this outstanding discrepancy I 
                                                     
197 De Blois 1996, 2000 and Panaino 1990. 
198 De Blois 2000, p. 262. 
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necessarily tried to verify the connection with the Great Conjunction theories proposed 
by a number of astronomers and astrologers who wrote in Arabic and the eschatological 
Magian literature about the millennial Zoroastrian cycle. 
The Zoroastrian clergy possibly decided to apply a different era, with its 
beginning on the death of Yazdegerd III, according to the Saturn-Jupiter conjunction 
that took place in the year 650 A.D. as a sign of misfortune indicating the fall of dynasties 
and the change of rulers. Being the direct sources of the period unavailable, this 
contribution brings together some of the scattered sources on astrological and 
astronomical Arabic literature, which are based on the period I am interested in: I am 
referring to Abū Maʿšar, Māšāʾallāh and Bīrūnī in particular. 
The astrological interpretation of this celestial phenomenon could probably have 
led to the institution of two different kinds of eras: the “Yazdegerd Era” with its start on 
June 16th of the year 632199, and the other employed by Magians that started on June 
11th 652, the year of Yazdegerd’s death200; al-Bīrūnī201 confirms that: 
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As for what concerns Persians they reckoned the days of their rule from the days 
of the reigning king, and kept on reckoning their year until his successor, and after the 
end of their rule they reckon from the year of the king Yazdajird son of Šahryār son of 
                                                     
199 Nöldeke 1879, p. 435. 
200 Taqizadeh 1939a and 1939b; De Blois 1996, p. 39; Panaino 2012, p. 620-634. 
201 Wright 1934, p. 172. 
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Kosrā Barwīz202, the last of their kings, and they do not employ in their years any 
intercalation; most of the Magians date from the murder of Yazdajird and this happens 
after his reign of 20 years203. 
Since it is unusual to fix the starting point of an era on the day of the king’s 
murder204, and considering that the Sasanian dynasty falls with him, many questions 
arose around the reasons behind the choice of this starting point and the consequent 
coexistence of two parallel calendars with a shift of 20 years and five days between 
them205. 
Collateral astrological and astronomical sources lead to the consideration that 
this date brings with it an astrological meaning related to the end of a cycle. Astrological 
forecasts were common during the Sasanid period and they were considered a reliable 
source for predicting calamities such as the extinction of the dynasty supporting the 
Magian clergy. Following the Zoroastrian millennia named after the saviours, we learn 
through the eschatological Magian literature that Yazdegerd’s death was interpreted as 
the end of the millennium of Zoroaster, the 10th millennium, and the beginning of the 
Millennium of Oshedar206. 
Following the calculations of Abū Maʿšar’s Book of Thousands  who presumably 
employed the Arabic translation of the Zīj aš-Šah composed under Yazdegerd III  based 
on the Persian “World Year” of 360.000 years, it appears that there is a precise number of 
                                                     
202 Yazdegerd son of Shahryār son of Khosrow Parvīz, the last Sasanian king (b. ? - d. 651 A.D.) 
who reigned from the year 632 A.D. until his death. 
203 Bacchi (before completion). 
204 It must be noted that some Christian eras date from the death of Jesus “de passione Christi”. 
See Appendix 2 of Burnett 2000. 
205 See n. 2. 
206 Morony 2005, pp. 302-305; Modi 1903; Messina 1939; Cereti 1995; Gnoli 1971. 
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recorded Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions: following the Mahāyuga cycle of 12 times 360.000, 
the fundamental period of Āryabhaṭa, Abū Maʿšar makes some errors as it seems that he 
is following the Persian system; indeed he employs a commingling of systems207: the 
Persian cycle of 360.000 years, as stated before, the Indian system based on the cycle of 
Sindhind and the Āryabhaṭa cycle based on 12 times the Persian cycle. 
“Still, we have to be careful in using the evidence from Abū Maʿshar for the 
reconstruction of the “Persian system.” According to Bīrūnī’s account, Abū Maʿshar had 
computed the places of the planets for the time of the Deluge and found positions 
between 27° Pisces and 1° Aries. Now, in the Persian system, the mean longitudes of 
planets are exactly zero at this epoch, and the true places, calculated by the “Method of 
the Persians,” are not at all between 27° and 1° of Aries. It seems that Abū Maʿshar used, 
in his calculations, tables that were not in accordance with the Persian system”208. 
In Bīrūnī’s Tafhīm the revolutions of the 360.000 years Persian cycle of Jupiter are 
30.352 and those of Saturn are 12.214, the same numbers reported in Abū Maʿšar’s Book of 
Thousands209. The difference between the two planets’ revolutions leads to the number of 
the conjunctions during the indicated lapse of time, which is 18.138. Therefore the 
interval that exists between one conjunction and another is 360.000/18.138, as stated by 
Kennedy and Van der Waerden210, i.e. 19,847833 years. 
We take as a point of reference the Saturn-Jupiter conjunction of 571 A.D.: after 
this last conjunction the one of interest for the present research is the fourth. If we 
                                                     
207 Kennedy and Van der Waerden 1963 and Pingree 1968. 
208 Kennedy and Van der Waerden 1963, p. 321. 
209 Pingree 1968, p. 30. 
210 Ibidem, p. 322. 
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multiply 19,847833 by four we obtain 79,391332 which gives the year 650,391332 for the 
fifth Saturn-Jupiter conjunction indicated by Abū Maʿšar.  
He indicates as well that it took place on 20 March 650, the day after the Nōrūz of 
that year, as pointed out by Salvo De Meis, to whom the present paper is dedicated211: 
650 Mar 20, DP 99, III 9 
“Fifth conjunction from it, at 80 years from the Elephant”. 
 “it” is referred to the conjunction of 571. 
The longitudes are: Jupiter 2ˢ23; 40 = 83.67° (computed 86.2°), Saturn 3ˢ2; 8 = 92.13° 
(computed 92.9°)212. 
Māšāʾallāh, one of the many sources used by Abū Maʿšar, on the other hand 
calculates the conjunction on the 11th of May 650, indicating it as the 324th conjunction 
and thus he casts the horoscope on the day of Nōrūz (19th March 650) predicting the fall 
of the Sasanians213. It must be noted that Yazdegerd III is murdered on the next year. 
We find again Māšāʾallāh calculations in the Paris BN Arabe 2581 (Suppl. arabe 
1131), attributed to al-Sijzī, which in turn uses Abū Maʿšar as a source214. In the third 
table we find Abū Maʿšar and Māšāʾallāh’s horoscope of the fifth Saturn-Jupiter 
conjunction, while on the second table we find the horoscope of the Sasanian king215: 
                                                     
211 A special thank goes to Professor Panaino and Professor Burnett of the Warburg Institute who 
advised me for this contribution. 
212 De Meis 2009, p. 43. 
213 Kennedy and Pingree 1971, pp. 50-54 and 106-108. The horoscope we are interested in is the 
eighth, casted in the day of the Nōrūz of that year. 
214 Pingree 1962, p. 487. 
215 Ibidem, p. 500. 
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Fifth conjunction, 79 (80 corr.) years from the Elephant (650). Hijra 29-7-11 (20 
March 650), Yazdajird 18-10-6 (20 March 650)216. 
Now what I am particularly interested in concerns the Yazdegerd Era and the 
Magian Era: the Yazdegerd Era has its starting point, as usual, in the year of his 
enthronement, while the Magian Era (which is often identified as analogous to that of 
Yazdegerd III and often confused with it)217 has been calculated starting with the death 
of Yazdegerd III and the fall of the Sasanians. Ideler speaking about the Yazdegerd Era 
says it coincides with the Persian one: 
Sie nimmt mit dem Regierungsantritt Jezdegird’s, nicht, wie Scaliger, Petavius 
und anderen irrig sagen, mit seinem Tode ihren Anfang218. 
I believe we are dealing with two distinct eras, as suggested by Taqizadeh219 and, 
having no evidence of the direct sources of that period  the only information we are in 
possess come through Islamic authors  the supposition is that the Zoroastrian clergy 
felt it necessary to have a direct coincidence between the start of an era and the fall of 
the last sovereign of the defeated dynasty, because of this Jupiter and Saturn 
conjunction, which brings as omen the sudden fall of dynasties and disruptions in power, 
in connection with the beginning of Oshedar’s Millennium. 
                                                     
216 Ibidem, p.491. 
217 See Beck 1696; Gravius 1650; Ideler 1826, p. 518-519; Ginzel 1906, pp. 299-300 and 305-308; 
Panaino 2012, pp. 611-639. 
218 Ideler 1826, p. 519. 
219 Taqizadeh 1939a and 1939b. 
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Following Ibn Ḫaldūn’s220 theory about conjunctions, we must consider that, 
when Small Conjunctions (one every 20 years) occur in the same triplicity, they indicate 
the fall of civilizations221. 
As for what concerns the astronomical system taken as reference we must 
consider that the Indian and the Persian systems were sidereal and Aries 0° was related 
to fixed stars, unlike Ptolemy who used to apply the tropical year and the precession, 
taking Aries 0° as a point of reference on the ecliptic; in this case we are dealing with a 
slightly shorter year than the sidereal222. The eighth sphere is the sphere of the fixed 
stars which is subject to precession (and therefore Aries 0° no longer coincides with the 
spring solstice). The ninth sphere is the sphere of fictive zodiac which is not subject to 
precession and in which Aries 0° always coincides with the spring solstice. 
Buscherini provides a useful table about the parameters of Conjunction Theory223: 
Author of the conjunctions Lapse of time between two 
conjunctions 
Degrees between two 
conjunctions 
Ptolemy 19y 318d 3h (in Egyptian 
years) 
242; 53,49° 
Māšāʾllāh 19y 314d 242; 25° 
Abū Maʿšar 19y 314d 242; 25,17° 
                                                     
220 Buscherini 2013, pp. 65-66. 
221 Following the Sasanian astrological doctrine it would be interesting to consider even the 
Mars-Jupiter conjunction in Cancer, as we are dealing with two evil planets. 
222 See Buscherini 2013, pp. 65-66 and n. 170, p. 65. 
223 See Buscherini 2013, p. 65. 
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Kūšyār ibn Labbān, taking distance from the Persian theories of Jupiter-Saturn224 
conjunctions, writes about them: 
Many people of this art have another method in general judgement. It is by means of the 
conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn. The Persians are the wisest of them in their 
conviction, and the most devoted to bringing together happiness and misfortune 
through it, according to their claim, from the conjunctions of these two planets. They set 
in motion each one of Jupiter and Saturn with their mean motion and they lay down the 
following scheme  the two <planets> make twelve conjunctions in each triplicity and 
sometimes thirteen conjunctions; what is between two conjunctions is roughly twenty 
years. They fix chronology by it from the conjunction occurring at the beginning of 
another triplicity. [...] Thus they made the ascendant of the year in which the 
conjunction occurs the ascendant of the conjunction, and they judged what things are 
caused by the conjunction from this ascendant, just as judgements are made concerning 
the other things that happen from the ascendants of the beginnings of these 
<happenings>225. 
The most relevant scholar for what concerns any information about the system 
adopted by Persians is certainly Bīrūnī. Here is a collection of excerpts among his major 
works where he deals with the question of the two eras and the people who adopted 
them respectively. 
Al-Bīrūnī in his Aṯār al-Bāqiya says about the Yazdegerd Era: 
As regards the well known date of his death, people do not like to date from the death of 
a prophet or a king, except the prophet be a liar, or the king an enemy, whose death 
                                                     
224 Yano, 1997, p. 123. 
225 Ivi. 
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people enjoy, and wish to make a festival of; or he be one of those with whom a dynasty 
is extinguished, so that his followers among themselves make this date a memorial of 
him, and a mourning feast. [...] Therefore, those to whom the empire was transferred 
dated from the time of his226 death, considering it a joyful event. It is precisely the same 
in the case of the era of Yazdajird ben Shahryâr. For the Magians date from the time of 
his death, because when he perished, the dynasty was extinguished. Therefore they 
dated from his death, mourning over him, and lamenting for the downfall of their 
religion227. 
About the various methods on how to find the beginning of a year of any era, he 
adds: 
Of the Æra Yazdagirdi, we divide the Dies Paratæ by 365, whereby we get complete years. 
The remainder we distribute over the single months, to each month its proper portion, 
beginning with Farwardîn-Mâh. In this way we come to know the era, the epoch of 
which is the beginning of his reign, that era which is used in the Canons. 
If we, however, want to find the Era of the Zoroastrians, we subtract twenty years 
from the Æra Yazdagirdi. The remainder is the Era of the Zoroastrians. For they date from 
the year in which Yazdagird was killed and their national empire ceased to exist, not 
from the year in which he ascended the throne228. 
In his Canon Masudicus, the most complete and exhaustive among his works, he 
deals with the matter more in detail: 
                                                     
226 I.e. Alexander. 
227 Al-Bīrūnī 1879, p. 35. 
228 Ibidem, p. 138. 
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1.1 I Maqāla, VI Chapter, p. 76229. 
[...]. 
 اS 	ھ$و &#$ Rّا . I(اا "[		
Fا اeو  	. J Eھا !ا 	ا
 تر	4 "ا . موا $ر Lا ھ	
ا ة4	!ا لوا Q`jا E!  و ،اC4
g]و ،ث&او 
!ا $ا . أا @&Rاو م	
ا "#$ 	&#$ . I(اا 7eو s
 7C اذا L&( "ا S Rآ Lا 	&!  n "#ا Rآ . "b&ا "[ا هgھ سا
 #ا ءأرو 	و Cا سU 	!#
 و ،Fا 7&& Qا ل	ھ	 K. 7! ه	 ن	آ
 j  ه	 gرا#$ا Rآ Lا سر	 
ا م	
ا . نTا 7!  n &#$ Rآ . 7!.
 نا  اW] نF !.  	 . Fّا  sذ !&
 و ،Sا "ر	 ن#ا Q

ه!
 و هَا ن	$اR سU. 
[...]. 
As for what concerns Copts, people of Egypt, they fixed the five appended days at the 
end of their year and called it the “small month”. After the first of the Caesars Augustus’ 
cession to the Byzantines’230 regulation for the intercalation, the appendage in the year 
became of six days and the starting point differed between the ancient and modern 
regulation and it was newly made. In the same manner Persians fixed the five stolen 
days at the end of the year, then transferred it to the end of the month of the Kabīsa until 
they consequently reached the month of Ābān and stayed in it for the disregard of the 
intercalation because the instruction has been dispersed. Thus the Magians of Sogdia 
and Transoxiana did not displace it and it remained at the end of their year, then now 
they transferred it in the days of Daylamites231 in Persia to the end of the month of 
                                                     
229 Al-Bīrūnī 1954. 
230 There is no distinction in Arabic between Western and Eastern Romans. 
231 Buyids. 
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Isfandārmuḏ without intercalating the years of four months232 but this did not become 
well known afterwards, except in their own kingdoms, because many among the 
Magians of Khorasan refused it and did not accept it. 
Here the Author was talking about the displacement of the five epagomenal days, 
or Gāthic Days, and about an additional intercalation. It is an important matter as, like in 
Persian, the word for “intercalating” indicates both the intercalation to keep the year 
fixed and the 5 Gāthic Days (or panj rōz) at the end of every year.  
As the Egyptians did once they passed under Roman control and administration, 
they had to add one day to the epagomenal days to keep their calendar aligned with the 
Julian calendar. In the same manner every calendar in Persia had the appendage days at 
the end of their year, i.e. Isfandārmuḏ, and after this intercalation was imposed from 
outside of the country they moved the 5 Gāthic Days to the end of the month during 
which they decided to apply the foreign intercalation. As indicated by Bīrūnī the five 
epagomenal days laid down between Ābān and Āḏar, then for the “disregard of the 
intercalation because the instruction has been dispersed” stayed between the eighth and 
ninth month because they reached Ābān as anyone was caring about not to celebrate the 
five days but to apply the intercalation of one day every four years. On the other hand, 
not everyone accepted this movement of the five days: the Magians of Sogdia and 
Transoxiana never displaced their Gāthic Days, which thus remained always at the end 
of the year, i.e. Isfandārmuḏ. Thus “now”, that means at the time of the author, Persians 
replaced the five Gāthic Days to their original position but not everyone accepted this 
days’ movement, since Magians of Khorasan kept the transition system. 
 
 
                                                     
232 The supposed ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth intercalations. See De Blois, 1996. 
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1.2 II Maqāla, IV Chapter about other eras, p. 136233. 
د0دi
 1
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ا 1
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ا234 
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  	W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S E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ا
"
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وا 1
ر	8 . EJ( 	. ،nYnو "R 2. 
How to deduct the Era of the Magians from the Era of Yazdegerd. 
When we wanted (to obtain) this we first subtracted only 20 years from the Yazdajird 
Era, then the Era of the Iran Magians leaves behind a month and this (use) comes from 
the river of Balḫ on the western side. Thus following the doctrine of the best of the 
Magians of Transoxiana, I myself also subtract from the year of Yazdajird 20 years and 
five days; as the days do not complete it (the year) we took away from the years one, and 
we added it to the 365 days. Then at that time we subtracted the five (days) from that 
amount and (now) we add what has been left from the days among the months, to every 
month of thirty (days) and to the twelfth (month) thirty five (days), and what results is 
the Era of those Isfandariyya Magians. 
1.2 II Maqāla, IV Chapter about other eras, p. 142235. 
[...]. 
                                                     
233 Al-Bīrūnī 1954. 
234 Maybe 8. 
235 Al-Bīrūnī 1954. 
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s "#$  K 	. سUا 1
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ا
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 1
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م	
ا "Rو "#$ 
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0F. 
[...]. 
As for what concerns the Era of the Magians it is from the year of Yazdajird’s year 
disregarding the year of his reign and its length was 20 years. So if it is subtracted from 
the era of his elevation, there remained the era of his death237. His murder was in Marw238  
in the vicinity of Sogdia, thus their Magians employ (the era) of its time (i.e. this death), 
but the Magians of Transoxiana disagree in the belief for the Magians of Khorasan and 
Persia in such a manner that they almost fall into the delusion that their Prophet was 
not the Prophet of those, and the beginning of their years is from the Great Nōrūz 
occurring later than the Nōrūz of the Kings by five days, and for this reason their months 
diverge from Persian months until the beginning of Āḏar, then they agree until the first 
of Isfandārmuḏ, and the five appended days are added to their twelfth, numbered from its 
                                                     
236 The text reports s. 
237 Al-Bīrūnī (1954), p. 142, n. 2 reports E!  naql with the meaning of “transfer”. It seems more 
plausible as a transfer of the days in another period of the year without their sheer 
disappearance. 
238 The present-day town near Mary, Turkmenistan. 
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(the twelfth month) totality, and for this reason we subtracted from the Era of Yazdajird, 
on account of them, 20 years and five days. 
Here the Author states that the Magians adopted the Yazdegerd era starting from 
his death. He explains why, when calculating the Yazdegerd Era, it is necessary to 
include five days after his reign of twenty years. Moreover, he points out that not every 
Magian adopts the same era: the ones from Transoxiana begin their years from the Great 
Nōrūz that occurs later than the Nōrūz of the Kings  i.e. the Nōrūz of the Magians from 
Khorasan and Persia  of five days; furthermore their year starts from Āḏar and only 
later they adjusted the calendar in order to have Isfandārmuḏ as first month, moving the 
appendix to the last month of the year. 
Due to the lack of direct sources able to inform us about the real conditions that 
have led the Zoroastrian clergy to the introduction of a different era, we have tried to 
offer an anthology of excerpts, without neglecting the status quaestionis concerning these 
eras. Following the Zoroastrian theory of the 12.000 years’ millennial cycle, the 
astrological and eschatological speculations must be mentioned together, as possible 
reasons which led to a final decision whose results may appear unusual, and to the birth 
of what was perhaps intended to be a new era, able to arise from the history of the 
gradual decay of the previous one. 
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